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NIKOLAY SHULGINOV:
«IT IS NECESSARY TO WORK WITH
THE WORLD COMMUNITY»

In June 2021, the Russian Government approved the Plan of the implementation the Energy Strategy of
the Russian Federation until 2035. According to the document, one of the key areas of Russia's activity is
a cooperation with the CIS countries and the EAEU, including the creation of common market mechanisms.
But how will be the cooperation implemented? About this and the global trends and challenges, which are
relevant for Russia as well, “Oil and Gas Vertical” had a conversation with the Minister of Energy of the
Russian Federation Nikolai SHULGINOV.
Oil and Gas Vertical: What role will the partnership with the
CIS and EAEU countries play in the implementation of the Energy
Strategy of Russia? How is energy cooperation with neighboring
countries evolving now, and what are its future prospects?
Nikolay Shulginov: We constantly take all the scheduled
measures aimed to the implementation of the Concept of cooperation between the CIS member states in the ﬁeld of innova-

tive energy development and the elaborating of advanced energy
technologies at the CIS platform.
Within the EAEU, we are continuously at work upon the shaping of the common energy markets together with our partners in
the Union. The common electricity market will start operating in
2025 simultaneously with the common markets for gas and oil
and oil products. The Russian side submitted a draft international
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treaty on the formation of a common gas market for approval of
the EAEU partners. We also continue our efforts to reconcile the
drafted international agreements on the formation of a common
gas market and common markets for oil and oil products in the
EAEU within the ECE platform.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Last July, You visited the St. Petersburg
International Mercantile Exchange (SPIMEX) and discussed with
the President of SPIMEX Alexei Rybnikov the current issues of the
development of exchange mechanisms. What improvements do
you think the energy trading system needs in Russia?
Nikolay Shulginov: One of the main things about such an improvement of the oil products exchange market is to increase the
liquidity of exchange trading. It is necessary to continue developing
market mechanisms to create attractive conditions for sellers of
petroleum products, while at the same time satisfying the interests
of a wide range of consumers of petroleum products. I would like
to note that the stability of exchange trading sessions is an illustrative indicator on which the fair price level for a number of oil
and gas products, including the fuel market, depends. The discussion of issues related to the development of the derivatives market
for oil products in the Russian Federation is ongoing between federal authorities, oil companies and the expert community.
We believe that, in addition to regulatory measures, it is necessary to carry out comprehensive work with market participants,
for example, expanding the list of exchange instruments and
shipping bases, launching exchange options for oil products, engaging brokers, improving the system for the execution of deliverable futures contracts and the mechanism of responsibility for
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delivery and in case of non-delivery under the transaction for
buyers and sellers.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Will the exchange mechanisms similar
to the existing ones be built into the common oil and gas market
within the EAEU? How will this market be conﬁgured?
Nikolay Shulginov: We have planned this. For example, the
action plan for the elaborating of the common market for oil and
oil products of the Union provides for the adoption in 2023 of the
draft rules for conducting exchange trading in oil and oil products.
The Russian exchange market for oil products is the most developed among the markets of all the ﬁve EAEU countries. So the
experience accumulated by Russia in organizing the exchange
market of oil products should become the basis on which the
EAEU exchange trading rules will be built.
Oil and Gas Vertical: A common electricity market is being
formed within the EAEU. Can this be considered as the ﬁrst step
in the uniﬁed energy system of the EAEU countries constructing?
Nikolay Shulginov: Common electricity market (OER) is
formed on the basis of parallel operating national energy systems. The advantages of such work are joint frequency control,
joint regulation of power cross-flows, increasing the reliability
and stability of electrical modes, providing mutual assistance in
emergency situations, as well as moving or transmitting electricity through networks of parallel power systems.
In doing so we are not talking about the building of a kind of
uniﬁed EAEU countries energy system under a single administrative control. At the same time, we admit that in the future,
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greater integration of power systems, uniﬁcation of the regulatory
framework and technical requirements can be possible.
Oil and Gas Vertical: How will centralized interstate commerce in energy be regulated?
Nikolay Shulginov: Trade, as well as the functioning of the
entire common energy market, will be under EAEU regulation.
And these regulations are being developed now. First of all, these
are the rules for mutual trade in electric energy, the rules for determining and distributing the available capacity of interstate
cross-sections, and the rules for information exchange.
The Protocol on the Common Electricity Market provides for
two trading mechanisms – the ﬁrst one through free bilateral
contracts and another one using the centralized trading. The centralized trading refers to both day-ahead contracts and ﬁxedterms contracts.
Centralized trading involves the presence of one or more trading platforms. Trade on these platforms will be subjected to the
Eurasian Economic Commission regulations and the regulations
of the platforms themselves.
Within the framework of this trade, interstate transmission
of electricity will be carried out, primarily through the territory of
Russia and Kazakhstan. The need for such a transfer may arise
both as a result of centralized trade and as a result of free bilateral agreements between participants of the common market.
This issue will, in turn, be regulated by the rules of access to
services for interstate transmission of electric energy (capacity).

Oil and Gas Vertical: What tendencies, in your opinion, will
be typical in the coming years for both the global and Russian oil
and gas complex? What will be the main challenges for Russia,
and what response can be given to them?
Nikolay Shulginov: For the global market and for the Russian
one as well there will be identical trends as a matter of principle.
First of all, the issue of maintaining consumer demand against
the background of a change in preferences caused by the pandemic will remain on the agenda – we are talking about a decrease in the number of air flights and switching to remote work.
We are also seeing an increase in the movement towards cleaner
energy sources – in terms of hydrocarbons, this is an increase
in LNG trade. In the second half of 2020, LNG supplies to Europe
declined against the backdrop of rising gas prices, along with an
increase in pipeline gas supplies. But at the same time, the medium-term attractiveness for investors and the growth of trade
in the LNG segment are expected to continue against the backdrop of the increasing ambitions of the climate agenda and tightening of country targets to reduce emissions.
Speaking speciﬁcally about Russia, we may face increased
competition in export markets. For this reason, we need to continue to work to improve operational efficiency, coupled with the
right complementary ﬁscal incentives. A potential tightening of
attitudes towards emissions in the European Union is on the
agenda. In this case, it is necessary to work with the world community to develop a uniﬁed agreed policy in terms of accounting
and control of greenhouse gas emissions.
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ZORANA MIHAJLOVIC:
«IF THERE IS AN INTEREST OF RUSSIAN COMPANIES
IN COOPERATION, OUR DOORS ARE OPEN»

In recent years, Serbia has become the key to the energy stability of Southeastern Europe. The location in the
heart of the Balkans and the serious industrial potential give the country a real chance to turn into an energy
hub for the entire macroregion. How does the Serbian government implement this strategic opportunity? What
role does the rich tradition of partnership with the Russian Federation play here? About these questions The
Oil and Gas Vertical had a conversation with the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Mining and Energy in
the Government of the Republic of Serbia Zorana MIHAJLOVIC.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Serbia produces 34 TW of electricity
and consumes 32 TW. The republic sells the remaining 2 TW to
its neighbors. According to the new energy strategy of the country,
it is planned to increase the volume of electricity production and
by how much?
Zorana Mihajlovic: The Republic of Serbia currently has one
of the highest growth rates in Europe and it is certain that with the
continuation of such a dynamic economic development, the need
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for electricity will also grow. Of course, we will do everything to
eliminate unnecessary consumption through a wide range of measures to improve energy efficiency, but still, building new capacities
is our priority. Our strategy is to encourage production from renewable energy sources to the highest possible extent even as we
speak, because the fact is that there is a shortage of energy at the
regional level and that economic development requires new
amounts of energy. Our ambition is not for Serbian energy to meet
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only the needs of Serbia, but for Serbia to become an important
energy corridor and energy «hub» for the entire region.
When it comes to more speciﬁc estimates, the development
of a new Energy Development Strategy of the Republic of Serbia
for the period until 2040 has recently begun, with projections until
2050, which will determine the energy policy and conditions for
sustainable energy development until 2050.
This includes forecasts regarding electricity needs and increasing production to meet those needs. In parallel with this
document, the development of the Integrated National Energy
and Climate Plan of the Republic of Serbia for the period until
2030 is underway, with projections until 2050, with an implementation program. With these two documents, which we expect to
be completed by the end of this year, we will also determine the
goals in the ﬁeld of decarbonisation that will determine our path
of energy transition until 2050.
Oil and Gas Vertical: By 2040, Serbia should receive up to
50% of its electricity from green sources, up from the current 5%.
Today the country gets 70% of its electricity from coal-ﬁred power
plants. How do you plan to change the structure of electricity production? What new production facilities does the country consider
a priority?
Zorana Mihajlovic: The construction of new energy capacities, given the requirements set before us in the energy transition, will primarily go in the direction of construction of large and
medium hydro, wind and solar power plants, gas power plants,
as well as the development of additional energy storage capacities, primarily in reversible power plants, and later in batteries.
By adopting new laws in the ﬁeld of mining and energy in
April this year, we have created the conditions to rapidly increase
energy efficiency and through new investments, we are working
to increase the share of energy from renewable sources to at
least 40 percent by 2040 and 50 percent by 2050. We are also
working on the construction of new capacities that should ensure
security of supply during and after the decommissioning of thermal power plants. To achieve these goals, a new investment plan
has been prepared, which envisions projects in energy and mining
worth a total of 17 billion euros. In the ﬁeld of electricity alone,
the planned investments amount to more than seven billion
euros, and the value of projects in RES is about ﬁve billion euros,
primarily in solar power plants and wind power plants.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Serbia receives gas from Russia via Ukraine and Hungary, and the Turkish Stream. Serbia has also announced the construction of a gas pipeline for the supply of Azerbaijani gas. Is this supply infrastructure considered sufficient today?
Zorana Mihajlovic: The construction of the Balkan Stream
gas pipeline, which supplies the Republic of Serbia with natural
gas from the Turkish Stream, as well as the construction of the
Serbia-Bulgaria gas interconnection, which will enable diversiﬁcation of natural gas supply routes and sources, have signiﬁcantly contributed to the inscrease of the security of supply. If
we apply the «n-1» rule, we will see that, already today, Serbia
has a high degree of security of supply, which is primarily a consequence of the commissioning of the Balkan Stream. Only with
the completion of the construction of the gas interconnection
Serbia-Bulgaria in 2023, will we be able to get gas from other

suppliers, from the direction of Azerbaijan, Iran, the Eastern Mediterranean and the existing LNG terminal in Greece. Also, in order
to raise the level of security of supply for the entire region of
Southeast Europe, we are planning to build an interconnector that
will connect us with most of the neighboring countries.
Oil and Gas Vertical: It was announced that supplies of 13.88
billion cubic meters of gas per year are expected via the Balkan
Stream. At the same time, the annual consumption volume will be
increased from 2 billion cubic meters to 4 billion due to gasiﬁcation. What will happen to the remaining volume?
Zorana Mihajlovic: Given that the Balkan Stream is connected to the Hungarian natural gas transportation system, natural gas mostly transits through the territory of the Republic of
Serbia and is intended for natural gas supply of European countries, primarily Hungary and Bosnia and Herzegovina, in accordance with the business policy of the gas supplier, i.e. Gazprom.
The current long-term supply contract with Gazprom for the Serbian market envisages a capacity of up to 5 billion cubic meters
per year, and we can consume that amount only after the eventual construction of a larger number of gas power plants and the
completion of gasiﬁcation of the country.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Gazprom Neft announced the construction of two thermal power plants in Serbia. One of them is to be
commissioned in Pancevo in 2021. What stage is the project at?
Zorana Mihajlovic: Gazprom Energoholding is implementing
the project of highly efficient cogeneration TPP-HP Pancevo, with
a capacity of 160 MW for the production of electricity, which is in
the ﬁnal phase and the plant is expected to be put into operation
soon. Functional tests of the equipment segments are in progress,
the transformer station has been completed and connected to the
network, and the necessary tests are being performed in order for
the plant to be ready for trial operation and proof of performance.
The degree of realization of this project is 98-99%.
The second project is TPP-HP Pancevo Kragujevac, of similar
capacity, whose status is still at the level of economic viability
analysis and gathering relevant information.
Oil and Gas Vertical: NIS is engaged together with Gazprom
Neft in oil production, reﬁning and geological exploration. The Russian company announced its intention to make the Pancevo reﬁnery “the best reﬁnery in Europe”. How will the plant’s capacity be
expanded? Are there plans to build an infrastructure for transporting oil from new ﬁelds?
Zorana Mihajlovic: In order to modernize the Pancevo reﬁnery, more than 800 million euros have been invested since the
privatization of the Naftna Industrija Srbije, and the quality of petroleum products has been fully harmonized with European requirements and the depth of processing has been increased. During 2021, activities on the modernization of this reﬁnery continued, such as the construction of the ETBE plant. This reﬁnery
is already one of the most modern in Europe. Given that the capacity of the Pancevo Reﬁnery exceeds the requirements of the
Serbian market, with the stated investments and harmonization
of product quality with European requirements, the possibility of
uninterrupted supply of the wider regional market has been
achieved. Also, several projects for the construction of pipelines
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for the supply of crude oil and product pipelines are being considered, some of which are of regional character.
Oil and Gas Vertical: What plans for cooperation does Serbia
have with the other Russian oil and gas, and energy companies?
Zorana Mihajlovic: Several Russian energy companies have
been present on the Serbian market for a long time, but also companies that build infrastructure and produce equipment. To name
just a few: Lukoil, IDS, Power Machines... There is a rich tradition
of cooperation. Serbia is open to Russian investments, and Russian companies have proven to be a reliable contractor and supplier of equipment. If there is an interest of Russian companies
in cooperation, our doors are open and we are always ready to
discuss new projects and investments.
Oil and Gas Vertical: In 2016, diesel was the most demanded
type of fuel, the share of sales is 60%, gasoline – 25%. What is
the current fuel consumption structure in Serbia? Something has
changed? Is the share of LPG consumption increasing?
Zorana Mihajlovic: In the period 2017-2019, there was a
further increase in diesel consumption in the structure of motor
fuel consumption, with a decrease in the consumption of liqueﬁed petroleum gas (LPG). For example, according to the ﬁnal energy balance for 2016, the breakdown of motor fuel consumption
in the Republic of Serbia in ﬁnal consumption was : 68% diesel,
19% unleaded motor gasoline and 12% LPG. In 2019, the structure of consumption was: 76% diesel, 18% motor gasoline and
6% LPG. Diesel consumption is growing this year as well, because
economic activity is increasing, while the share of LPG is declining, because old vehicles that consumed it are slowly being replaced and the price is relatively high compared to gasoline.
Oil and Gas Vertical: What are the plans in the country for
the development of electric transport and charging infrastructure?
Is this area considered attractive?
Zorana Mihajlovic: Increasing the use of electric cars and the
use of electric propulsion in public transport represents the future
in the ﬁeld of transport, which must be accompanied by the modernization of infrastructure. In the department that I ran before energy – the department of traffic, we started with the installation of
electric chargers on highways, covering, for the beginning, the four
key entrances to Serbia. That is only one part, since the chargers
are also installed in the largest parking lots, gas stations and car
service stations. Still, that is not enough, but we are moving in the
right direction, which is shown by the increase in sales of electric
cars in Serbia. Of course, this is just the beginning of a process that
must include stronger incentives for greater use of electric vehicles
and modernization of infrastructure, given that transport, along with
thermal power plants, is one of the biggest polluters and this is
therefore important for meeting the Paris Agreement goals.
Also, the fact that the deposit of jadarite, a new mineral of
boron and lithium in Serbia, near Loznica, is one of the largest in
Europe in terms of ore, gives Serbia the opportunity to be more
actively involved in the electric car production chain, where our
goal is not only to be an exporter of lithium, but also to create a
chain of production and additional value in our country, which
means opening the production of lithium batteries, but also electric vehicles in Serbia.
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ILYA TOROSOV:
«OUR TAXONOMY HAS PRIMARILY TO SERVE
THE INTERESTS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION»

Today one of the main issues on the green agenda is a taxonomy, serving as the most important tool for providing
ﬁnance for the green projects. Russia is currently developing its own taxonomy, which will be compatible with
the international standards and take into account the domestic speciﬁcs at the same time. What successes have
already been achieved on this path, and what difficulties still remain? Oil and Gas Vertical talked about it with Ilya
TOROSOV, Deputy Minister of Economic Development of the Russian Federation.
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Oil and Gas Vertical: In this April, the Ministry of Economic
Development of Russia and VEB.RF (the Russian state development corporation) have developed a draft of the national taxonomy
of green projects. As stated, the world standards have been
adapted to the Russian reality to determine sustainable activities.
What are the features of sustainable development in Russia?
Which projects will be considered as green, and which ones as
transitional in Russia?
Ilya Torosov: In fact, this work began last year. In last December we already presented the ﬁrst draft of the taxonomy at
the working group. The colleagues from the ministries, the representatives of the banking community and the industry companies presented more than 130 proposals for a reﬁnement the
submitted documents. We have examined every proposal and
most of them were included in the ﬁnal document, which was
endorsed by the working group in this April.
As Regards our approach to the development of the taxonomy, the Russian green ﬁnance system is initially developed with
the aim of being fully compatible with the international green
standarts, including the European. One of the goals of its creation is to provide the Russian issuers access to the Western capital markets, where the cost of fundraising is usually lower than
in Russia. This task makes impossible any kind of equivocation
and shortcut. Here we need a clear correspondence and uniformity of systems.
At the same time, the specifics of Russia are as great as
the specifics of China, India, Germany, the United States or any
other country. All of them features the different standards of
living and the structure of the economy. Our country is industrial. Russia has a lot of production facilities, which our citizens
work for. Therefore, we faced three equivalent tasks, when developing the system:
• to determine at the state level of what the green financing is so that the state and business can communicate
in the same language, eliminating the possibility of
greenwashing;
• to open the way for business to the foreign markets of
green borrowed capital;
• to support the projects of the Russian companies, which
have a positive environmental effect, but are not recognized as green in accordance with international standards.
We need to complete all three of these tasks, we cannot
sacrifice any of them.
That’s why the taxonomy is divided into green and transitional. The green taxonomy is 95% the same as the taxonomy
of CBI, ICMA and the other recognized international systems.
As Regards the transitional taxonomy, we have reflected
just all the Russian specifics in it. The taxonomy includes activities in controversial or definitely not green industries, when
the Russian enterprises can implement projects, characterized
by a significant positive effect on the environmental situation
and reduced a damage to the nature.
We say yes, your company is still far from the highest standards, but you want to install treatment facilities, switch to a
more advanced technology, such a project deserves a separate
markings. And this division into green and transitional projects
acts as another protective mechanism against the so-called
greenwashing.
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Oil and Gas Vertical: Russia and its foreign partners have different views on the sustainable activities. For example, there is
some skepticism of the Europeans in relation to the usage of natural gas and nuclear energy, which is recognized as a green activity
by the draft of the Russian taxonomy. Could it be considered as
a weak side of the taxonomy draft? Or is our taxonomy an attempt
to offer own approaches to achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals, when some Western countries are trying to impose their
position worldwide?
Ilya Torosov: Firstly, the gas and nuclear energy do not cause
the skepticism among the Europeans as a whole, but just a part
of the Europeans. They have not been able to accept own taxonomy for several years due to the disagreements about the gas
and nuclear energy. So I don’t see any reason to consider our approach as a weak side of the Russian taxonomy, it’s just our
choice. It is important to note that we are talking about the projects being implemented in the territory of Russia. It removes
most of the controversial issues. Our taxonomy has primarily to
serve the interests of the Russian Federation.
In general the gas is a much more environmentally friendly
fuel than almost all traditional energy sources, and the demands
of its abandonment mean putting the Russian economy as well
as the economies of many European countries at completely
unjustified risk. Our aim is to reduce the emissions step by step,
as the Paris Agreement presupposes, and switch to new technologies. Radical measures will not bring us closer to this goal.
They will just lead to an increase of electricity prices and power
outages, and create a bad reputation for renewable energy. So
Russia’s position is not so innovative, we are just guided by
common sense.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Inasmuch as the taxonomy draft is at
the stage of approval in the federal authorities, what aspects of it
are planned to be ﬁnalized? What advantages of the draft can be
highlighted already now?
Ilya Torosov: We are basically talking about technical remarks. There are quite a lot of them. This is absolutely normal,
and we are very glad that such a number of suggestions and
comments have been received. We tried to set the new standards
of openness and involve all possible parties to the discussion,
while working on the creation of the national system of green ﬁnancing. We consider that the system will work only if all interested parties participate in the process. Of course, there is a lot
of the technical information in the taxonomy: the maximum emissions per ton of products, the speciﬁc indicators in grams and
kilograms. The document will be quite certain, it will create the
clear rules of the game, the clear incentives for the Russian business. This is its main advantage.
We create a new infrastructure for ﬁnancial instruments. This
is a serious task that requires a comprehensive study and a balanced approach. There is no need to hurry here, the price of a
mistake is too high.
Oil and Gas Vertical: The national system of a veriﬁcation of
the green projects is being designed along with the taxonomy. Is
there already a deﬁnite insight of the criteria, which will be used for
the veriﬁcation? Has the methodological base been shaped? What
difficulties do you face when developing the veriﬁcation system?
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Ilya Torosov: Yes, the methodological base has already been
almost completely formed. It will be submitted to the government
for a consideration soon. Firstly, it is important to note that the
system veriﬁes not the green projects, but the green ﬁnancial instruments: for example, bonds, loans etc. And then the funds,
raised under them, can only go to the green projects. The criterias
are based a whole on the best international practices. They feature the restrictions on placement of temporarily free funds, the
requirements for veriﬁcation and regular reporting. Everyone will
be able to get acquainted with them soon.
The main difficulty is to take into account the positions of all
possible experts and market participants. You know that, relatively speaking, the environmentalists and the coal miners have
the diametrically opposite positions. We had to look for the ways
to satisfy everyone, while not compromising the fundamental
principles, embedded in the system. I hope we have succeeded.
The latest reviews from the market participants as well as the
international experts were very good.
Oil and Gas Vertical: Why are the credit rating agencies selected as the veriﬁers that have never been engaged in the green
projects before? Is it planned to include the leading Russian expert
and scientiﬁc institutions in the list of the veriﬁers?
Ilya Torosov: Within the methodological recommendations
for maintaining the list of the veriﬁers, which developing now, we
do not limit the circle of those who will be able to issue the certiﬁcates of compliance. It can be anyone, if they get under the
certain criterias, based on an experience, staff qualiﬁcations, etc.
We have only two veriﬁers so far. These are the long-standing
market participants. They enjoy the conﬁdence of the other participants and have previously concerned with the matters of ESG
compliance of issuers and projects in one degree or another. So
it seemed to us logical to start with them. Also we have developed the system where any organization, meeting the requirements for experience, expertise and the others, will be able to
become a veriﬁer. We hope that we will create a whole new industry here as well.

Oil and Gas Vertical: To what extent will the veriﬁcation system be accepted by the Russian banks, or will they (primarily SberBank) be guided by the international standards?
Ilya Torosov: We expect that there will be signiﬁcant interest
from the banks in the system because it will primarily be simple
and clear. The banks are already showing their interest. We know
about it, because many of them are the members of the interdepartmental workgroup.
Oil and Gas Vertical: What the real measures are laid down
as support for the green projects?
Ilya Torosov: We are focusing now on the design of the system that allows us to separate the green projects from non-green
ones, from transitional ones, and so on. It means that there is a
voluntary marking of the ﬁnancial tools, which does not give any
bonuses from the state. But the market gives. In Europe, for example, it is cheaper to borrow money for a green issue by about
0.1-0.3%. This is quite a lot.
Moreover, there are the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russian Federation and their subsidy for the introduction of the best
available technologies. This subsidy intersects quite strongly with
the direction of the green ﬁnance, it can become a subsidy «for
greenness» for industrial enterprises in many respects. By the
way, I would like to note separately that we tried to ensure succession with the state policy in the ﬁeld of ecology and climate
by creating a new one.
In addition, the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia
is developing a roadmap of support measures, which will also
be released this year. It may include various support measures,
including subsidies for reimbursement of costs incurred for project veriﬁcation, subsidies for the coupon rate, tax beneﬁts for securities holders. The Bank of Russia is working on the issue of
reforming ﬁnancial regulation and supervisory measures that encourage market participants to pursue a policy of environmentally
responsible ﬁnancing, taking into account the impact of such a
policy at the level of credit and other risks. We hope that our colleagues from the other ministries will support us in this work.
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ALEXANDER DYUKOV:
«WE ALWAYS STRIVE FOR MORE»
In a pandemic, the entire global oil and gas complex is going through difficult times. Many majors had to cut
their investments in exploration and development of new oil ﬁelds, adjust their development programs. Added
to these problems are increasingly stringent environmental requirements, the climate agenda is forcing industry
players to pay constant attention to reducing their harmful effects on the environment. But all these problems
can be successfully solved, as evidenced by the experience of Gazprom Neft. Alexander DYUKOV, Chairman of
the Management Board, General Director of Gazprom Neft PJSC, told Neftegazovaya Vertikal about the projects
the company has been focusing on recently and what its plans for the future are.
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Oil and Gas Vertical: Alexander, by the end of 2020, Gazprom
Neft not only showed a net proﬁt of over 117 billion rubles, but
also maintained production volumes at the level of 2019. How was
this achieved against the backdrop of unfavorable external conditions: the COVID-19 pandemic, the global economic crisis caused
by it, restrictions within the OPEC +?
А.Dyukov: Gazprom Neft is focused on active development,
we always strive for more. At the same time, even before the
pandemic, the company was aware of the risks of volatility and
formed a balanced upstream asset portfolio, tried to be as flexible
as possible in terms of operating and organizational models. This
allowed us to respond quickly to the crisis of last year. Although,
of course, no one could predict such volatility as we saw in 2020.
Among the main tasks of the past year, in addition to protecting employees and customers from the virus, was maintaining the continuity of operations and production processes, reducing costs, and increasing efficiency.
We flexibly managed the upstream process in the context of
OPEC + restrictions to maximize economic results, used all the
possibilities of our own reﬁning and marketing, and focused on
increasing efficiency throughout the entire business chain. This
made it possible to ensure high ﬁnancial stability of the company,
and from the second quarter of last year to show proﬁt, as well
as to achieve good overall ﬁnancial results for the year.
If we talk about production volumes, although for liquid hydrocarbons it decreased due to the OPEC + agreement, thanks
to the gas component of the portfolio, we managed to maintain
total production at the level of 2019 year – 96 million tons of oil
equivalent.
Oil and Gas Vertical: What production projects remain a priority for the company in the new conditions?
А.Dyukov: The flagship projects in production for the next
ﬁve years are the development of the Neocomian-Jurassic deposits of the Kharasaveyskoye and Bovanenkovskoye ﬁelds. The
Zima project has great potential in the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug – there we see a fast and efficient growth of production at the Zhagrin ﬁeld, we continue to study the potential
of the neighboring Vaysky blocks. A signiﬁcant event for the company in 2021 will be the launch of the infrastructure of the Tazovskoye oil and gas condensate ﬁeld in the Nadym-Pur-Tazovsky
district of the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug. In fact, this is
the ﬁrst new production project that has been implemented in
Russia since the start of the pandemic.
Another important project is the completion of construction
and commissioning of infrastructure for the development of the
oil rims of the Pestsovoye, En-Yakhinskoye and Chayandinskoye
ﬁelds. Overall, the share of oil rims in the company's total production will be 10% after 2023.
In addition, our infrastructure project «Gas of Yama» opens
up new prospects for the development of gas ﬁelds on the Yamal
Peninsula.
Oil and Gas Vertical: According to the company, its hydrocarbon reserves in 2020 increased by 36%. Due to what it was
possible to increase reserves so sharply and what are the priorities
for the development of the resource base already in 2021?

А.Dyukov: A signiﬁcant increase in reserves at the end of 2020
was achieved both through the discovery of new ﬁelds and the acquisition of licensed areas, and due to the ﬁelds that the company
is developing under long-term risky operator agreements with Gazprom. They provided an additional increase in hydrocarbon reserves
in the 2P category by more than 1 billion tons of oil equivalent.
Today we have formed a diversiﬁed portfolio for the development of the resource base. Over the past three years, the company
has acquired dozens of license areas and came to the new exploration zones in several regions of the country, including the Gydan
Peninsula, Yamal, and the Orenburg region. In 2020, Gazprom Neft
discovered three ﬁelds in the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug
and the Orenburg Region, and established the oil and gas potential
of 26 new deposits in the regions of its operation.
In 2021, the focus will be on conducting exploration work
within the limits of our licenses, studying a promising area in the
north of Gydan.
At the same time, we constantly monitor opportunities and always remain open to purchase new interesting exploration assets.
Oil and Gas Vertical: In April, Gazprom Neft launched in Yakutia a system for transporting oil from the Chayandinskoye ﬁeld
to the Eastern Siberia – Paciﬁc Ocean trunk oil pipeline. How will
this project develop further, what production volumes can it reach?
And what are the future plans of the company for development in
Eastern Siberia?
А.Dyukov: A signiﬁcant achievement at the Chayandinskoye ﬁeld
was the launch of the oil pipeline seven months ahead of schedule.
This makes it possible to refuse from auto-transportation
and ensure uninterrupted transportation of up to 1.5 million tons
of oil from the ﬁeld to the ESPO system. At this moment, within
the framework of the project, a compressor station and an oil
treatment unit are being built, the launch of which is scheduled
for 2021. In addition, drilling of new high-tech horizontal wells
using ﬁshbone technology continues at the ﬁeld. Peak production
at the Chayanda oil rim will be about 3 million tonnes of oil equivalent annually. We plan to reach this level in 2023.
If we talk about our further development plans in Eastern Siberia, then these are, ﬁrstly, additional options within the Chayandinskoye ﬁeld.
In addition, we have the Omorinsky project, which is located
on the territory of the Evenki District of the Krasnoyarsk Territory
and in geological terms is a continuation of one of the largest
ﬁelds in Eastern Siberia – Yurubcheno-Tokhomsky.
An additional opportunity for the development of the project
is its proximity to the Kuyumba-Taishet trunk pipeline of the ESPO
system.
Today we are at the «Search – Assessment» stage, prospecting and exploration drilling is planned to start in 2022-2023.
Oil and Gas Vertical: How is the Chonsky project developing,
are you negotiating to attract partners?
А.Dyukov: This is one of the largest assets in Eastern Siberia,
which covers 3 license areas at once.
In 2020, the company managed to ensure an increase in reserves at the Chonsky project according to the international
PRMS classiﬁcation up to a strategic 1 billion barrels toe in the
2P category.
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We see high potential in the development of the Chonskaya
group of ﬁelds, while we are interested in implementing the project in a partnership format.
Negotiations are underway with several major foreign and
Russian market participants.
Oil and Gas Vertical: It was reported that in 2020 Gazprom Neft
doubled the production of Bazhenov oil – up to 100 thousand tons.
What are the prospects of the company with the development
of the Bazhenov formation, what difficulties remain on the way to
the proﬁtable industrial development of this resource base?
А.Dyukov: The Bazhen project is unique and important for the
Russian oil and gas industry primarily because it creates domestic
technologies for the development of hard-to-recover reserves.
In total, in the course of the project implementation, more
than 10 Russian technologies in the ﬁeld of well construction
have been developed, exclusively Russian downhole equipment
is used, a line of chemicals has been selected, and a pool of domestic contractors has been formed.
In addition, domestic software systems for hydrodynamic
modeling and hydraulic fracturing have been created and are already being used.
If we talk about speciﬁc technological solutions, wells with
a horizontal wellbore length of up to 2 thousand meters, with 30
stages of hybrid hydraulic fracturing and with maximum injection
rates of about 16 m3 of proppant per minute are recognized as
the most optimal for Bazhen development.
At the same time, no one in Russia, except for Gazprom Neft,
has drilled wells with such characteristics for the Bazhenov interval.
Operations even on such a complex structure were carried
out using Russian-made equipment: the level of import substitution at the well reached 95%.
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The development of technologies and, no less important,
training in effective work with these technologies has made it
possible to signiﬁcantly reduce unit costs in the development of
the Bazhenov horizons.
So, if at the start of the project in 2016 the unit costs were
30 thousand rubles per ton of oil, four years later we recorded
an average of 13 thousand rubles per ton.
And in some wells it was possible to «hit» the target value
for us of 8.5 thousand rubles.
When this indicator is reached, the commercial development
of Bazhen becomes proﬁtable in developed areas – that is, where
there is already an infrastructure created to work with simpler
categories of reserves.
By the end of 2021, Gazprom Neft plans to conﬁrm the effectiveness of the technology and consolidate at the level of unit
costs of 8.5 thousand rubles per ton.
The introduction of industrial technology for the Bazhenov
formation will allow for a systematic increase in the production
of unconventional reserves and, by 2025, produce up to 1 million
tons of Bazhen annually.
In order to replicate the technology in new – unsettled –
areas, it is necessary that the revenues from production allow to
recoup all the additional investments associated with the creation
of new infrastructure of the ﬁelds.
For this, the cost of a ton of oil produced from Bazhen should
be reduced to 6 thousand rubles. This is our goal until 2025.
Gazprom Neft plans to develop the project primarily in the
format of partnerships – strategic, technological, ﬁnancial, as
well as with the participation of the state. We believe that another
effective measure is the commercialization of our own technologies. By introducing them to the market, the company expects
to receive additional ﬁnancing and reduce risky investments.

STAKE HOLD E RS

Oil and Gas Vertical: How could state support for the Bazhen
project be expressed?
А.Dyukov: The relevant ministries and the Government of
the Russian Federation understand that the development of Russian technologies for the development of hard-to-recover reserves is one of the key tasks for our industry. We see the adoption of systemic decisions in this area at the state level.
So, for example, when the tax legislation was changed for
all TRIZs, beneﬁts were retained. The regulatory framework continues to form: a law has been adopted on technological landﬁlls
for Bazhen, Domanik, and Abalak-Khodum. It allows testing new
technologies in specially designated licensed areas, without rigid
production commitments.
The formation of a system of technological landﬁlls in Russia
is an important step that will help the domestic oil industry gain
access to colossal reserves of «difficult» oil.
Oil and Gas Vertical: The company has been carrying out
large-scale modernization of its own reﬁneries for about 10 years.
What goals do you set for yourself? And what results have you already achieved?
А.Dyukov: Each stage of modernization of our reﬁneries had
its own goals.
Thus, as a result of the implementation of the ﬁrst stage, all
Gazprom Neft reﬁneries have switched to the production of fuels
of the ﬁfth ecological class with ultra-low sulfur content already in
2013, well ahead of the deadlines set by the Russian government.
At the current stage of modernization of enterprises, our
main goal is to increase the yield of light petroleum products up
to 80% and increase the depth of reﬁning to almost 100%, as well
as to increase the environmental friendliness of enterprises.
This stage will end in 2025, as a result, Gazprom Neft's reﬁneries will be among the most advanced not only in Russia, but
also in Europe.
An important event for our reﬁning was the launch in 2020
of the Euro + complex at the Moscow Reﬁnery, which replaced
ﬁve units of previous generations at once.
As a result, the growth in the production capacity of diesel
fuel at the plant amounted to 40%, motor gasoline – 15%.
In addition, a deep reﬁning complex was put into operation
at the Pancevo reﬁnery in Serbia last year, thanks to which the
reﬁning depth at the enterprise exceeded 99%.
In Omsk, we made the ﬁrst start-up of a deep oil reﬁning
complex with the production of marketable products.
At present, there is continuing the adjustment of the technological mode of operation of the equipment and the output to the
design indicators.
The complex combines sections for vacuum gas oil hydrocracking and hydrogen production.
Delayed coking, diesel hydrotreating, primary processing and
reforming units are also in a high degree of readiness.
The same deep processing complex will be built at the Moscow site, and a delayed coking unit will start operating at the
Slavneft-YANOS plant in Yaroslavl. The implementation of these
projects has already begun.
The pandemic has once again conﬁrmed the importance of
modernizing our factories. In today's environment, when the mar-

ket situation changes dramatically and unpredictably, the technological flexibility and efficiency of factories play a key role.
Modernized enterprises are able to respond quickly to
changes in the structure of demand.
Reﬁneries with a low level of modernization and a limited set
of processes are losing competition in the modern market.
Oil and Gas Vertical: What technologies are used to reduce
environmental impact at the company's reﬁneries?
А.Dyukov: All new complexes at our reﬁneries are being built
using the most modern environmentally friendly technologies.
We also use complementary solutions that not only reduce
the impact of enterprises on the environment, but also monitor
compliance with strict regulations online.
For example, an online air monitoring system is effectively
operating at a plant in Moscow; a similar solution is now being
implemented in Omsk.
Another, in fact, our typical environmental project, is a closed
biological wastewater treatment complex "Biosphere".
This has proven itself very well at the plant in Moscow, now
we are completing the construction of the same facilities at the
Omsk reﬁnery.
The efficiency of wastewater treatment at Biosphere approaches
100%, and more than 70% of the water is returned for reuse.
The new complex for deep oil reﬁning at the Omsk reﬁnery
includes a unit for processing and purifying process gases. This
enables us to produce products that are in demand on the market
from gas.
The facility, by the way, was built within the framework of
the federal project «Clean Air».
The total investments of the plant, which are accounted for
under the federal project «Clean Air» amount to more than 100 billion rubles. According to this indicator, we are one of the leaders.
Besides, the company is currently developing new technologies for capturing CO2 and exploring the possibility of its additional use. Based on the world experience, at the Omsk plant
we are considering the possibility of building greenhouses, for
the operation of which carbon dioxide will be used.
In this way, we will further reduce the impact on the atmosphere
and at the same time get additional types of products – vegetables,
flowers. Shell and other world majors have similar projects.
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Oil and Gas Vertical: The company announced an increase
in sales of highly environmentally friendly marine fuels in 2020 by
3.5 times, high-tech bitumen – by 32%. What is the reason for this
growth?
А.Dyukov: From the beginning of 2020, new environmental
regulations of the MARPOL convention came into force, which
limited the amount of sulfur in the exhaust gases of ships.
In this regard, the use of high-sulfur naval fuel oil as marine
fuel was almost completely banned. The shipping industry and
especially the suppliers of marine fuels faced a challenge: it
was necessary to offer the market a new type of marine fuel.
We were proactive and already in the fall of 2019 began supplying our customers with test batches of new highly environmentally friendly marine fuel with a sulfur content of up to
0.5%. At the beginning of 2020, large-scale production of new
environmentally friendly fuel began at our refineries, and by
the end of 2020, the volume of «on board» sales exceeded 1.1
million tons.
We have occupied more than 20% of the domestic market in
the segment of environmentally friendly fuels.
The trend towards sustainability in the shipping industry
will only grow. Today and in the 2030-2035 perspective, the
most preferred fuel solution for the new fleet is liquefied natural
gas. According to various estimates, the share of LNG in the
total structure of fuel consumption by the world fleet can reach
20-25% already in this decade. Our subsidiary Gazpromneft Marine Bunker is the leader in the development of this market segment in the Russian Federation. Already this year, we will commission the first Russian LNG bunkering vessel to operate in
the Russian ports of the Baltic basin. We are also forming a
strategy for the development of the LNG bunkering market in
other waters of our country.
As for bitumen, high rates of their implementation were
achieved due to the use of our materials in the implementation
of the largest Russian road construction projects.
An important event for the bitumen business of Gazprom
Neft was the entry into the Russian retail building materials
market.
In addition, in 2020, Gazprom Neft expanded the export network of bitumen materials supply to 65 countries of the world.
Oil and Gas Vertical: The coronavirus pandemic has forced
many companies to accelerate digitalization. Has this trend also
affected Gazprom Neft? Have you had to rethink your digital priorities? And does it already give a tangible economic effect?
А.Dyukov: For a modern company from almost any industry,
it is very important to be able to systematically introduce digital
technologies. We have been developing these competencies for
more than one year. Last year, they helped us, among other
things, in creating barriers to protect against COVID-19.
For example, the elements of machine learning were used to
diagnose and predict the development of the disease, video analytics made it possible to control the observance of the minimum distance between employees, and the headquarters in subsidiaries were connected by a single information network, which
ensured prompt decision-making on important issues.
The distributed work format itself was not a novelty for
Gazprom Neft. Many teams have been working from different
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locations on the same tasks for several years already. The
new challenge of 2020 was a multiple increase in remote connections to workplaces in a very short time. If before the pandemic the demand for these services did not exceed 6-8 thousand employees, then in April 2020 the number of users of
the remote access system to work places exceeded 30 thousand people.
Of course, initially, the IT infrastructure was not designed so
that tens of thousands of employees could simultaneously switch
to work in a remote format.
To solve this problem, the IT headquarters strengthened infrastructure capacities, promptly changed a number of business
processes, and also launched new services. This is the change,
which, as they say, was done "from the wheels", taking into account the dramatically changed external conditions.
If we talk about priorities in the ﬁeld of digital transformation, then, of course, we periodically adjust them. As well as the
overall strategy of the company. But there is no talk of a fundamental change in our approaches to the development of digital
technologies.
We continue to implement 13 strategic digital transformation
programs that span the entire value chain, including functional
and supporting areas.
In 2020, the economic effect amounted to 9.3 billion rubles.
So, for example, only two products of the flagship program of
the Exploration and Production Block «Active of the Future» in
2020 received an effect of more than 1 billion rubles due to the
reduction of capital expenditures for drilling and reduction of
losses from oil shortfalls. One of the key digital projects of the
logistics, reﬁning and sales block – the Arctic logistics management system «Captain» – made it possible to reduce the unit
costs for the export of Arctic oil by 12%.
Oil and Gas Vertical: At the end of 2020, Gazprom Neft became one of the leaders in the international rating of the Carbon
Disclosure Project, the largest and most authoritative study of
companies in terms of climate responsibility indicators. How did
you achieve this? And what are the top priorities for Gazprom Neft
in terms of the climate agenda?
А.Dyukov: Our CDP rating, which in 2020 turned out to be
higher than the average rating for Europe and the world, was influenced by the company's high level of transparency in the ﬁeld
of sustainable development and an effective management system. The highest praise was given to the company's approach to
managing direct and indirect emissions, additional initiatives to
reduce emissions, such as improving energy efficiency and reducing the volume of flaring of associated petroleum gas, as well
as the corporate governance system.
If we talk about immediate tasks, then in 2021 one of the
key focuses for Gazprom Neft will be the definition of longterm goals in ESG, and first of all – to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions. We will also continue to develop a system of goal
setting and risk management in this area, we will strive to
further increase the volume of information disclosure. We want
to be the most open company for partners, clients, government
agencies and society as a whole. And we will definitely share
significant events in the life of the company, including with
your publication.
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WILL POWER OF SIBERIA DELIVER MORE
GAS TO CHINA THAN PREVIOUSLY
PLANNED IN 2021?
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TIANSHI HUANG
Research Director IHS Markit

Power of Siberia (POS) gas arrived in China in December 2019 and has been ramping up throughout 2020 to
reach 4.1 Bcm for the year. Gazprom plans to bring the delivered volumes to 10 Bcm in 2021 and the full 38 Bcm
contracted volumes in 2025. Gazprom reported that POS gas exports to China in January 2021 had exceeded
the monthly contractual obligation by 2.5% and the daily delivered volumes had reached the level needed to
achieve 2021’s 10 Bcm planned volumes.
POS gas will be competitive against most LNG imports in
China’s northern coastal demand center in 2021. In the BeijingTianjin-Hebei demand center, the landed prices of LNG imports
need to fall below $4.2/ MMBtu to compete with POS gas on a
delivered price basis. Technically, actual delivered volumes can
far exceed the 2021 plan. On the Russian side, drilling activities
in the Chayanda ﬁeld, in-ﬁeld gas treatment capacity expansion,
and a second compressor between Chayanda and Blagoveschensk are scheduled in 2021. If all are realized, these development plans will put Gazprom in a good position to signiﬁcantly

surpass the planned delivered volumes of 10 Bcm. On the Chinese side, the completed northern and central parts of the Russia-China pipeline also have ample spare capacity for a signiﬁcantly more aggressive ramp-up. However, other factors will need
to line up for the additional volumes to be substantial. Sending
a lot more wet gas to China for the price of methane before Gazprom’s Amur gas processing plant is fully operational will erode
the company’s proﬁt. Commercial terms could be complicated
to work through to make changes to the original agreement. China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) will also need to ba-
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lance all supply sources in its portfolio against demand from its
traditional market and coordinate gas flow with the national pipeline company. As a result, the potential additional volumes beyond the plan in 2021 may be limited to a few billion cubic meters
at most. Nonetheless, the ramp-up volumes year on year and
month on month will be an important source of additional gas
supply to China, especially during the 2021/22 winter.

cember 2020, bringing POS gas to a key gas consuming centerthe Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei (Jing-Jin-Ji) market. In combination,
this pipeline completion and surging delivered volumes represented an important new gas supply into this traditionally seasonal demand center in the 2020/21 winter, adding 27 MMcm/d
of gas supply to this region.

Power of Siberia gas will be a formidable
competitor against LNG imports in 2021

Power of Siberia daily delivered volumes
exceeded contractual obligation
in January 2021
Under the supply contract between Gazprom and CNPC,
the POS project started to deliver gas to China in December
2019 and has been ramping up volumes since.1 According to
Gazprom’s announced plan, the delivered volumes should
reach 5 Bcm in 2020, 10 Bcm in 2021, and the full 38 Bcm contracted volumes in 2025, though the company did not clarify
whether or not the delivery volumes are based on calendar
year. In 2020, the total delivered volumes reached 4.1 Bcm.
During February-April 2020, the delivered volumes declined
month on month owing to a combination of planned pipeline
maintenance in Russia and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, both on Chinese gas demand and an outbreak at the
Chayanda field (see Figure 1). Since then, delivered volumes
recovered, ending the year strongly with gas flow in the last
two months of 2020 being about 50% more than that in the
first two months of the year.
Although China Customs has not issued gas import data in
2021, Gazprom reported that POS gas exports to China in January 2021 had exceeded the monthly contractual obligation
by 2.5% and the daily delivered volumes had reached the level
needed to achieve 2021’s 10 Bcm of planned volumes. Assuming a similar monthly profile as in 2020, with 2021 planned
delivered volumes doubling the previous year, the POS January
2021 delivered volumes were equivalent to 7–8 standard-sized
LNG cargoes into China. Furthermore, the middle section of the
Russia-China pipeline within China started operation on 3 De-

In the Jing-Jin-Ji market, POS gas can squeeze out some
LNG imports, given its low landed prices and the region’s relatively short distance from the Russia-China border. To date,
POS gas landed prices ranged from $5.3/MMBtu in December
2019 to only $3.2/MMBtu in the last two months of 2020. Although the exact pricing formula is commercially confidential,
regression analysis on POS gas’ landed prices at the border
against oil price indicates a similar pricing structure as Central
Asian gas imports into China – a low slope to oil price, a long
lag time, and a high fixed-price portion. Based on the pricing
points through 2020, the landed price of POS gas supply to China follows a formula of a 4.5-5% slope to oil price with around
a 12-month lag time and a roughly $2/MMBtu fixed price portion. In comparison, the slopes to oil price in Chinese term LNG
contracts vary widely from as low as single-digit percentages
to over 16%, but mostly fall in the 11-14% range with the typical
lag time to oil price of 3–6 months. As a result, POS gas will
be competitive against most LNG imports into China in 2021 in
the Jing-Jin-Ji market. The impact of the oil price collapse in
March 2020 started to be reflected in term LNG landed prices
in the summer of 2020, but the effect on Chinese pipeline imports in general and POS gas in particular lagged behind. The
full impact of the low oil price environment on POS gas landed
prices will emerge in 2021, at the time where term LNG prices
are expected to recover. In the Jing-Jin-Ji region, the landed
prices of LNG imports at receiving terminals need to fall below
$4.2/MMBtu to be competitive against POS gas on the delivered
price basis (see Figure 2).

Power of Siberia gas delivered volumes and landed prices at the border
thousand cubic meters
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Will Power of Siberia deliver above
the planned volumes in 2021?
Chinese gas demand growth remained healthy in 2020 despite the impact of COVID-19 and is expected to improve further
in 2021 at 7.8% with the continued economic rebound and policy support. With Chinese gas demand growth expectation and
the tight supply in the domestic market in the 2020/21 winter,
the POS gas low delivered prices at the Jing-Jin-Ji market beg
the question – will POS deliver more gas than originally planned
in 2021?
Technically, actual delivered volumes can far exceed the
plan. On the Russian side, the planned drilling program on the
Chayanda ﬁeld was almost fully completed in 2020, with over
100 new wells drilled. The ﬁeld is technically ready to produce
the full planned volumes of 25 Bcm per year, though an optimal
ramp-up period to plateau should take 3-5 years in reality. Gazprom also doubled gas treatment capacity at the ﬁeld to 25 Bcm
per year to separate water and, most importantly, condensates
to feed into the Amur gas processing plant. In 2021, Gazprom
also plans to add a second POS compressor, which is needed
to send much higher than 10 Bcm per year on a consistent basis.
Although the company has not announced the commissioning
date, the second compressor will likely arrive this year. On the
Chinese side, the completed northern and central parts of the
Russia-China pipeline have ample spare capacity for signiﬁcantly
more aggressive ramp-up. The northern section of the pipeline,
running from the Russia-China border to Changling in Jilin Province, has an annual capacity of 38 Bcm. The middle section pipeline is 1,110 km in length – 355 km of which is the ChanglingShenyang section, with an annual capacity of 25.8 Bcm, and 755
km of which is the Shenyang-Yongqing section, with an annual
capacity of 18.7 Bcm.
Other factors will need to line up for the additional volumes
to be signiﬁcant. From Gazprom’s perspective, sending a lot more
wet gas to China for the price of methane may erode its proﬁt.

There is no gas processing plant until the Amur gas processing
plant is completed. The ﬁrst two trains of 14 Bcm per year of capacity will be tested and launched in mid-2021. Gazprom already
signed long-term supply agreements to sell ethane and LPG produced at the Amur gas processing plant to the Amur gas chemical plant. The gas chemical plant, a JV between SIBUR (60%) and
Sinopec (40%), started construction in August 2020. From a commercial point of view, CNPC and Gazprom also need to agree on
delivered volumes beyond the planned 10 Bcm. Delivered volumes are typically agreed on well in advance, and commercial
terms could be complicated to work through to make changes
to the original agreement. Even with the POS gas expected low
delivered price in 2021, Chinese gas demand growth will likely
be spread out to various supply sources and suppliers. Policy-favored domestic production will continue to grow with national oil
companies’ investment plans. New LNG importers – many of
them citygas distributors and end users—will be able to procure
gas directly from the global market owing to improved access to
receiving terminals and pipelines. CNPC will also need to balance
all supply sources in its portfolio – domestic production, other
piped imports, and LNG imports – against demand from its traditional market, taking into consideration the potential increased
market share by other players. An added level of complication is
the arrival of a key new player in the Chinese gas market. The
national pipeline company, China Oil and Gas Pipeline Network
Corporation (PipeChina), took over the operation of most of the
market’s midstream assets in late 2020. Prior to that, CNPC could
make supply and transmission decisions concurrently. Now, PipeChina will need to be involved in the discussions to make appropriate changes to gas flow and balance the system. As a result, although technically POS can deliver twice the planned volumes in 2020, in reality, the potential additional volumes, if any,
may be limited to a few billion cubic meters at most. Nonetheless,
the ramp-up volumes year on year and month on month will be
an important source of additional gas supply to China, especially
during the 2021/22 winter.

In 2021, Power of Siberia gas will be competitive against most LNG imports in the Jing-Jin-Ji region
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«NORTH STREAM – 2» FOR HYDROGEN
ASSESSMENT OF THE POSSIBILITY OF USING TRUNK GAS PIPELINES
FOR THE EXPORT OF HYDROGEN FROM RUSSIA TO THE EU

IGOR RODICHKIN
Expert of the National
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VLADISLAV KARASEVICH
Associate Professor of the Basic Department of Renewable Energy
of the Russian State University of Oil and Gas. I. M. Gubkina

Following the national hydrogen roadmap «Development of hydrogen energy in the Russian Federation until 2024»,
and the draft Concept for the development of hydrogen energy in the Russian Federation, Russia should become
one of the world’s biggest exporters of low-carbon hydrogen. By 2035, export should reach 2-7 million tons per
year. The document set up PJSC Gazprom and State Corporation Rosatom as key players in Russian hydrogen
economy development are.
One of the feasible hydrogen export options is its transporting via natural gas trunk pipelines as a methane-hydrogen mixture. This way is particularly interesting for exporting hydrogen to the EU countries, primarily to Germany. The commissioning of Nord Stream 2 might follow free pipelines’ capacities appearance and this capacity
can, as an option, be loaded with low-carbon hydrogen by admixing it into methane. Considering that the mix of
hydrogen with methane is more carbon-neutral than methane itself, mixing 5% of hydrogen with methane helps
to create a positive image effect for Nord Stream 2.

Introduction
Ein Gespenst geht um in Europa – das Gespenst des Dekarbonisierung. And it promises changes in the world energetics, commodity production and economy – on the same scale as 100 years
ago. Is Russia and World ready for this? One of the directions of
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this process is the transition from carbon and hydrocarbon fuels
to hydrogen. Those who believe that this process does not concern
us are wrong. The European share in Russian exports is 1/3, therefore these market rules and regulations are very important.
The Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) that is
planned to be introduced in the EU (the date of introduction varies
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from 2022 to 2024) will make Russian exporters pay up to €8,2
billion annually to the EU budget (according to KPMG’s estimates
and based on existing volumes of supply of products and services) by 2030. This is especially essential for energy-intensive
goods and energy carriers: coal, oil, natural gas, fertilizers, ferrous
and non-ferrous metallurgy. To avoid or mitigate the negative effect of cross-border carbon regulation, our companies who export
their goods or services to EU countries will have to reduce their
product’s carbon footprint to meet the level of leading EU companies in their industries. This will require the companies to reduce their energy intensity and use low-carbon energy, including
hydrogen with a low carbon footprint.
Russian companies that supply their products and services
to the EU markets are already working over their carbon footprint
reduction. For example, PJSC Lukoil is actively building wind
farms and solar power plants at its facilities in Russia, Romania,
and Bulgaria; UC Rusal has taken almost all of its electricity from
the Krasnoyarsk hydropower plant; PJSC Severstal – Russian
metallurgical giant – is considering to introduce hydrogen in its
processes and to install hydrogen furnaces; PJSC Gazprom is exploring the opportunity of the use of methane-hydrogen mixtures
at gas-pumping units of compressor stations; PJSC Novatek
plans to convert one of its turbines at the LNG plant in Sabetta
for a methane-hydrogen mixture.
Although the world consumption of hydrogen exceeds 70
million tons, the overwhelming majority of this volume is for nonenergy purposes (mainly chemical production), its share in the
energy sector is extremely insigniﬁcant. Hydrogen is mainly produced by steam methane conversion or coal gasiﬁcation: both
ways are not low-carbon and emit a lot of carbon dioxide. Table
1 shows that the carbon footprint of gray or brown hydrogen signiﬁcantly exceeds the carbon footprint of low carbon (yellow,
green, blue, turquoise) hydrogen. Considering EU countries’ decarbonization steps, including CBAM, a signiﬁcant increase in
the demand for low-carbon hydrogen is expected.
Within the framework of this article, we are primarily interested in blue (obtained from methane by the method of steam
conversion CH4 + 2H2O = 4H2 + CO2 with the capture and disposal
of the accompanying with carbon capture and storage (CCS)),
turquoise (obtained by methane pyrolysis or its plasma decomposition on hydrogen and carbon CH4 = 2H2 + C), green (obtained

by electrolysis from renewable electricity) and yellow (obtained
by electrolysis from nuclear power plants electricity) hydrogen.

Hydrogen strategies in the EU
2020 was marked by the impact on humanity of not only the
Covid-19 virus but also the rapid start of the global hydrogen
Program. This is especially noticeable in Europe. The plans are
ambitious: to achieve the production of commercial energy hydrogen from the current almost zero (technological hydrogen is
produced and used locally and almost isn’t go to the market) up
to 0.5 Petawatt-hour / year in 2030 and 1.5 Petawatt-hour / year
in 2050. The ﬁgures are given in energy units (1 Petawatt-hour
= 1*1012 kWh) to be able compared by the end-user. Is it a lot
or a little? It’s 8-12 times less in 2030 and 1.6-1.9 in 2050 than
natural gas. Moreover, the EU has at least a dozen such plans,
and the most detailed are 1.5TECH and Eurogas-2019. Eurogas
2019 is more ambitious than 1.5TECH because Euro-commissioners need to fulﬁll the plans for the maintenance of electrolyzers, wind turbines, and solar panels. Eurogas proposes to obtain the same results on decarbonization spending 4.1 trillion €
less (55.6 trillion versus 59.7 trillion). The flows – are not only
gas but also money, who regulates them – he is held in high esteem, the more – the stronger.
Even though these two plans have many differences both
plans are aimed to decrease natural gas consumption and increase hydrogen consumption. At the same time, both Eurocommissioners and industry specialists admit that they cannot
produce so much hydrogen on their own therefore they are ready
to invest part of the planned funds in the construction of facilities outside Europe. The EU commissioners believe that the EU
should import 50% of consumed hydrogen, the energy representatives – from 3/4 to 6/7. This is seen from the ratio between
Reforming+CCS (steam methane reforming with CCS) and
Blended CH4 (methane-hydrogen mixtures – MHM) in Table 2.
But anyway, it should be low-carbon hydrogen: green, yellow,
blue, or turquoise.
The EU plans to import low-carbon hydrogen from North Africa and Ukraine, there are some studies to import from Azerbaijan as MHM. Germany plans to open a hydrogen office in Moscow
in the summer of 2021.

Table 1. Hydrogen color classiﬁcation
Color

Description

Carbon footprint, kg СО2 / kg Н2*

White

Chemical production by-product

high

Yellow

Water electrolysis + nuclear power plant energy

0,5–2,5 / 0,8

Blue

Stream methane reforming + CCS
Coal gasiﬁcation + CCS

3,0-5,9 / 3,0
0,8-5,2 / 4,1

Turquoise

Methane pyrolysis

0 / 0,5–2,5

Brown

Coal gasiﬁcation

14,4–25,3 / 21,8

Grey

Stream methane reforming (SMR)

10,7-16,0 / 10,9

Green

Water electrolysis + renewable electricity, Bio-methane + pyrolysis, Bio-methane + SMR

0,5–2,5 / 0,9-2,2

* Data from the article “Top-3 promising hydrogen production technologies for Russia. Magazine «Gas Business» №4 2020 p.12-17 «/ authors’ assessments
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The Growing demand for hydrogen in the EU is leading to the
construction of new capacities for its production, primarily electrolyzers. The increase of carbon taxes almost excludes gray hydrogen supply in the EU, only low-carbon hydrogen is allowed.
By 2050, at least 50% of the consumed hydrogen will be produced
by pyrolysis of methane (turquoise hydrogen) or by steam methane reforming (SMR) with CCS (blue hydrogen).

by steam methane reforming (in this case, CO2 must be stored
or utilized or returned to Russia for storage or utilization) or methane pyrolysis (in this case, the problem of storage or utilization
needs to be dealt with the resulting clear carbon).
In the second case, hydrogen is mixed with natural gas on
the exporter’s territory. In this case, various options for its production are possible: electrolysis from electricity (it can be electricity from hydroelectric, nuclear, wind, and solar power plants),
methane pyrolysis, steam methane reforming of methane with
CO2 storage, and other methods.
Methane pyrolysis on the consumer’s side, in addition to the
fact that this technology is not welcomed in Europe, would create
the problem of the extracted carbon black utilization. In the case
of 100% Nord Stream 2 (NS2) methane pyrolysis annual carbon
black production can reach 27.5 million tons. This is 2 times more
than the volume of the world’s existing carbon black market
(12,75 million tons in 2017, of which the EU part is only 13% or
1.7 million tons). If carbon black had to be stored, it brings not
additional income (as a result of its practical use in other products), but losses (cost of its transportation and disposal). Besides, that energy of hydrogen from methane pyrolysis would be
only 51% of transported through pipeline methane.
The option of transporting MHM through a pipeline looks
more interesting than getting hydrogen on the consumer site (by
methane pyrolysis or CMR) by using transporting methane. Additionally, in the case of transporting hydrogen through a pipe as
MHM, hydrogen can also have a green origin, which will further
reduce its carbon footprint.

The ways of Russian hydrogen export
developing
Following the national hydrogen roadmap, Russia plans to
become one of the world’s largest exporters of low-carbon hydrogen. The roadmap set up hydrogen annual export targets as
0.2 million tons by 2024 and 2-7 million tons by 2030. To meet
these targets, along with the organization of the production of
low-carbon hydrogen, it is also necessary to solve issues with
its storage and transportation to the end-user. Today, there are
two main options for hydrogen transporting: ﬁrst is to transport
it in a compressed or liquiﬁed state by using the existing and
new built transport infrastructure (including MHM), and second
– by transporting natural gas or low-carbon electricity to consumers with the installation of hydrogen production plants near
the consumers.
Since production, storage, and transportation of hydrogen in
a liqueﬁed state have not reached industrial levels in terms of
manufacturability and cost, pipeline, in our opinion, is the most
economical way for hydrogen transportation. This view is also
supported by German colleagues, who, in the framework of several Russian-German decarbonization events that took place in
March 2021, repeatedly expressed their skepticism, for example,
to the economics of the project for hydrogen production in Australia from coal using CCS (capture and disposal of by-product
CO2) and its liqueﬁed transportation to Japan.

Variants of methane/hydrogen ratio in MHM
As it was mentioned above, one of the options for exporting
hydrogen is mixing it into trunk natural gas streams. The inevitable, despite the sanctions, commissioning of NS2 will make it
possible to talk about the feasible appearance of free pipeline
capacities. Which, at ﬁrst glance, concerning the plans to reduce
natural gas consumption in Europe seems to be excessive. But,
on the other hand, they can be loaded with hydrogen by mixing
it with natural gas. Additionally, NS2 is being built using the most
modern technologies that allow pumping gas with the lowest
costs and losses, both in terms of methane and hydrogen.
To ﬁnd the optimal ratio of methane and hydrogen in MHM,
the authors carried out modeling. The initial data for modeling
are presented in Table 3 and were taken from open sources, including from the publicly available regulatory documents of PJSC

Feasible options for transporting hydrogen
through gas pipelines
When assessing the feasibility of hydrogen exporting by
using existing gas pipelines, two main options are usually considered – transportation of natural gas to produce hydrogen near
the consumer and transportation of a methane-hydrogen mixture (MHM).
In the ﬁrst case, natural gas is transported through a gas
pipeline to the consumer, then hydrogen is produced from it either

Table 2. Gas aspects of 2 EU decarbonization programs
Cost

Year

2019

2030

2050

Tn €

Energy аgent

Total

Total

Reforming +CCS

Blended CH4

Total

Reforming +CCS

Blended CH4

Hydrogen

<0,01

0,23

0,23

0,20

1,16

0,36

0,06

Natural gas

5,3

Hydrogen

<0,01

Natural gas

5,3

PWh/Yr

1,5TECH

Eurogas

59,7
4,4
0,65

0,35

1,8
0,30

1,82

0,82

0,20

55,6
5,0

3,4

Source: Report of the Secretary-General of Eurogas James Watson at the 18th International Forum «Gas of Russia 2020» 12/18/2020 (2)
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Table 3. Parameters of NS2
№

Parameter

Dimension

Value

1

Pressure In

МPа

22,0

2

Pressure Out

МPа

12,1

4

Length

km

1 230

5

Project capacity, annual

bln. сubic m

27,5

6

Project capacity, daily

mln. сubic m

80,1

7

Average gas temperature

К (degree)

284,95

8

Internal diameter

mm

1 153

9

Internal roughness

mm

0,005

Source: Data from the open sources, regulatory documents of PJSC GAZPROM, and the authors’ calculations

Gazprom. Some of the initial data were determined by the authors
based on their calculations, all the data presented are not officially conﬁrmed and are of an estimated nature.
The results of the process of gas mixtures in NS2 pumping
modeling with the following characteristics of one of two NS2
pipelines are presented in Table 4.
From Table 4 and Figure 1 below, it can be seen that the maximum reduction of carbon footprint is achieved by completely re-

placing methane with hydrogen, but this option is not optimal in
terms of energy transported through the pipeline.
The graphs of the energy flow and carbon footprint relative
to the level at 100% methane in the gas pipeline have a uniform
decline to 3/4 of the initial level at the volumetric hydrogen share
from 0% to 50%. Further, from 50% to 100% of the hydrogen
share, there is a sharp decline in the carbon footprint to 0% and
the amount of energy to 70% with a local minimum of 66% at a

Table 4. Results of modeling for MHM pumping through NS2
№

Composition

Mass, %

Volume,
%

Density,
kg/m3

Volume,
bln.m3/year

Mass,
mln.m3/year

Energy,
PWh/Yr

%

CO2,
t/PWh

%

Note

CH4

100%

100%

0,668

27,500

18,370

0,2554

100%

197

100%

project

CH4

100%

100%

0,668

27,500

18,370

0,2554

100%

197

100%

model

-

0,0238

9%

pyrolysis

13,754

0,1254

49%

Сarbon

0,000

4,617

0,1539

60%

Н2

25,675

17,156

0,2384

95%

194

98%

1,351

0,113

0,0038

24,383

16,293

0,2264

92%

191

97%

2,709

0,227

0,0076

22,081

14,754

0,2051

86%

184

93%

5,236

0,439

0,0146

16,088

10,750

0,1494

76%

152

77%

16,088

1,347

0,0449

8,302

5,548

0,0771

66%

90

45%

33,210

2,781

0,0927

4,880

3,261

0,0453

66%

53

27%

43,917

3,678

0,1225

0,000

0,000

0,0000

70%

0

0%

63,653

5,331

0,1776

1

Н2

0%

0%

CH4

99%

95%

2

0,665
Н2

1%

5%

CH4

99%

90%

3

0,633
Н2

1%

10%

CH4

97%

80%

4

0,570
Н2

3%

20%

CH4

89%

50%

5

0,383
Н2

11%

50%

CH4

67%

20%

6

0,201
Н2

33%

80%

CH4

47%

10%

7

0,142
Н2

53%

90%

CH4

0%

0%

8

0,0838
Н2

100%

100%
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hydrogen share of 80-90%. An equal amount of methane and hydrogen in mass terms is achieved at 70-80% of hydrogen in the
volume of the mixture. But in this case, the total energy is near
the minimum value (36% of total NS2 energy (100% methane)
comes from hydrogen and 32% – from methane). That means
the total energy flow will be reduced by 1/3.
Reducing the carbon footprint per unit of energy pumped
into the NS2 mixture will be halved with a hydrogen volume
fraction of 77% and an energy flow of 68% of methane whole.
This is about 5.5 tons of hydrogen per year. Such an amount
mixed with methane is permissible under the Eurogas plan, but
not envisaged by the 1.5TECH plan, since will exceed it by 3
times for 2050.
The most advantageous mode for optimal pumping parameters is about 5% of hydrogen in the mixture. The modern Russian
regulatory framework indirectly allows the share of hydrogen in
the trunk gas pipelines to be up to 10%, in contrast to the possible
20-70% declared by various newsmakers. With a 5% decrease in
methane pumping in MHM, the amount of hydrogen pumped
through 2 pipes of NS2 will be 226 thousand tons per year (the
Russian hydrogen roadmap set up the export goal as 200 thousand tons per year by 2024), which will cover all Europe’s need
for hydrogen as part of methane hydrogen mixture by 2030.
Pumping even volumetric 5% of hydrogen in MHM will create the
opportunity of transferring NS2 (and NS-1 in the future) from the
category of low-carbon energy sources to the category of partially
carbon-free energy sources, provided that blue, turquoise, yellow,
or green (when it becomes economically feasible) hydrogen. This
will help to obtain a positive image effect, to protect NS2 from
attacks of both «green» and anti-Russian politicians, to reason-

ably prove the environmental friendliness of NS2, its prospects,
and the need for interaction between Russia and Europe.

Conclusion
The growth of low-carbon hydrogen consumption in the EU
will be covered both by domestic production and by import. We
think that Russia has a good chance to get a signiﬁcant share of
the EU hydrogen market.
The best of all possible options for Russian hydrogen supplying to the EU is the use of trunk gas pipelines for MHM with
volumetric up to 10% of hydrogen. We think that among existing
and constructing trunk pipelines NS2 is the best available option.
The simulation showed that the optimal ratio of methane and
hydrogen in MHM, which can be passed through NS2, will be
95/5% in favor of methane. Other ratios look less interesting
either because of signiﬁcant losses of transported energy when
huge capital expenditures are required for re-equipping compressor stations for hydrogen (if the share of hydrogen in MHM exceeds 20%), or because of the low decarbonization effect.
We think that is reasonable to create, no later than 2030, an
enterprise in the Leningrad Region (near to compression station
Slavyanskaya) for hydrogen production and export to the EU with
the participation of a consumer and/or a distributor company
for hydrogen, from Germany and other EU countries. This would
help to develop a hydrogen cluster, hydrogen technologies, and
competencies in the Northwestern Federal District in Russia. If
the project is successful, it will be possible to replicate it in Krasnodar Region, Southern Federal District (near to compressor station Russkaya).

Figure 1. Results of modeling for MHM pumping through NS2
1
0,9
Energy flow and Carbon footprint, relative units

С
0,8
0,7
Е
0,6
Share of hydrogen energy in methane

0,5

The Carbone footprint of MHM is half of methane

0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1

0

0

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,6

0,7

0,8

0,9

1

Volume fraction of hydrogen, relative units
Source: Authors’ calculations
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COVID-19 SPURS REORIENTATION
OF EURASIAN CRUDE OIL FLOWS, BUT
MANY CHANGES APPEAR TRANSITORY

JOHN WEBB
Director IHS Markit
Last year’s pandemic-related global liquids demand collapse triggered the steepest falls in aggregate oil (crude
and condensate) production, exports, and domestic consumption since the 1990s in the case of the leading oilproducing nations of Eurasia (Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan). But whereas the cratering of
regional economies amid the Soviet implosion was the main cause of the 1990s contraction, the key driver in
2020 was falling demand in export markets rather than domestic market dynamics.
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Eurasian oil markets were cushioned to some extent by the
relative resilience of regional economies and by continued oil demand from export-oriented reﬁners (in some cases). Eurasian oil
producers’ exports to European markets (traditionally their main
export destination) contracted most severely in 2020. Meanwhile,
deliveries to Asia Paciﬁc markets proved more stable in general,
and some Eurasian exporters relied more on long-haul tanker
shipments from western (European) outlets, as various eastern
pipelines remained full, reflecting the relatively quick recovery of
Chinese demand. But despite the massive disruption in 2020,
COVID-19 appears likely to have comparatively little lasting effect
on the overall trajectory and geography of Eurasian oil flows (visà-vis previous expectations).

Domestic deliveries contract less severely
than exports
Aggregate oil output of Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and
Turkmenistan fell by 8.0% last year to 645.0 MMt (12.90 MMb/d)
– the biggest drop since 1992 – as producers sharply reined in
output in the face of the largest-ever contraction in world oil demand (see Key oil balance indicators for Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan, 2019-20). This contraction took place
within the framework of commitments by Russia, Kazakhstan,
and Azerbaijan to cut oil production, together with other members
of OPEC+ (the Vienna Alliance), as part of the April 2020 “mega
deal” and subsequent OPEC+ decisions. Both exports and domestic demand declined signiﬁcantly in nearly all cases, but exports took the biggest hit in both absolute and percentage terms.
Speciﬁcally, aggregate (net) exports of the selected countries fell

by 9.1% in 2020 to 340.4 MMt (6.81 MMb/d) – the most precipitous drop since 1990. In contrast to the export trend, the four
countries’ aggregate apparent domestic consumption (deﬁned
as production minus net exports) was down by a more moderate
6.6% in 2020 to 304.6 MMt (6.53 MMb/d) – which was nevertheless the sharpest consumption decline since 1998. (We use net
exports to simplify the calculations, but none of the four countries
have signiﬁcant imports of crude oil/condensate anymore, so
net exports basically represent actual exports.)
The availability of oil balance and trade data needed to track
Eurasian oil industry indicators varies considerably from country
to country. But the overall trend can typically be discerned
thanks to the relatively reliable official data of Russia, Kazakhstan, and Azerbaijan, while Russian dynamics remain of overriding importance given Russia’s sheer scale. Last year Russia
accounted for roughly 80% of the selected countries’ aggregate
production, 90% of their aggregate apparent domestic consumption, and 70% of their aggregate net exports. With respect to the
key changes in Eurasian oil flows, in 2020 Russia accounted for
well over 80% of the aggregate declines in production and exports along with apparent domestic demand registered by the
four selected countries.

Russia’s export-oriented reﬁning mitigates
the fall in domestic (crude) oil demand
Russia’s apparent domestic crude oil demand dropped “only”
6.4% in 2020 to 274.2 MMt (5.48 MMb/d) compared with a 10.8%
fall in oil exports to 238.6 MMt (4.77 MMb/d) against the backdrop of an 8.5% contraction of oil production to 512.8 MMt (10.26

Key oil balance indicators for Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan, 2019-20*
2019

2020

Volume change

Percent change

700,9

645,0

-55,9

-8,0

Russia

560,3

512,8

-47,6

-8,5

Kazakhstan

90,6

85,7

-4,9

-5,4

Azerbaijan

37,5

34,5

-3,0

-7,9

Turkmenistan

12,5

12,0

-0,5

-4,0

326,3

304,6

-21,7

-6,6

Russia

292,9

274,2

-18,7

-6,4

Kazakhstan

20,3

17,1

-3,1

-15,5

Azerbaijan

6,3

6,2

-0,1

-1,1

Turkmenistan

6,9

7,1

0,2

2,9

Net exports

374,6

340,4

-34,2

-9,1

Russia

267,5

238,6

-28,9

-10,8

Kazakhstan

70,3

68,5

-1,8

-2,5

Azerbaijan

31,2

28,3

-2,9

-9,3

Turkmenistan

5,6

4,9

-0,7

-12,5

Production (sum)

Domestic consumption (sum)

*Crude oil and condensate.
Source: IHS Markit
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MMb/d). But the domestic consumption decline would have been
much greater if not for the comparative stability of Russian reﬁned product exports, which dipped merely 0.7% to 141.8 MMt
(2.84 MMb/d); in contrast, apparent domestic reﬁned product demand was down 9.5% in 2020 to 129.4 MMt (2.59 MMb/d).
Most of Russia’s reﬁned products are exported (with diesel
and fuel oil accounting for the bulk of the product export volumes), and much of this business is driven by remaining indirect
subsidies – particularly in the form of the ﬁscal incentives for
“opportunistic” exports of reﬁned products, i.e., exports that exist
solely because of the differential in crude oil and reﬁned product
export taxes. However, these incentives are steadily diminishing
with the ongoing progress of the 2019-24 tax maneuver, involving
a phased elimination of crude oil export duties as well as the remaining reﬁned product export duties by 2024. Although several
new subsidies for reﬁners have been approved, these are basically targeted stimulus measures designed to incentivize increased investment in plant modernization to turn out a lighter
barrel; the result of such upgrades is that the Russian reﬁning
sector will likely need less feedstock to meet domestic reﬁned
product demand. Domestic reﬁned product consumption growth
remains relatively weak, leaving total Russian product demand
below the 2019 level in 2025 in our outlook. The steepness of
the 2020 drop in reﬁned product consumption reflected one-off
pandemic-related factors, but the domestic market faces signiﬁcant additional ongoing headwinds, including lackluster macroeconomic performance and demographic constraints.

Eurasian export destinations: european
market contraction only partly offset
by buoyant Asia paciﬁc demand
Eurasian crude oil exports continued to flow primarily to European destinations in 2020, but aggregate Russian, Kazakh, and
Azeri exports to Europe fell by 11.9% in 2020 to 212.1 MMt (4.24

MMb/d). The share of these nations’ aggregate oil exports delivered to European destinations fell from 65.1% of total exports in
2019 to 62.7% in 2020.
In marked contrast, aggregate exports of the same countries to Asia Pacific markets rose by 3.5% in 2020 to 117.7 MMt
(2.35 MMb/d). Russia, Kazakhstan, and Azerbaijan each increased exports to China last year, and their aggregate deliveries to the Chinese market grew by 9.0% in 2020 to 81.3 MMt
(1.63 MMb/d). Russia registered an increase in exports to China
last year of 6.8%, or 4.8 MMt (96,000 b/d), to 75.5 MMt (1.51
MMb/d). The growth of Kazakh and Azeri exports to China in
2020 amounted to a whopping 55.4% and 38.3%, respectively,
but was nevertheless still rather small in volume terms. The
picture for Eurasian exports to other Asia Pacific markets was
mixed. Overall, however, aggregate Russian, Kazakh, and Azeri
exports to Asia Pacific markets other than China actually remained fairly flat, although resulting in a rise in the share of
these countries’ exports to Asia Pacific markets given the drop
in exports to western destinations – from 30.7% of the total in
2019 to 34.8% in 2020.

Changes in Russia’s mix of export
destinations ﬁt the general pattern
The 10.8% decline in Russia’s crude oil and condensate exports last year was concentrated in Europe. Overall Russian oil
exports to Europe fell by 17.7% in 2020 to 136.6 MMt (2.73
MMb/d); the European share of Russian exports fell from 62%
of the total in 2019 to 57% in 2020. The only exception to the
pattern of double-digit decline in Russian exports to Europe was
seen in Central Europe, i.e., the countries importing Russian oil
primarily via the Druzhba pipeline. Russian exports to Central
European destinations fell by only 1.5% in 2020 to 63.2 MMt
(1.26 MMb/d). The relative stability of this trade was traceable
to an anomalous 2019 drop, stemming from the spring 2019

Distribution of Russian oil exports by regional destinations, 2018–20
2018

2019

1,8

2020

80
70
60
MMt

1,6

Totals:
2018: 260.6 MMt (5.21 MMb/d)
2019: 269.1 MMt (5.38 MMb/d)
2020: 238.6 MMt (4.77 MMb/d)

1,4
1,2

50

1,0

40

0,8

30

0,6

20

0,4

10

0,2

MMb/d

90

0

0
Western
Europe

Central
Europe

Balkans
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The share of aggregate Russian, Kazakh, Azeri, and Turkmen
oil exported via western outlets fell from 74% of the total in 2019
to 72% in 2020, as nearly all of these outlets had relatively sharp
declines, while the share of volumes exported via eastern routes
rose correspondingly, from 26% to 28%; volumes exported via
the primary eastward outlets dropped only modestly.
A key consequence of the ongoing eastward export pivot has
been rising utilization of much eastward export capacity alongside reduced utilization of westward export infrastructure (a trend
that predated the pandemic). At the same time, Eurasian exports
increased their use of long-haul tanker shipments to reach Asia
Paciﬁc markets. One example is that aggregate Russian, Kazakh,
and Azeri tanker shipments to China grew by 20.8% to 40.8 MMt
(816,000 b/d) in 2020, while eastward deliveries to China via pipeline (i.e., Russian oil exports via ESPO and Russian as well as Kazakh exports via KCP) declined by 0.7% last year to 40.6 MMt
(812,000 b/d). The net result was an increase in the tanker share
of the three countries’ oil exports to China from 45.3% to 50.1%
of the total (see Russian, Kazakh, and Azeri oil exports to China
by transportation mode, 2019-20).
One element in the growth of long-haul traffic last year was
the overall struggle of oil producers to ﬁnd buyers anywhere, but
this also had the effect of partially “protecting” European prices
by preventing even greater oversupply of Urals Blend, CPC Blend,
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Russia’s baltic and Black Sea terminals
take the main hit
Western outlets continued to handle the bulk of Russian oil
export volumes in 2020, but also registered the largest declines
in throughput, underscoring the particularly severe impact of the
lockdowns on oil demand in Europe (see Russian oil exports:
Main outlets in 2020 and percent change year on year).
Much of the decline in westward deliveries was concentrated at the Baltic Sea Primorsk terminal and the Black Sea
Novorossiysk terminal: 2020 exports via Primorsk were down
by 30.1% to 33.2 MMt (664,000 b/d), while exports via Novorossiysk fell by 51.3% to 10.2 MMt (204,000 b/d). The main exception to the trend of declining exports via westward outlets
was the Druzhba pipeline, but with major divergence for northern and southern branches; while volumes in the northern
branch rose 13.9%, the southern Druzhba had a 6.5% decline.
Exports via Arctic terminals fell by 10.7% overall, mainly owing
to declining throughput at LUKOIL’s Varandey terminal (registering a 28.7% decline); flows via the other major Arctic export
outlets either fell only slightly (Ob Gulf/Novy Port) or grew (Prirazlomnoye), reflecting an ongoing ramp-up of production at
selected Russian Arctic projects, notwithstanding the OPEC+
cuts program. Meanwhile, exports via Russia’s eastward routes
fell only slightly in aggregate, given the quicker recovery of Asia

Russian, Kazakh, and Azeri oil exports to China by
transportation mode, 2019–20
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and BTC Blend in Northwest Europe and the Mediterranean. In
theory, increased exports to other, more distant markets serve
the same market equilibrating purpose. But in 2020 aggregate
Russian, Kazakh, and Azeri oil exports to North American markets
were down by 48.5% to only 3.5 MMt (70,000 b/d), and these
same countries’ exports to other regions last year (i.e., outside
Europe, Asia Paciﬁc, and North America) amounted to less than
5 MMt (100,000 b/d), a 45% drop. The implication is that in 2020
only Asia Paciﬁc markets were able to absorb signiﬁcant incremental regional crude oil exports.
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Druzhba organic chloride contamination event (leading to a reduction of Russian supplies via the Druzhba route in 2019 by
about 12% year on year) (see Distribution of Russian oil exports
by regional destinations, 2018-20.)
The flip side of the coin in terms of Russian oil export destinations last year was the uptick in deliveries to Asia Pacific
markets by 2.3% to 99.1 MMt (1.98 MMb/d). This result was
basically due to increased Russian oil exports to China (the single-largest importer of Russian oil at the country level). In contrast, Russian exports to OECD Asia Pacific countries declined
overall in 2020, and total Russian exports to non-OECD Asia
Pacific countries other than China also headed south last year.
The surge in Russian exports to China (in conjunction with the
sharp drop in exports to European markets) led to a rise in the
total Asia Pacific share of Russian exports, from 36% in 2019
to 42% in 2020.
However, starting especially in March 2021, various Chinese
reﬁners (mostly independent reﬁneries and other smaller
players) have reportedly diversiﬁed away from reliance on Russia’s East Siberia-Paciﬁc Ocean (ESPO) oil – the single-largest
oil export stream arriving in the Asia Paciﬁc region – in favor of
less expensive Venezuelan and Iranian crude grades. International sanctions resulted in steep price discounts, and evidently
these Chinese buyers could not resist the opportunity. China
was still the destination for the lion’s share of Russia’s total
ESPO Blend exports at last report, but Russia’s ESPO Blend exporters have lately relied more on alternative marketing options
in the Asia Paciﬁc region and elsewhere (Russia resumed ESPO
shipments to North American destinations in March 2021 for
the ﬁrst time in nearly two years).
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Pacific markets in 2020. The net result was to accelerate the
pre-crisis trend of a rise in the share of Russian exports channeled via eastward pipeline/terminal routes.
However, we believe that the Baltic ports (Primorsk and UstLuga) will emerge as the main sources of incremental Russian
exports during 2021-25, when the rebound begins, albeit eastward routes continue to absorb a relatively great share of incremental exports in our outlook. Another trend that is set to continue over the next few years is the growing importance of nonTransneft export routes generally, with the rise in production
from ﬁelds located outside the area served by the national pipeline network.

domestic consumption, and exports in 2025 is lower by 2.4%
or 17.2 MMt (344,000 b/d), 3.0% or 9.1 MMt (182,000 b/d), and
1.9% or 8.1 MMt (162,000 b/d), respectively. In short, whereas
domestic Eurasian crude demand proved relatively resilient
overall compared with exports in the immediate aftermath of
the world oil demand collapse, domestic consumption is still
likely to contract longer term. Put another way, the overall
2021-25 trajectories of Eurasian domestic deliveries and export
flows remain largely the same as in our pre-pandemic outlook,
but the fall in domestic Eurasian demand is now expected to
be somewhat greater than previously envisaged during this
period, while the rise in exports is now likely to be correspondingly smaller than indicated in our pre-pandemic outlook, as
COVID-19 has diminished both domestic and export market
opportunities.
The distribution of Eurasian oil exports among westward
versus eastward outlets by 2025 in the latest base case amounts
to roughly the same distribution as in 2019 – about 74% versus
26%. The Asia Paciﬁc share of total Eurasian oil exports will, of
course, remain somewhat higher than the share of eastward
outlets relative to westward routes, after factoring in some longhaul tanker shipments, but the incentive for such shipments will
weaken to a certain degree as western markets continue to rebound (nonetheless, the shift in emphasis of Eurasian exporters
to Asia Paciﬁc remains a key element of our longer-term scenarios). COVID-19 does not appear likely to lead to any signiﬁcant long-term shifts in price differentials among key Eurasian
crude grades (relative to one another or to global benchmarks)
owing to their different product yields, insofar as the composition of reﬁned product demand in global markets is also expected to return to the 2019 pattern overall by 2025.

Longer-term implications for Eurasian
oil flows: downward reset of volumes,
little impact on the trajectory
Eurasian oil flows in 2025 will look different from those in
2019 in several key respects, but many of the changes currently
anticipated were already expected to materialize prior to the
pandemic. While COVID-19 has reset Eurasian oil production,
domestic demand, and exports at a somewhat lower level, the
IHS Markit base case envisions little if any lasting impact on the
overall trajectory and pattern of Eurasian oil flows, including the
geography of export destinations and export outlets.
The collapse of global oil demand in the wake of COVID19 led IHS Markit to reduce its longer-term outlook for total
world oil demand and supply in virtually all major regions, and
Eurasia is no exception. Compared with our last set of scenarios for Eurasian oil flows on the eve of the pandemic (in December 2019), our current base case for regional production,

Russian oil exports: Main outlets in 2020 and percent change year on year
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PROSPECTS FOR RUSSIAN GAS IN CHINA

DANIIL KATKOV
Expert, Institute for Energy and Finance
The “Power of Siberia” gas pipeline is just starting its full-fledged work on gas transportation to China. In the
future, it may not only become the main gas export channel but also provide supplies to the regions of the Russian
Far East. At the present time, a number of questions have been formed regarding the situation on the hydrocarbon
market in this region.
What is happening on the PRC gas market now? Can China meet its own demand? Does China really need Russian
gas, and is it proﬁtable to buy it? And what are the prospects for the “Power of Siberia 2” gas pipeline?

Russia’s main project of the decade
The “Power of Siberia” gas pipeline was invented 1,5 years ago,
and so far small volumes of gas pass through it. But in the next 5
years the pipeline will reach its full capacity and provide gas to
China and Russia’s eastern regions. The biggest gas processing
plant in Russia is also being developed based on “Power of Siberia”.
The construction of the gas pipeline took ﬁve years, and it
was one of the most important projects for Russia in the past
decade. The contract for gas supplies to China was signed for
30 years, and the project capacity of the pipeline is 38 bcm per
year. However, in the next few years, Gazprom will not be able to
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supply such volumes of gas. In 2020, the company transported
only 4.1 bcm to China instead of 4.25 bcm as contracted. In 2021,
Gazprom plans to increase transport volumes to 10 bcm. In the
ﬁrst quarter of 2021, the company has already transported 2.6
bcm to China.
A 2200 km of the gas pipeline has already been built from
Yakutia to the border with China. So far, the main source of gas
is the Chayandinskoye ﬁeld in Yakutia. In 2020, it produced 4.6
bcm of gas, most of which was transported to China. The recoverable reserves of the ﬁeld are estimated at 1.2 trillion cubic
meters, and the project level of production is 25 bcm. Gazprom
plans to reach this level by 2024.

R USSI AN E XPORT

In addition, by the end of 2022, the construction of another
800 km of the pipeline will be completed, which will extend it to
the Kovykta ﬁeld in the Irkutsk Oblast. According to some estimates, Kovykta is the largest gas ﬁeld in eastern Russia. Its reserves are estimated at 1.8 trillion cubic meters. Geological exploration and infrastructure preparation are underway there. Fullfledged gas production and supplies are planned to begin in 20232024. Reaching the project production level, which is also 25
bcm, is expected after 2025.
Gazprom’s annual ﬁnancial report states that the company
plans to reach its project capacity for “Power of Siberia” in 2024.
It can be achieved by increasing gas production at the Chayandinskoye ﬁeld and developing production at Kovykta. However,
most likely, the gas pipeline will start operating at full capacity
only in 2025.
In addition to supplies to China, gas from the pipeline will
also be processed in Russia. On June 9, 2021, the ﬁrst stage of
the Amur Gas Processing Plant (GPP) was launched. The launch
of the remaining phases of the GPP will be synchronized with
the growth in transportation volumes via the “Power of Siberia”.
GPP is planned to reach the project processing capacity of 42
bcm by 2025.
The main goal of the plant is to extract valuable components
such as butane, ethane, propane, and helium from the gas flowing
through the pipeline. Then chemical products will be produced,
and the puriﬁed gas will be sent to China. The main stake Gazprom is going to make on the production of helium. After processing, it will be sent to Vladivostok, and then for export.
However, “Power of Siberia” has two signiﬁcant drawbacks
that negatively affect all the advantages. This is its cost and payback period. According to Gazprom, about $ 55 bln was spent on
the construction of the gas pipeline, the Amur GPP, and the development of the Chayandinskoye and Kovykta ﬁelds, but most
likely the total amount will be even higher. Even analysts from
Gazprom and Gazprombank do not expect the project to pay off
quickly. Under the most favorable conditions, it will be able to

cover all construction costs no earlier than 2032, and this is taking into account the fact that China will actually buy the declared
volumes of gas (which no one can promise).

Chinese gas market
In the past 10 years, gas consumption in China has been
growing rapidly. Earlier the main emphasis in the energy sector
was placed on coal, now this trend is changing. With the change
in the country's environmental policy in the coming years, the demand for gas will only increase.
In the 14th Five-Year Plan, adopted in March 2021, China set
to achieve peak emissions in 2030 and become carbon neutral
by 2060. The new plan focuses not only on renewable energy
sources and nuclear energy, but also on gas-ﬁred power plants.
In the new decade, the dynamics of growth in gas consumption in China will depend on several factors. One of them is the
rate at which current fossil-fueled capacities are replaced by gas
ones. Typically, such substitution depends on the relative level
of gas prices compared to alternative sources, on the environmental impact, and the availability of reliable sources of supply.
The second factor is the regional structure of the economy.
In regions with a high share of industry, most of the gas is used
by enterprises, but the share of industry in total gas consumption is decreasing.
In regions with a high share of the service sector in the economy, gas is used mainly in the commercial and residential sectors. According to forecasts, in the near future, these sectors will
become the main drivers of gas consumption, since in the 14th
ﬁve-year plan, the PRC government plans to increase the level of
urbanization from 60% to 65%. As a result, the population of cities
will grow by 70 million, which will affect gas consumption.
In 2010, gas consumption in the PRC was 109 bcm, by 2020
this ﬁgure increased to 330 bcm, almost three times. At the same
time, production capacities also showed signiﬁcant growth, but
they cannot meet demand. Therefore, China has to increase its
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The structure of gas imports by China in 2001-2020, bcm
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gas imports. If in 2010 imports accounted for only 15% of the
gas consumed, then in 2020 it has already reached 42% (see
“Gas Consumption in China in 2001-2020”).
At the same time, China has several problems in gas production. The main reserves and new gas ﬁelds are being developed
in the west of the country, while most of the population and industry are located in the coastal zone in the east. This factor, together with the low price of gas, makes imports more attractive.
Currently, pipeline gas to China comes from three regions:
Russia, Central Asia, and Myanmar. “Power of Siberia” has only
recently started transporting gas to China, while the “Central AsiaChina” gas pipeline has been operating since 2009. It accounts
for 40-50% of China's total imports. The maximum supply volume

was recorded in 2018 and amounted to 44 bcm (80% of the maximum pipeline capacity). And imports through the “MyanmarChina” gas pipeline do not exceed 5 bcm per year.
In modern conditions, the import of LNG has a huge potential.
Over 10 years, its volumes increased 6.5 times, up to 85 bcm (see
“The structure of gas imports by China in 2001-2020”). An important advantage of LNG is the ability to diversify supplies, which
reduces China's dependence on certain exporters. In addition, the
low oil prices observed in 2014-2019 make LNG imports more affordable. Sea supplies are also more attractive to China, as most
of the population and manufacturing are located close to the sea.
However, despite the possibility of diversiﬁcation, half of the
LNG imports come from Australia. Qatar and Malaysia account

Cost of imported gas for China in 2020, $/ 1000 cubic meters
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for about 10% each. The share of other countries is very small.
But as relations with Australia deteriorate, China may have to
look for new channels for gas imports.
Of course, China can increase purchases in Qatar and Malaysia, but they will not be able to completely replace Australia.
This scenario looks very favorable for Gazprom. In 2022, “Power
of Siberia” will be able to partially replace imports from Australia.
And given the redistribution of LNG supplies, China will be able
to completely abandon the services of this country.

The cheapest gas on the market
Another important advantage of the “Power of Siberia” is the
low cost of supplies. At a press conference on June 16, 2021,
Deputy Chairman of the Gazprom Management Committee Famil
Sadigov for the ﬁrst time officially disclosed data on revenues
from gas exports to China. In 2020, it amounted to $613 million.
Thus, with a volume of supplies of 4.1 bcm, the average price of
Russian gas was at the level of $150 per 1,000 cubic meters.
The price of Russian gas for China depends on the cost of
oil products with a delay of nine months. That is, the COVID-19
pandemic in 2020 did not affect the price of gas, so values around
$150 can be called the standard price for exports to China. In
2020, Russian gas was the cheapest for China. Thus, the average
price of LNG was $230 per 1,000 cubic meters, while pipeline
gas from Myanmar cost $340 per 1,000 cubic meters. Gas in
Central Asia is also relatively cheap. Uzbekistan exported gas at
a price of $180, and Turkmenistan – $210 per 1,000 cubic meters
(see “Cost of imported gas for China in 2020”).
But transporting gas from Central Asia brings additional expenses to China. To deliver gas to the eastern regions of the PRC,
it is forced to pump it across the country via the “West-East” gas
pipeline. And to deliver gas from Turkmenistan to Shanghai, you
ﬁrst need to pump it through the “Central Asia-China” gas pipeline
1800 km long and then transport it through the country's territory
for 4000 km. Such a long transport leg increases the ﬁnal gas cost.
Also, most of the transportation route passes through China and
transactions for payment of transportation costs are calculated in
yuan, not dollars. If the gas pipeline went through other countries,
China would have the opportunity to speculate on exchange rates.
Among all pipeline gas, Russian gas is the most proﬁtable
for China. On the territory of the PRC, it is transported through
the most densely populated coastal provinces via the “Heihe–
Shanghai” pipeline. Its length in China is also signiﬁcant – about
5000 km, but unlike supplies via the “West-East” gas pipeline,
Russian gas on the way to Shanghai can be supplied to the
largest cities in the country's northeast, including Beijing.

Power of Siberia 2
It is still not completely clear whether “Power of Siberia” is a
proﬁtable project even in the long term. However, even before its
launch, there was talk that after the start of this pipeline, Gazprom plans to start another large-scale project – the “Power of
Siberia 2” gas pipeline.
The shift of Gazprom's export flows to the east is understandable. Since 2014, Russia has been under constant sanctions from
Europe and the United States. Europe is the main market for Gaz-

prom, so the company needs to look for new regions for export.
China, with its huge economy and large population, is excellent
for expanding the sales geography of the Russian gas concern.
Initially, Gazprom wanted to build a new gas pipeline based on
existing lines stretching from Yamal to the Altai Republic, and it was
planned to build a section to the border with China through the Altai
Mountains. The design capacity of the pipeline was estimated at
30 bcm. The gas pipeline was supposed to go to China in the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region in the west of the country, and then
connect to the Chinese “West-East” gas pipeline. However, Beijing
is unlikely to be delighted with such a prospect, since it would again
have to transport Russian gas from the sparsely populated west to
the east across the country. In addition, construction in the Altai
Mountains is difficult from a technical point of view, requires high
costs, and also negatively affects the ecosystem.
In March 2020, at a meeting with President Vladimir Putin,
Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller said that the route had changed and
that a new feasibility study for the project would begin in the near
future. Gazprom plans to run the gas pipeline to China via Eastern
Siberia and Mongolia. This will allow the company to cover gas
needs in a number of regions: Krasnoyarsk Krai, Irkutsk Oblast,
Republic of Buryatia, Zabaikalsky Krai.
The resource base for the new gas pipeline will be the ﬁelds
in Yamal, and its maximum capacity may be up to 50 bcm per year.
In April 2021, a feasibility study was approved for the “Soyuz
Vostok” gas pipeline, which is a continuation of “Power of Siberia
2” in Mongolia. An important advantage of the new highway is
its proximity to Beijing and other major cities in the PRC. The distance from the Mongolian border to Beijing is only 600 km.
However, the project of “Power of Siberia 2” looks attractive
only on paper. There is no information about the construction
time or its approximate cost. If the gas pipeline is built from
scratch, then only about 3000 km will have to be laid across Russia to the border with Mongolia. Most likely, the costs will be at
the same level as the costs of the “Power of Siberia” construction,
and the payback period will also be 10-15 years.
Of course, covering the gas demand in Eastern Siberia is the
right step, but it seems more proﬁtable to build several small gas
pipelines from the Kovykta ﬁeld. In addition, there is no clear understanding of whether China will need such large volumes of
gas in the future. So far, gas consumption in China is growing,
but this process cannot continue forever. Most likely, by 20352040, consumption will reach a peak, and then it may even begin
to gradually decline. It is also unclear if gas will still be considered
a relatively clean energy source in 15-20 years.
In fact, Russian gas is only now starting to occupy a small
share in the Chinese energy sector. However, in the next 10-15
years Russia plans to signiﬁcantly increase its market share in
the PRC and take an almost leading position among gas importers. In the short and medium-term, there is a high probability
of achieving this goal.
However, Gazprom now needs to think about a long-term
strategy in the Chinese market, taking into account global environmental trends. Even Beijing, which for a long time did not pay attention to the environment, is gradually beginning to apply measures
to reduce emissions. The company should also be prepared for
changes in the global energy market, in order to offer its partners
alternative products in the event of a decrease in gas demand.
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E N ERGY POLI CY

THE EASTERN VECTOR OF RUSSIA'S
ENERGY POLICY

ALEXEY MASTEPANOV
Doctor of Economics, Academician of the Russian Academy of Natural
Sciences, Head of the Analytical Center for Energy Policy and Security of the
Oil and Gas Research Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences, Professor of
the National University of Oil and Gas "Gubkin University"
Specialists of the Ministry of Fuel and Energy and the Ministry of Science of the Russian Federation and the
Russian Academy of Sciences, including the author of this article, began to talk about the need for territorial differentiation of export flows of Russian energy resources, avoiding linking to the European market, in the early
1990s, during the development of the Main Provisions of the Energy Strategy of Russia (approved by Government
Decree No. 1006 of 13.10.1995). At the same time, relevant work was carried out with government agencies and
the leadership of nascent fuel and energy companies-and not only on the above – mentioned problem, but on
the entire spectrum of the country's foreign energy policy. Today, this problem continues to be extremely relevant.
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Background. First steps
Separate projects focused on the markets of Northeast
Asia were being worked out in the last years of the USSR. Thus,
the possibility of supplying pipeline gas from our country to
the PRC and the Republic of Korea was comprehensively considered by the Temporary Working Commission of the USSR
Academy of Sciences under the leadership of Academician
M.A. Styrikovich, created by the Order of the Presidium of the
USSR Academy of Sciences dated January 12, 1989.
On the basis of these materials, in 1991, the Soviet Foreign Economic Consortium, which was created by the USSR
Ministry of Geology, State Gas Concern Gazprom, the Ministry
of Oil Industry and the USSR Academy of Sciences, prepared
the Concept for the Development of Yakut and Sakhalin Gas
and Mineral Resources of Eastern Siberia and the Far East of
the USSR ("Project East"). In these works, approximate supply
routes from the fields of Yakutia and Sakhalin to the northeastern regions of China and further to the Korean Peninsula
were proposed.
The history of Soviet-Japanese gas projects dates back to
1974, when the USSR Ministry of Foreign Trade signed an
agreement with Japanese and American companies on the
joint development of gas resources in Yakutia and the creation
of appropriate infrastructure, including the construction of a
gas pipeline to Olga Bay and a liquefied natural gas plant. The
start of LNG supplies was expected in 1982, but due to various
circumstances (mostly political); the trilateral agreement was
officially denounced in 1980.
The fate of the joint agreement signed in January 1975
with the Japanese companies Sodeco and JNOC on the development of oil and gas resources on the Sakhalin shelf was
practically the same. For political, economic and technical reasons (including the lack of the necessary drilling equipment
and the expected prohibitive costs of oil production) the project
stalled until the late 1970s. And then the American trade sanctions, imposed on the USSR after the Soviet troops entered Afghanistan in 1979-1980, "arrived in time".
The main milestones on this path in the new Russia were
as follows.
1. An analytical note on topical problems of Russia's foreign energy policy, prepared by the Interdepartmental Working
Group under the Ministry of Fuel and Energy of the Russian
Federation and sent to the country's leadership in 1996, in
which, in particular, it was proposed, first, to develop, adopt
and openly proclaim the Doctrine of Russia's energy diplomacy
(its draft Conceptual Framework was attached to the text of
the Analytical Note). Secondly, to create under the President
of the Russian Federation the State Council for Foreign Energy
Policy in order to coordinate the actions of government authorities and the main national energy companies.
2. The draft of the Doctrine of Energy Security of the Russian Federation, prepared in 1997, which considered the issues
of ensuring export supplies of energy resources and the intensification of Russia's participation in the development of hydrocarbon deposits outside the country, as well as coordination of actions in foreign markets.

3. The main provisions of the Energy Strategy of Russia
for the period up to 2020, developed in pursuance of the order
of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 389-r dated
March 16, 2000 and approved by it on November 23, 2000 (Protocol No. 39). In this document, the task of diversifying the directions of export of energy resources was formulated quite
clearly. "In order to maintain energy and economic security,
Russia seeks to diversify the directions of energy exports. In
this regard, by the end of the first half of the period under review, measures will be implemented to develop the eastern
and southern directions of export flows of Russian energy resources. In the coming years, these directions (and, first of all,
the countries of Northeast Asia) will occupy an increasing
share in the geographic structure of energy exports from Russia", the document said.
Looking ahead, we note that the author of this article felt
the need for accelerated diversification of Russian energy export directions, as they say, "with all his skin", even at the initial stage of the 2001 Russian Federation-European Union Energy Dialogue.
The overall coordination of joint work at the first stage of
the energy dialogue was entrusted to the head of the coal and
oil division of the General Directorate of Energy and Transport
of the European Commission, Christian Cleutinx, and to the author of this article, the head of the Department of Strategic Development of the Fuel and Energy Complex of the Ministry of
Energy of Russia, Alexey Mastepanov.
This dialogue was conceived (and from the very first days
it really became) an important tool for the development of energy cooperation and ensuring energy security on the European
continent while respecting the vital interests of both energy
consumers (EU countries) and their producers and exporters
(Russia). But even then the duality and inconsistency of approaches to Russia on the part of the European partners became clear. On the one hand, the European Union criticized
Russia for its inability to fully meet the growing demand for
fuel and energy in Europe, and on the other hand, it increasingly
sought to restrict the access of Russian energy resources to
the European market.
And after the "first Russian-Ukrainian gas war" (2006), dependence on the supply of Russian energy resources, especially natural gas, was increasingly considered the main threat
to the energy security of the European Union. After the crisis
and the coup d’état of 2014 in Ukraine and a new round of tension in relations with Russia, the thesis about the need to diversify gas supplies and reduce dependence on Russia
sounded in the EU with renewed vigor.

Formation of the oriental vector
The task of diversifying the directions of export of energy
resources was further developed in the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2020 (ES-2020), approved by the decision of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1234 of
28.08.2003. In this document, the "eastern vector" was scientifically substantiated for the first time and set as the most
important component of the entire energy policy of Russia.
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It should be emphasized that Russian specialists from the
very beginning considered the diversification of export flows
of energy resources in close connection with the formation of
an appropriate export base for the fuel and energy complex in
the eastern regions of the country – in Eastern Siberia and the
Far East. The idea of "the eastern vector of the energy policy
of the Russian Federation" was put forward. Therefore, already
in ES-2020 it was noted that the achievement of the aforementioned targets will become possible not only with the appropriate development of the fuel and energy complex in the East
of Russia, but also due to the timely expansion and construction of a powerful energy transport infrastructure. These are
the main oil and gas pipelines to the PRC and other countries
of Northeast Asia and on the coast of the Sea of Japan, oil export and coal export terminals, LNG plants and terminals, new
railways, etc.
ES-2020 also formulated the main directions of Russia's
international activities in the energy sector:
• Export of fuel and energy resources;
• Development of energy resources in the territories of other
states;
• Consolidation of presence in the domestic energy markets
of foreign countries, co-ownership of the energy supply
network and energy infrastructure facilities in these countries;
• Attracting foreign investments in the energy sector of Russia;
• Organization of parallel work with adjacent electric power
associations;
• Transit of energy resources;
• International scientific, technical and legal cooperation.
Taking into account the special importance of diversifying
natural gas exports, in September 2007, the "Program for the
Creation in Eastern Siberia and the Far East of a Unified Gas
Production and Transportation System and Gas Supply Taking
into Account Possible Gas Export to the Markets of China and
Other Asia-Pacific Countries" was adopted, which is often referred to simply Eastern Gas Program. (Approved by the Order
of the Ministry of Industry and Energy of the Russian Federation on September 3, 2007. Gazprom was appointed its coordinator by the Russian Government back in 2003).
The Energy Strategy for the period up to 2030 (hereinafter
ES-2030), approved by the order of the Government of the Russian Federation dated November 13, 2009 No. 1715-r, develops
and specifies the provision on the need for accelerated development of the energy sector in the East of Russia. And the
eastern vector of energy policy in this document receives
further substantiation and development. In particular, it emphasizes that the countries of the Asia-Pacific region in the
long term are the most promising market for Russian energy
resources. And this, taking into account the rich resource potential of the eastern regions of Russia, makes the task of diversifying exports to the east one of the key ones in the framework of the ES-2030 implementation.
The priority of the eastern direction in the development of
the Russian fuel and energy complex, as we noted in one of
our works [1], is determined by the following factors:
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The uniqueness of the economic, geographical and geopolitical position of the East of Russia and the availability of
rich fuel and energy resources, the development of which will
allow solving the socio-economic problems of the vast region;
The need to diversify Russian exports of fuel and energy
resources, the main consumer of which is now Europe, where
political interests sometimes come to the fore, introducing elements of insecurity into traditional cooperation in the energy
sector;
Striving to enter the energy markets of the APR countries,
which demonstrate the highest growth rates of primary energy
consumption in comparison with other regions of the world.
In the same work, it was emphasized that the "eastern
turn" of Russia's energy policy should reflect its role as a central Eurasian power on the subcontinent, influencing, not least,
the sustainable development of mankind. Russia sees its task
not in opposing cooperation with Europe to cooperation with
Asia, but in manifesting its special role on the continent, due
to its geographical position, energy potential, historically
formed mentality of the peoples inhabiting the country. Moreover, Russia is not only the leading energy power on the Eurasian continent. Its role is no less important as a transport energy bridge between East and West.

"Pivot to the East" in foreign policy
Along with the changes in the priorities of the energy policy
at the turn of the first and second decades of the 21st century,
there was a rethinking of the entire foreign policy of the Russian Federation.
On June 28, 2000, the President of the country approved
the Concept of the Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation,
which emphasized that relations with China and India are "one
of the most important directions of Russian foreign policy in
Asia". Since the same 2000, the leadership of our country has
been making special efforts to fully fill the strategic partnership and interaction with China, India, as well as Vietnam,
South Korea, Mongolia with real content, and develop broad
trade and economic relations with them.
And after the article by the President of Russia V.V. Putin's
"An Asia-Pacific Growth Agenda" published on September 6,
2012, ahead of the APEC summit in Vladivostok in the Asian
edition of the leading American business newspaper The Wall
Street Journal, as well as his Address to the Federal Assembly
on December 12, 2012, the idea of "turning to the East" became
nationwide.
The article, in particular, made the following conclusion:
"Our country is historically and geographically an integral part
of the APR. We regard full-scale access to the Asia-Pacific
space as the most important guarantee of the successful future of Russia, the development of the Siberian and Far Eastern
regions". And in the Message it was said: "In the 21st century,
the vector of Russia's development is development to the east.
Siberia and the Far East are our colossal potential ... And now
we must implement all this. This is an opportunity to take a
worthy place in the Asia-Pacific region, the most energetic and
dynamically developing region in the world".
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The rethinking of foreign and energy policies and the "Turn
to the East" proclaimed by V. Putin in the interests of diversifying the country’s economic ties were accompanied by relevant practical deeds.
This is how the formation of the Sakhalin, Yakutsk, Irkutsk
and Krasnoyarsk gas production centers began. The development of oil fields in the north of the Irkutsk region and the production of coking coal at the Elginskoye field in Yakutia has
started. In 2007, the Eastern Energy Company was formed, the
purpose of which is to implement projects for the export of
electricity to China and Mongolia, as well as to expand cooperation in the energy sector with other countries of Asia and the
Asia-Pacific region. In 2011, a joint Russian-Chinese design
company was established to implement projects for the construction of hydro and thermal power plants in Siberia.
In addition, the following facts and events can be noted:
• On December 28, 2009, the first stage of the ESPO-1 project was launched (a pipeline from Taishet to Skovorodino
with a length of 2694 km and a capacity of 30 million tons
per year);
• Gazprom in 2007 became a shareholder of Sakhalin Energy
(operator of the Sakhalin-2 project). In 2008, year-round oil
shipment began from the terminal of the Prigorodnoye production complex. Low-sulfur light feedstock sold under its
own brand Vityaz with a significant premium to the Urals
grade began to be supplied to the USA, Japan and other
Asia-Pacific countries;
• In 2009, gas production began at the offshore ice-resistant
platform Lunskaya-A, and the first LNG plant in the Russian
Federation was launched in the vicinity of the town of Korsakov (two technological lines with a capacity of 4.8 million tons per year);
• Gasification of the Kamchatka Territory began in 2010, and
in 2011 the first start-up complex of the Sakhalin – Khabarovsk – Vladivostok GTS (gas transportation system)
was put into operation;
• In 2014, construction began on the Power of Siberia gas
pipeline with a length of about 3 thousand km and a
throughput capacity of 38 billion cubic meters of gas per
year. In 2019, the gas pipeline was put into operation and
supplies of Russian gas to China began;
• In October 2015, construction began on the Amur Gas Processing Plant.
Along with the development of bilateral cooperation, Russia has made great efforts to establish relations in a multilateral format within the framework of the Eurasian Economic
Union (EEU), the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO),
BRICS and RIC. Steps were also taken to pair the great Chinese
initiatives with the EEU. We are talking about the initiatives
"Economic Belt of the Great Silk Road" and "Maritime Silk Road
of the XXI century", later merged into a single project "One Belt
One Road".
And already in the second decade of the 21st century, the
concepts of "eastern vector of energy policy", "eastern direction of foreign policy", "eastern turn" and the like have become
firmly established both in the vocabulary and in practical actions of the Russian state.

Less rhetoric, more action
However, in 2015-2020, the topic of "turning to the east"
is no longer explicitly raised in the main government documents of a doctrinal nature. The need to solve this problem
in these documents is seen mainly through the elimination of
imbalances in the economy, through issues of territorial development and international cooperation in general.
So, in the National Security Strategy of the Russian Federation (approved by Presidential Decree No. 683 of December
31, 2015), it is noted that in order to counter threats to economic security, a state socio-economic policy is being implemented in the country, which provides, in particular, the completion of the formation of basic transport, energy, information,
military infrastructures (especially in the Arctic, Eastern Siberia
and the Far East), as well as the development of the Northern
Sea Route, the Baikal-Amur and Trans-Siberian railways. In
order to ensure strategic stability and equitable cooperation,
Russia is building up interaction with partners within the
BRICS, RIC, SCO, Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forums,
G20 and other international institutions.
In the Energy Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation,
approved by Presidential Decree No. 216 of May 13, 2019,
among the tasks to improve the territorial production structure
of the fuel and energy complex, the development of infrastructure and energy facilities in Eastern Siberia, the Arctic zone,
the Far East, the North Caucasus is named, in the Crimea and
the Kaliningrad region. And the strengthening of integration
ties within the BRICS, SCO and the development of cooperation
with other international organizations are among the most important tasks to ensure international legal protection of the interests of Russian organizations in the fuel and energy complex and power engineering, as well as to support the export
of their products.
Proceeding, apparently, from the fact that the main decisions on the diversification of export flows of energy resources
and their reorientation to the APR markets have already been
taken, in the Energy Strategy for the period up to 2035, approved by the order of the Government of the Russian Federation of June 9, 2020 No. 1523-r, these concepts are not
among the priorities. However, implicitly, they are unambiguously visible in a number of provisions and tasks of ES-2035.
So, in the description of the accelerated transition (modernization breakthrough) necessary for the country to a more efficient, flexible and sustainable energy, capable of adequately
responding to challenges and a threat, the optimization of the
spatial distribution of the energy infrastructure is noted. Within
its framework, in Eastern Siberia, in the Far East and in the
Arctic zone of the Russian Federation, oil and gas mineral resource centers, oil and gas chemical complexes will be formed,
the infrastructure for the transportation of energy resources
will expand, as a result of which Russia will become a leading
player in the APR markets.
The corresponding tasks are set in the section "Spatial and
regional development of the energy sector" and in the sectoral
sections of ES-2035.
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East Asia is a region of opportunity
In the Energy Security Doctrine of the Russian Federation,
the relocation of the center of world economic growth to the
Asia-Pacific region is considered one of the main external economic challenges to Russia's energy security. The Asia-Pacific
region also includes East Asia, which in this article refers to
the region covering the countries of North-East (NEA) and
South-East Asia (Southeast Asia).
East Asia is one of the largest macro regions of the planet
and, at the same time, the most dynamically developing geopolitical space in the world, where the center of gravity of the
world economy and politics is consistently shifting. In addition,
the region is a virtually limitless market for energy products
and services.
Therefore, as we have repeatedly written [2], it is difficult to
imagine a better example of a potentially possible international
mutual complementarity in the ﬁeld of economy and energy than
this geographical space (NEA + Southeast Asia), where some
countries are rich in energy, minerals and other natural resources, others have the most advanced technologies, and still
others have huge labor resources. However, the potential of such
cooperation is far from being efficiently used. Intraregional flows
of fuel and energy provide an insigniﬁcant part of energy consumption in both Northeast Asia and the whole of East Asia;
therefore, the energy landscape of this region today is a set of
isolated markets that have little interaction with each other, and
where there is no talk of deep regional cooperation.
A feature of the current stage of development of economic
systems of most countries in the region under consideration
is their high degree of internal disequilibrium, instability,
against the background of developing processes of fluctuations of the external economic environment. These are fluctuations in commodity prices, high volatility in the international
financial market (jumps in interest rates and exchange rates,
changes in the customs policy of foreign partners and the balance of power in large centers of the world economy), etc.
Moreover, these processes are also influenced by global
fluctuations. In particular, such as the discovery of new
sources of energy resources, global warming, demographic
processes and a sharp increase in social inequality, social revolutions and wars.
The most important direction of the energy policy of most
East Asian countries is the improvement of the existing structure of energy consumption, which, with all the differences in
this structure in different countries, has become especially relevant in the last decade. There are many reasons for this, but
the most important of them are the following:
• The desire to reduce the dependence of Asian economies
on oil supplies from traditional suppliers from remote regions. The instability in the Middle East, the explosive situation in Nigeria and Libya, sanctions against Iran have
given particular importance to this cause;
• The need to respond to the challenges that humanity faces
in connection with climate change, the achievement of the
goals set by the Paris Climate Agreement, the formation
of low-carbon energy;
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•

The need to improve the environment, reduce harmful
emissions into the atmosphere and improve the quality of
air pools, use cleaner energy sources.
Over the past decades, the weight of the East Asian countries in the system of international economic relations has
been steadily growing. More than half of the world's population is concentrated here. China has already come out on top
in the world in terms of GDP in purchasing power parity (PPP)
terms, and by 2028 it is predicted that this will happen at par.
India may become the third (after the United States) in terms
of PPP as early as 2023. Asia accounts for 38% of world GDP.
According to the McKinsey Global Institute (September 2019),
Asia's share in world trade was 33%, in investments was 23%,
the number of patents issued was 65%, container shipping
was 62%, energy production was 29% and energy consumption was 43 %.
The East is moving closer to the West in terms of GDP per
capita: for China, it is 30% (in terms of PPP) of the US level
and 44% of the EU level; India has 20% of the EU level.
Energy cooperation between East Asian countries in the
long term will be determined by the totality of fundamental
and associated factors that determine their socio-economic
development (see "The main factors determining energy cooperation...").
In the context of this article, among these fundamental
factors, it is worth noting the continued growth of population
and economy in response to the challenges of environmental
pollution, global climate change, as well as the energy transition.
As a result of the coronavirus pandemic, East Asia and
the Asia-Pacific region in 2020, according to the World Bank
(WB), turned out to be the most depressed region of the planet (GDP growth rate is only 0.9%). But already in the current
and next years, according to the WB forecasts, the rates of
economic growth in the region will be the highest and will
reach, respectively, 7.4% and 5.2%.
The coronavirus pandemic not only led to an economic
recession around the world and had the most direct impact
on the state of energy markets, but also accelerated the
global changes that have been accumulating in society for
years and decades, and served as a powerful catalyst for
global and regional transformations. It spurred on and exacerbated a number of trends and problems in the energy
supply of the countries of East Asia, and above all the problem of the energy transition.

Energy transition: priorities,
tasks and features
The concept of Energy Transition or Global Energy Transformation was born and widespread under the influence of
global warming. Its reasons are still far from completely clear
even to specialists, but the consequences seem to be very
threatening for the very existence of the entire human civilization. It was in order to prevent such a development of events
that the idea of moving to a more inclusive, sustainable, affordable and safe energy system was born, which solves global
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problems while providing consumers with all the types of energy they need.
The top priority, goal and task of the energy transition is
the Decarbonization of the energy sector, which implies a
sharp reduction in CO2 emissions and stabilization of global
greenhouse gas emissions, primarily carbon dioxide, in order
to prevent negative climate changes on our planet. This priority
is ensured by a number of measures based on the rapid development and diffusion of new technologies, technological solutions and innovations, the most important of which are:
• Growth in energy efficiency and the associated slowdown
in the growth rate of energy consumption and a decrease
in total energy consumption in the world;
• A sharp decline in the consumption of fossil fuels;
• Expanding the use of renewable energy.
Accordingly, the driving force behind the development of
energy policy in most countries is the environmental component, aimed at solving the problem of climate change through
the transition to low-carbon and carbon-free energy.
Other declared priorities for the transition to clean energy,
as conceived by the ideologists of this concept, are full satisfaction of future energy demand, ensuring universal access to
reliable and "clean" electricity, etc.
The ideas of energy transition as a concept of carbon-free
energy of the future are becoming more and more widespread
every year. However, the rejection of hydrocarbon energy is a

process that is stretched out in time and proceeds unevenly.
Some countries (such as Germany, France and the UK) and the
EU as a whole have already outlined clear paths to phasing out
hydrocarbons, legislatively establishing ways and time frames
for the transition to a "climate neutral" state. Other states
(China, South Korea, and Japan) have officially proclaimed the
goals of building a carbon-neutral society. But many states are
only discussing this problem, or even so far they simply do not
see it.
Although the leaders and drivers of the energy transition
are economically developed states, its ideology is supported
and shared by the leading developing economies as well. At
the same time, the approach to ensuring energy transition in
these economies is less exalted and more balanced. Developing countries consuming energy resources (and most of the
countries of East Asia belong to this category of states) need
access to relatively cheap energy to ensure economic growth,
reduce the lag behind developed economies, and eliminate energy poverty. Therefore, supporting the complete rejection of
carbon-containing energy resources in favor of political ambitions (and the energy transition is now primarily a political
goal) means for most developing countries additional difficulties in solving their most pressing problems. The shortage
or high cost of energy resources can negate the very prospect
of economic growth and the achievement of at least a minimum level of well-being of the population for them.

The main factors determining energy cooperation of Northeast
and Southeast Asian countries in the long term

Fundamental factors

Important incoming factors

Continuing, but extremely uneven across regions,
population and economic growth

Trade and price wars

Deepening globalization and the international
division of labor

The collapse of world oil prices

Covid-19 pandemic

Achievements of scientific and technjlogical progress
and the 4th industrial revolution, especially
in the field of energy consumption and primary
energy production

The recession of the world economy

The need to respond to the challenges
of global climate change and the energy transition

«Perfect storm» situation
for the oil and gas industry

The most important external conditions and factor for the development of the Russian oil and gas complex
Источник: составлено автором
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An analysis of the energy policy of such countries, which
we carried out on the example of India, shows that for the
rapidly developing Asian economies (including India), hydrocarbons are still the basic and most affordable source of energy. Therefore, such countries do not declare their rejection
of the use of fossil hydrocarbons in connection with the "energy transition", do not set before their economies deliberately unrealistic goals to achieve "carbon neutrality", but plan
to further increase consumption and imports of not only gas
and oil, but also coal. And this, in turn, may have a favorable
effect on the development prospects of the Russian fuel and
energy complex.
At the same time, in the most densely populated countries
of the Asia-Pacific region, such as India and China, an important motive for engaging in the energy transition is the problem
of environmental pollution by energy waste. Therefore, it is
practically impossible to judge unequivocally about the possible pace of such a transition in these states.
In general, while representatives of the "golden billion" are
concerned, if not the level of energy consumption itself, then
its structure, hundreds of millions of people in other regions
of the planet are concerned with completely different problems: where to find what to eat, what to cook on, how warm
up your humble home during the cold season. And this part of
the population cannot be called an active advocate of energy
conservation and energy transition.
A similar policy is being pursued by the leadership of many
developing countries, for which the issue of combating poverty
in general and energy poverty in particular is in the foreground.
Moreover, the consumption of hydrocarbons will not collapse overnight in developed economies. The rejection of hydrocarbon energy is a process that is extended in time and
proceeds unevenly; therefore oil and especially natural gas will
remain one of the main sources of energy in these countries
for a long time to come. This opens up additional opportunities
for the Russian fuel and energy complex to expand the export
of its products.
We also note that energy transition is characterized by a
high degree of uncertainty in the development of all the constituent parts of this process, which entails the impossibility
of predicting the only rational way to achieve the set goals.
This uncertainty, regarding both the future energy demand and
the possibilities of meeting it, and the role of new technologies,
and the potential measures that can be taken by society to address the risks associated with climate change (including investment opportunities), is recognized by most experts.

How much energy does East Asia need?
An assessment of the possible scale of the prospective
growth in the energy needs of East Asian countries is given in
one of our recent publications [3]. Therefore, here we give only
the main premises and conclusions. The value of this estimate
can, in a first approximation, be judged by such indicators as
population growth in the countries under consideration and its
average per capita energy consumption.
Thus, according to estimates by the UN Department of
Economic and Social Affairs, published in 2019, the total pop-
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ulation in East Asia alone may increase by 2050, compared
with the expected number in 2020, depending on the forecast
option in the range of 64.6 to 171.7 million people.
Even with the current level of per capita primary energy
consumption in these countries (on average, about 2 tons of
oil equivalent), this is equal to an increase by 2050, respectively, 130-340 million tons of oil equivalent in year. If we assume that by 2050 per capita energy consumption in the region will reach the current level of developed countries
members of the OECD (4.12 toe/person), then the total primary energy consumption will be in East Asia, taking into account the expected population growth, about 10 billion tons
of oil equivalent
With an insufficient own resource base in the countries of
East Asia, the growing demand for energy from these countries
will increasingly be satisfied by their imports.
For Russia, whose East is exceptionally rich in various natural resources, but has not yet been sufficiently developed, cooperation with the neighboring states of Northeast Asia and
East Asia as a whole is of particular interest. At the same time,
the volume of export of hydrocarbons from Russia will be limited not so much by the demand for them from the Asian markets, as by the possibility of their competitive production and
transport in our country.
Proceeding from the fact that the main decisions on the
development of the basic branches of the fuel and energy complex and infrastructure in the East of Russia, laid down in ES2035, will be implemented, one can expect a significant increase in such exports. As for the more distant period (up to
2050-2060), here, too, the possibilities of the mineral resource
base of the fuel and energy complex (which can be judged
from the data of the State Reports of the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment of the Russian Federation "On the
State and Use of Mineral Resources of the Russian Federation") and the expected successes of scientific technological
progress make it possible to predict results that are quite favorable for Russia.
In particular, in the east and north of Russia, on the basis
of the resources of the Gydan and Yamal peninsulas, the
waters of the Kara Sea, the Lena-Tunguska, Leno-Vilyui, East
Arctic, Laptevomorsky, Okhotsk and other oil and gas basins,
new export-oriented oil and gas production centers will be
formed, whose products will be sent mainly to the countries
of East Asia and the Asia-Pacific region as a whole.
As for the scale of such exports, they will largely be determined by the results of economic, scientific and technological
cooperation between Russia and the countries of East Asia
and the APR as a whole. The main areas of such cooperation
could be:
• Development of oil and gas production and processing in
Russia, including through the implementation of large international projects;
• Expansion of export-oriented transport infrastructure;
• Joint creation of technologies that ensure efficient development of various types of oil and gas, transfer of unconventional hydrocarbons from the category of resources to
the category of reserves, as well as deep processing of hydrocarbon raw materials.
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Naturally, first of all we count on such cooperation (both
bilateral and multilateral) with our neighbors in the East of
Russia.

Hydrogen. Problems and prospects
for cooperation
The most important component of the energy transition is
hydrogen energy, the development of which can become one
of the main factors in reducing the demand for hydrocarbon
fuel, especially oil. The conversion of most energy-intensive
industries and transport to hydrogen fuel and electrochemical
generators based on the use of fuel cells (FC) is a major step
in the implementation of the policy of transition to a carbonneutral state of all countries that have set such goals.
According to experts from the Hydrogen Council, by 2050,
hydrogen will account for 18% of all global final energy consumption. In particular, in 2050 more than 400 million passenger cars, 15–20 million trucks and about 5 million buses
will run on hydrogen fuel, which is 20–25% of the total number
of the corresponding transport segments.
Among the countries of East Asia and the Asia-Pacific region as a whole, which have adopted the concept of energy
transition and declared their desire to achieve a carbon-neutral
state by the middle of the century, Japan is showing the greatest interest in hydrogen energy.
Japan became the first country in the world to adopt a
comprehensive government plan for the development of hydrogen technologies and fuel cells (the Basic Hydrogen
Strategy on December 26, 2017). In July 2018, the government
of the country adopted the 5th Strategic Energy Plan – 2018,
containing a special "hydrogen" part.
As a follow-up to this plan, on March 12, 2019, Japan
adopted the third Strategic Road Map for Hydrogen and Fuel
Cells of 2019. It not only summed up the results of the implementation of previously adopted documents in this area, but
also clarified the goals and objectives for each of the main directions of hydrogen energy in the long term.
Finally, in September 2019, the Hydrogen and Fuel Cell
Strategy Council of Japan's Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI) adopted a related Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Development Strategy.
An analysis of the official documents of the Japanese government on the problem of hydrogen energy and the announced and ongoing projects in this area shows that the
country intends to meet the main part of the future needs for
hydrogen through its import, through the implementation of
relevant joint projects with foreign countries. This conclusion
is especially true for the medium term, during which such imports will be carried out by building "international hydrogen
supply chains" based on "cheap foreign resources". At the
same time, it is planned to import both "green" (obtained on
the basis of renewable energy sources) and "blue" hydrogen
(produced from fossil fuels using CCS technology).
In the longer term, Japan, striving to make hydrogen power
generation as cost-competitive as the production of electricity
from LNG, can, according to available estimates, import up to
5-10 million tons of hydrogen annually.

Japan is particularly interested in cooperation with countries with high technological potential, such as the United
States and the EU, and with countries that are potential suppliers of hydrogen. "Regarding Russia, it is important to consider cooperation from a strategic perspective, fully recognizing the urgent issues for Russia such as the diversification of
oil and gas sales routes outside of Europe, modernization of
the Russian economy, promotion of energy conservation, and
regional development in East Siberia and the Far East, and
based on the international state of affairs", noted in the 5th
Strategic Energy Plan of Japan.
The Republic of Korea is also showing interest in hydrogen
fuel. All this opens up good prospects for Russia, especially
since the importance of hydrogen energy, including for the development of energy cooperation with the countries of East
Asia, is well understood in Russia. This is evidenced by the
tasks set in ES-2035, and the adoption of the Action Plan ("road
map") for the development of hydrogen energy in the Russian
Federation until 2024, and practical work on the formation of
the country's first Sakhalin hydrogen cluster.
The country has also prepared a draft Concept for the Development of Hydrogen Energy, which formulates the corresponding priorities and identifies short-term, medium-term and
long-term goals. Within the framework of the Russian-Japanese Energy Consulting Council, fundamental agreements have
been reached on cooperation within the framework of a bilateral working group. Special attention is paid to the prospects
for cooperation in the hydrogen direction between Russian
companies and Japanese authorities.
I would not just want all this work to be reduced to the
consolidation of Russia in the international division of labor
as an exporter of raw materials, albeit as new and exotic as
hydrogen.
In conclusion, it should be noted that hydrogen has now
become so popular that "only the lazy" does not speak or write
about it, filling the information space with dubious analysis,
unreliable and distorted data, and the like "information".
Therefore, it would apparently be advisable to have, at least
in the main energy companies and the Ministry of Energy of
the Russian Federation, special groups of "hydrogen" specialists who monitor the situation in the world, analyze relevant
information and filter out populist and advertising statements,
"wishlist", "horror stories " etc.

Links
1. See, for example, our articles in the following journals:
"Energy Policy" (2018, Issue 6; 2020, No. 10); Ecological Bulletin of Russia (2016, No. 2 and No. 3); Oil of
Russia (2016, No. 3-4); RIAC. Workbook No. 25/2015
and others.
2. See "Energy Policy", 2020, No. 10.
3. For more details, see, for example, our works published in the journals "Problems of Economics and
Management of Oil and Gas Complex" (No. 12, 2020)
and "Energy Policy" (No. 11, 2020).
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DECARBONIZATION ON THE AGENDA

DARIA MELNIK
Senior analyst Rystad Energy
Green energy has traditionally remained a non-core business for some oil and gas majors. But last year’s oil price
shock – the ﬁrst since the Paris Climate Agreement in 2015 – once again demonstrated the growing volatility
and unpredictability of the fossil fuel markets and just accelerated the transition of oil producers to low-carbon
business strategies.
In addition to the volatility of traditional markets and their revenues, in some regions, there is growing pressure
from governments, shareholders and the entire society which urge oil and gas companies to contribute to the
decarbonization of the global economy.
Most majors and some national and regional players have already taken some steps to strengthen their positions
in the new realities. Rystad Energy analyzed how the oil and gas companies meet the new challenges and compared them by three criteria: the level of diversiﬁcation, the degree of resilience to the new shocks and the
readiness of the business decarbonization strategy.

Pivotal year
Historically during the oil crises companies have turned to
the well-proven scheme including investments cuts, optimization
of the operating costs and raising new loans. In 2014 when the
market was flooded with the U.S. shale oil and oil prices dropped
from $100 to $43 a barrel, cuts in capital and operational costs
were the key measure of a bailout plan.
Then the main way of spending cuts was a reduction of the
oilﬁeld service costs due to innovations, rise in the operating efficiency, optimization of designs and constructions within the new
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projects of the offshore oilﬁelds development. In a word, it was
an implementation of the idea «more, but at a lower cost». As a
result, the oil production ﬁgures of most companies remained
practically unchanged.
Last year’s crisis was not an exception. In 2020 investments
of the oil and gas companies in the E&P sector fell by 30%. But
still, the last oil market storm was different.
As opportunities to reduce oilﬁeld services costs cuts were
depleted, capital and operating expenditures cuts directly affected operating performance and short-term production plans.
To stabilize proﬁts, oil companies had to shut down wells, idle
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production at the old ﬁelds and postpone the start of production
at the new ﬁelds.
All this happened amid the growing calls for environmental
protection and decarbonization. Therefore 2020 became pivotal
for oil and gas companies: from that moment they enter a new
investment cycle that will focus on investing in decarbonization
and optimization of its assets portfolio. In particular, Rystad Energy expects that some companies will never return to pre-crisis
levels of investments in oil and gas.

Success criteria
Over the next decade, E&P companies will work amid the energy transition. Rystad Energy has identiﬁed a series of criteria
that indicates the future success of companies in the new realities. Meanwhile, this success cannot be evaluated out of the regional features of the market where the companies operate. For
example, for the European majors’ investments in renewables
will be a necessary part of the energy transition strategy while
for the companies operating in the Asian markets gas sector development will be a priority as gas is considered to substitute oil
and coal for power generation. Therefore there is no one perfect
strategy that will help E&P companies make the energy transition
successfully. It’s more about a number of directions in which
companies can move.
Having identiﬁed the criteria Rystad Energy grouped them into
three broad categories: diversiﬁcation of investments, sustainability
of the current portfolio and business decarbonization strategies.
The study includes the 25 largest oil and gas companies which account for almost 40% of global production and investments.

The diversiﬁcation of investments trend
Over the last ﬁve years, more and more companies have increased investments in clean energy. Unfortunately, not all of
them disclose information about investments allocation into different segments. Nevertheless, according to the known facts of
the corporations’ operations and released information we can
conclude about investment diversiﬁcation strategies that companies have chosen.
For example, the Asian state corporations have the largest
share of investments in the non-E&P sector. However normally
these investments are led to the transportation and reﬁning segments so they are still tied with the fossil fuels.
Nevertheless, there’re certain changes in the investment
strategy of Asian companies. For example, Malaysia’s Petronas
intends to direct 5% of its capital expenditures on renewables
and set up a special unit responsible for the development of LNG
and gas projects, as well as renewables. Chinese CNOOC has
announced plans to raise investments in renewables by more
than 5% of its total annual expenditures. The main focus of the
company will be offshore wind power plants – in such projects
CNOOC expects to use the experience of the offshore hydrocarbon production it’s already had.
The European majors dominate in the non-E&P investments
share ranking (20-30%). Most parts of these investments are
aimed at reﬁning however there is a trend towards the increasing
of the green energy share in the investment portfolio of European

companies what is proven by their ambitious mid-term plans of
business decarbonization. But the chosen strategies may vary a
lot from company to company.
Total is one of the pioneers in renewables investments among
oil and gas majors. As it said in February, the company intends
to direct 20% of its capital expenditures on the building of the renewable facilities and changing its name to Total Energies. The
same strategy has chosen BP. Shell otherwise plans to invest
more in the distribution of renewable power generation challenging the ability of such projects to make a certain level of proﬁt.
There are signiﬁcant differences in the energy transition approaches between European and American companies. For example, ExxonMobil and Chevron haven’t had plans to go beyond
their key business segment and increase their renewable energy
capacity yet. European companies aim to reach net-zero by 2050
and actively invest in solar and wind power plants.
On the issue of decarbonization strategy choice, Russian
companies are similar to American ones. Growing environmental
requirements make companies reduce emissions of CO2 and increase energy efficiency. Relevant targets have been included in
sustainability reports. However, the oil and gas sector is still a
priority for domestic companies and it is unlikely that the situation will change dramatically in the next 10 years.
It’s worth noting, however, that the energy transition is also
on the agenda of the Russian energy community. Russia’s contribution to the global trend is seen in the further development
of gas production, which is traditional but still cleaner fuel than
oil or coal as well as in the production and export of hydrogen.
The current Energy Strategy sets a goal to increase hydrogen
export to 2 million tons by 2035, but so far there is no certain
plan of action to achieve this goal, as well as there are no facilities
and infrastructure construction projects.
Gazprom will play a key role in the hydrogen sector development among oil and gas companies. NOVATEK, Russia’s secondlargest gas company, has also expressed its intentions to take
part in hydrogen projects.

Majors are turning to renewables
The analysis of investment diversiﬁcation also considered
such an indicator as the project installed capacity based on renewables in 2030. E&P companies, which invest in renewables,
choose solar and wind power. Over the past ﬁve years, the European majors, including Repsol and Equinor, have already remarkably increased their presence in the renewables market. The main
mechanism was mergers and acquisitions rather than building
their facilities from scratch. The unwavering intention of the European companies to develop renewable energy was not damaged even by the crisis of 2020 – investments in «green» energy
projects avoided cuts in the annual budget.
It is not a secret that traditionally investments in renewable
energy bring a much lower return than investments in oil and
gas. However, in a world where during a long period oil prices
have been low, it’s not an undeniable truth anymore. We are seeing European upstream companies looking for their place and
strengthening their position in the fast-growing renewable energy
market – in particular, to insure themselves against sharp ups
and downs in the oil market.
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The companies from the series were ranked by their share
of non-oil and gas investments and by expected installed renewable capacity.
The companies with the non-oil and gas investments share
of more than 60% and more than 8 GW of installed «green» capacity got the highest mark. The companies with the lowest mark
invest more than 80% in the E&P sector and do not plan a largescale increase in renewable energy projects.
So, in terms of investments diversiﬁcation in the non-oil and
gas sector, European companies are the absolute leaders, which
have not limited themselves by reducing emissions in the upstream
sector but have set a goal to reduce the carbon footprint throughout the entire chain of energy production and consumption.
Companies that remain «loyal» to oil and gas (including Russian companies) will focus on developing more energy-efficient
and low-carbon production technologies and increasing gas production, in particular for hydrogen production.

Oil and gas portfolio resilience
The energy transition will go with a fall in demand and oil
prices. This cannot but concern the producing companies, especially those that have chosen the E&P sector as the key in their
long-term strategy. Thus, in an energy transition, a certain measure
of a company’s success will be the resilience of its oil and gas
portfolio to various risks. Rystad Energy analyzed which companies
in the series were more resilient to the two key risks related to the
energy transition: fall in oil prices and the imposition of a CO2 tax.
The net present value (NPV) – or, more certainly, its change
under different oil price and CO2 tax scenarios – was used as a
criterion for portfolio resilience. Tax risks are related to the emission tax costs, which would not exist if the status quo were maintained. Oil prices drop carries risks for new, still not sanctioned
projects (in a scenario of an imminent energy transition and lower
demand, projects with high break-even prices will be unproﬁtable)
and for assets that are already in operation or are being prepared
for operation (with low oil prices, revenues and free cash flow
fall; inﬁll drilling volumes decline; the development of remaining
reserves becomes unproﬁtable faster).
Let’s start with the price risks. The long-term price of oil is
deﬁned as the equilibrium price that ensures the equality of
supply and demand in the market. Rystad Energy has developed
two basic demand scenarios till 2050. The transport sector is expected to make the largest contribution to a fall in demand in the
conditions of the energy transition. The near-term energy transition scenario assumes that transport producers reach all electric
vehicle sales targets. In this scenario the peak level of oil demand
(100,3 mb/d) is reached as early as 2025 and is followed by a
sharp drop in the future.
The status quo scenario assumes minimal changes in energy
efficiency technologies and in the dynamics of electric vehicle
sales, which could negatively affect demand. In this scenario,
peak demand is expected in the ﬁrst half of the 2040s at 107,9
mb/d. Comparing the two scenarios for 2035, we see a signiﬁcant difference of 16 mb/d. (107 mb/d in the status quo scenario
vs 91 mb/d in the near-term energy transition scenario).
Summing the incremental results of projected production at
each oilﬁeld derives the 2035 global oil supply curve. At the same
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time, oilﬁelds with low break-even prices are on the left side of
the curve closer to the Y-axis, while those with high break-even
prices are on the right side of the curve. Aligning the demand
scenarios with the supply curve, we get two equilibrium prices:
$45/bbl in the low oil demand scenario and $55/bbl in the high
demand scenario.

Example of LUKOIL
Using the example of LUKOIL, we will consider how a change
in the price scenario affects the NPV of the company’s portfolio.
At a Brent price of $55/barrel, LUKOIL’s NPV is estimated at $48
billion; at $45/barrel, it is $35 billion. The cost of new unapproved
projects that became unproﬁtable in the low price scenario is
$300 million, equivalent to only 0,6% of the total portfolio value
loss. Existing and new assets that were proﬁtable in both scenarios lose more than $13 billion in value because of lower projected revenues and generated free cash flow.
To measure risks related to imposing a CO2 tax, Rystad Energy used ﬁeld-level emissions estimates and the following longterm tax rates: $240/ton CO2 in Norway, $150/ton in the UK and
EU, and $100/ton in other countries. The imposition of a CO2 tax
in the low-price scenario leads to a drop in the value of LUKOIL’s
portfolio by another $1,7 billion, or 5%. In total, the realization of
both risks will result in a 32% decrease in NPV.
Similar calculations were made for the other companies in
the series.

Who will be the most affected?
Based on the data received we can draw the following conclusions:
• as a rule, the risk of NPV decline due to unapproved projects
that have become unproﬁtable in the lower price scenario is
minimal (contribution to NPV decline is less than 1%);
• the NPV decline of already operating ﬁelds and future proﬁtable assets as a result of lower prices and, consequently,
revenues, is estimated at an average of 30%;
• NPV sensitivity to oil prices varies greatly across the companies. In particular, some companies in the series lose half
of their value when the price drops from $55/barrel to
$45/barrel. The companies with the highest risks are oil
sands (Suncor and CNRL) and shale (EOG, EQT, Occidental
Petroleum) producers with high break-even prices. At the
other end of the ranking are companies with a mature asset
portfolio and a high share of gas in total production: for them,
a drop in oil prices would reduce the value by 20-25%;
• if a CO2 tax is imposed, most companies would lose less
than 10% of their value. However, there are exceptions, which
ﬁrst of all include oil sands development projects, whose
value is reduced by 30% when a $100/bbl CO2 tax is imposed.
Such projects have a high carbon footprint.
As in the case of investments diversiﬁcation, the companies
in the series were rated from 1 to 5, where 5 is received by the
companies with the lowest risk of losing value due to both low
oil prices and the introduction of a CO2 tax (less than 30% and
10% respectively). The European majors turned out to be in the
«green» zone.
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The U.S. and Russian companies are not far behind. Companies with a high share of shale assets and oil sands in their
portfolios expectedly got the lowest rating.
It is expected that an increase of gas assets share in the
structure of the portfolio will help to reduce the sensitivity of NPV
to price and other risks. As part of the energy transition, demand
for gas in developing countries will continue to grow at a high
rate, as gas will play the role of an environmentally friendly alternative to coal and oil. Also, gas will be used as a «back-up» fuel
during periods of peak electricity demand, when renewable capacity will not be enough.

Decarbonization targets
Most oil and gas companies have set emission reduction targets, demonstrating various levels of ambition. These indicators
can be set for different scopes (Scope 1, Scope 2, Scope 3), they
can be absolute (in million tons) and speciﬁc (for oil and gas
companies – in tons per unit of production).
The ﬁrst scope (Scope 1) includes direct emissions caused
by hydrocarbon production. The second sphere (Scope 2) also
covers emissions caused by the consumption of energy by the
enterprise itself. The third sphere (Scope 3) includes the total
emissions occurring throughout the entire lifecycle of a unit of
energy, including its consumption.
If a company has set gross targets for itself, then it will focus
on reducing emissions from its production activities. The main
instrument will be the use of more energy-efficient technologies
in the ﬁeld development or the sale of assets. The vertically integrated oil companies may also reduce emissions in the reﬁning
segment. If a company sets a goal of reducing net emissions, its
strategy will include mechanisms of offsetting the emissions it
produces – carbon capture and storage (CCS), planting forests,
purchasing emission quotas.
A company’s strategy can be limited to reducing direct emissions caused by its operations only (Scope 1 or Scope 1+Scope
2) or cover the entire lifecycle chain of a unit of energy produced.
Companies that choose the second way, usually also invest in
carbon-neutral «green» energy.
Rystad Energy analyzed the companies in the series in terms
of emission reduction targets. It turned out that the majority of
companies decided to focus on reducing gross direct emissions
(Scope 1).
In a series, the targets can vary a lot – from a modest 10%
reduction (from current levels) to complete carbon neutrality.
The time frame in which companies want to achieve the targets
also varies. The reduction of net emissions (i.e., offsetting emissions by investing in carbon-negative projects) will be taken
mostly by large European companies and a few majors from
the U.S. and Asia. In this context, Russian companies stand
aside for now.
Reducing the intensity of emissions under Scope 3 remains
for the European majors actively investing in renewables. The exception, perhaps, is Occidental Petroleum, which is going to
achieve carbon neutrality of its oil and gas assets portfolio due
to CCS technology. However, this strategy is less sustainable and
effective than the strategy of European companies, which includes the development of renewable energy projects.

How many companies – so many strategies
Rystad Energy attempted to compare companies in terms of
the level of the carbon intensity of their portfolio in the next decade. For this purpose, the average annual CO2 emissions and
emission intensity in 2020-2030 were calculated.
The resulting estimates cannot be called reliable as they largely
depend on the production forecast, the schedule of new projects
realization and other factors. Nevertheless, they can be useful to
understand which companies with the current structure of the portfolio are more distant from carbon neutrality, and which have a
better chance to meet the targets for emissions. The calculations
were carried out in a status quo scenario: the forecast includes
projects that improve the performance of the carbon emissions
intensity, for which the ﬁnal investment decision has already been
made but excludes the announced, but not approved projects.
Among the large companies, Equinor has the lowest intensity
of emissions. It is followed by Russian companies and then by
most European and American majors. Canadian and some Asian
corporations have the highest speciﬁc emissions level. The speciﬁc emission indicator is signiﬁcantly influenced by the structure
of the portfolio, the production technologies and the region of
operation (more precisely, the environmental requirements in different regions).
Based on the absolute emissions data we can estimate the
volume of CO2 emission reductions if the company meets 100%
of its targets. For example, Petrobras intends to reduce emissions
by 25%, which at the current level of 20 million tons of CO2 is
equivalent to 5 million tons annually.
The Scope 3 emissions data suggests that most of the emissions are out of the companies’ control (Scope 1 accounts for
only 5% of total emissions). So to achieve full carbon neutrality,
companies have to try hard. For players who have included CCS
technologies in their strategies, the resulting estimates give an
idea of the necessary capacity in this area (currently, the global
CCS capacity is 40 million tons). Majors that have chosen to
«green» their portfolio will sell oil and gas assets and increase
the share of renewables what will also contribute to the reduction
of emissions intensity in Scope 3.
Based on the results of our research, we have once again seen
that companies are using different strategies to achieve business
sustainability in the energy transition. European majors are actively
investing in renewables and setting ambitious goals to achieve carbon neutrality while U.S. and Russian production companies have
decided not to move away from their core business and instead optimize their current asset portfolios and limit themselves to direct
emissions reduction goals. In particular, Russian oil producers are
increasingly focusing on gas projects, while Gazprom and NOVATEK
are looking for new ways to commercialize their reserves.
We can’t say what kind of strategy is the best as the era of
oil and gas is not yet over, and investments in renewables still
have lower returns than the E&P sector, which could shake business sustainability. However, perhaps the worst strategy is doing
nothing. Pressure from investors, government and the society on
the oil and gas sector as a major source of emissions is only
growing and it is unlikely that this pressure will weaken in the future. Companies that won’t want to get into the energy transition
will become outsiders very soon.
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Statements at the government level of the leading countries of the world, as well as the strategies of the vast
majority of automakers, are unequivocally directed towards electric mobilization. Accordingly, all progress in the
automotive industry will be concentrated in the electric vehicle segment.
This article analyzes the current state of the electric vehicles in the world and in Russia, and also proposes measures for faster development of electric mobility in Russia.
For this, three stages are distinguished, for each of which a set of measures is presented and the costs of their
implementation are roughly estimated. An active policy will allow Russia to be among leading countries in terms
of the pace of electric mobilization, not to be left on the sidelines of progress in this area, and will also create
conditions for the partial localization of this technology in the country.

Results of 2020
Despite the coronavirus and the fall in the automotive market
in general, 2020 has been a very successful year for electric vehicles. Global sales of electric vehicles, including battery electric
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vehicles (BEV) and plug-in hybrids (PHEV) have increased by 43%
to about 3.24 million compared to 2.26 million in 2019 (according
to [1]). In the same time the global passenger car market shrank
by 14%. The share of electric vehicles in all passenger car sales in
the global market increased from 2.5% in 2019 up to 4.2% in 2020.
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The biggest breakthrough of the year for electric vehicles
came in the European market. Almost 1.4 million electric vehicles were registered in Europe during 2020, 137% more than
in 2019. At the same time, total European automotive market
shrank by almost 24%.
Such success in Europe was achieved thanks to a combination of various factors, such as the appearance of new attractive
electric vehicle models, increased subsidies from green recovery
funds, tougher emission requirements, signiﬁcant increases in
affordability and active promotion of the electric vehicles.
Europe ousted China as a sales growth driver in electric vehicles market for the ﬁrst time since 2015, sales of electric vehicles in Europe exceeded sales in China – 1.395 million units
against 1.337 million units. Many European markets have doubled or tripled EV sales compared to 2019, and Europe accounted
for 43% of global electric vehicle sales in 2020, up from 26% in
2019. Europe (including the EU and EFTA countries, including the
UK) also surpassed China in the share of electric vehicles in total
car sales, which increased from 3.3% in 2019 to 10.2% in 2020
[2] (see «Electric vehicle sales and growth rates in various regions
and countries of the world in 2020»).
The real boom of electric cars sales in Europe began in
June and July and peaked in December, when almost 285 thousand electric vehicles were sold per month, the growth was

260% compared to 2019, and the market share reached 20%.
Germany became the leader in Europe, in which sales of electric
vehicles increased by 266% compared to 2019, including growth
of 191% for battery electric vehicles (BEV) and 351% for plugin hybrids (PHEV).
In terms of sales of electric vehicles, Germany ranked second
among countries in the world and overtook one of the leaders –
the United States, which has almost four times larger population
and larger GDP per capita.
Other European countries also experienced similar growth –
by tens and hundreds of percent compared to the previous year.
Norway stands out among European countries, in which the share
of electric vehicles in total sales for the ﬁrst time in the world exceeded 50% and reached almost 75% (BEV + PHEV) [6]. Norway
aims to become the ﬁrst country in the world to completely ban
cars with internal combustion engines (already in 2025). It is also
worth noting that in Norway most of the electricity is produced
at hydroelectric power plants, which creates a kind of closed
«green» cycle.
Electric vehicle sales in China were up 12% in 2020 over the
previous year. This is the result of a combination of a weak ﬁrst
half of the year and signiﬁcant sales growth in the second half.
From January to June, sales of electric vehicles in China declined
by 42% relative to the same period of 2019, and from July to De-
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cember, the sales volume increased by an average of 80% compared to 2019, reaching 240 thousand units only in December.
Share of electric vehicles in total cars sales for the year increased
signiﬁcantly less than in Europe – from 5.1% to 5.5%.
US electric vehicle sales were up 4% y-o-y, while the automotive market overall fell by 15%. Tesla’s capacity and ZEV Alliance commitment are the main drivers of sales growth [7].
Tesla has further strengthened its dominant position in the US
electric vehicle market, accounting for 62% of total electric vehicles (BEV + PHEV) sales and 79% of sales among battery electric vehicles (BEV).
In Canada, sales of electric vehicles fell by 8% in 2020. This
result, most likely, were affected by the lack of supply, as in the
United States. This will be compensated in the coming years
due to the capacities of GM and Ford, as well as European manufacturers. By 2040, the country plans to fully switch to electrified transport [8].

In South Korea, the share of electric vehicles in total sales
in 2020 reached 12%. Also, South Korea is one of the largest
exporters of electric vehicles to the international market. In
2020, almost 122 thousand were exported, when only 52 thousand sold in the domestic market [9].
The decline in sales of electric vehicles in Japan continued,
which is associated with a different transformation policy of
the automotive market in this country (bet for conventional hybrids and hydrogen cars).
In the structure of relative sales in different regions and
countries of the world, the Scandinavian and other European
states stand out, where already now we see a massive transition of consumers to the electrified transport. The key player
here is Germany, which is the largest producer and main European electric vehicle market (see “The share of electric vehicles
in new vehicle sales in various regions and countries of the
world in 2020“).
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In the United States, the position of the «old school car»
from Detroit is still strong. Tesla is almost alone in mass production of electric vehicles. But situation will gradually improve,
since two of the largest players in US market in the face of Ford
and GM are increasing their offer of electric vehicles and have
already announced that by 2035, they plan to produce only cars
with zero emissions [10].

Choice of business, not only politicians
All major automakers are shifting their business models towards electric vehicles as most important element of emission
reduction policy. At the same time electric vehicles are becoming
competitive for most consumers in many markets.
Car manufacturers and other large companies in various
segments of the automotive industry are heavily investing in
electrification of transport. On the one hand they are doing that
to keep up with increasing competition. On the other hand, they
have long-term climate protection obligations – a way to meet
the demands of both legislators and consumers.
Let’s take a closer look at the plans of automakers to introduce electric vehicles into their product line. (see «Investments
of car companies in the development of electric vehicles technology»).
In total, until 2030 it is planned to spend more than $300 billion onto the development of electric vehicles. Of this, approximately $135 billion will go to the Chinese market [11]. Automakers’ actual R&D spending is likely to be much higher because
most of the all plans aren’t officially announced.
Based on the analysis of car companies plans, we can say
that the production of electric vehicles has the potential to reach
the level of 20 million units per year by 2025. At the moment,
more than 400 different models will be available for consumers.
If automakers and government agencies will adhere to the
announced plans, then already by 2030 more than 10% of the entire vehicle fleet will be electriﬁed. Given the dominance in sales
of a number of developed countries, the share of electric vehicles
in their fleets may be much more signiﬁcant.
As shown, despite the drop in car sales in the world, the 2020
crisis did not affect the development of electric mobility in the
largest countries. And already taken investment and organizational decisions are able to ensure the dominance of electric vehicles in some markets (more than 50%) and their signiﬁcant (2030% in sales) presence in most of the developed countries.
In addition to the tasks and investments reflected in the
strategies, there are signiﬁcant plans for the construction of new
factories, focused mainly on the production of electric vehicles
and batteries (mainly in China).
In addition, companies are gradually switching their current
internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle production lines to electric vehicles and hybrids.
Together with the transition to electric vehicles, carmakers
are looking at other strategies such as autonomous vehicles
and car sharing. These technologies can be used with ICE-powered cars, but with electric vehicles they will be introduced
more actively [12].
As a result, all progress in the automotive industry will be
concentrated in the segment of electric vehicles. Countries and

markets who won’t change towards electrification will fall into
the laggards.

Problem points
Currently, there are two main technological barriers to the
electric mobilization of transport. This is the underdevelopment
of the charging infrastructure and the high cost of batteries. For
manufacturers, these are technological challenges, which are
one of the main areas for R&D, and for consumers, these means
high cost of electric vehicles (due to battery) and longer refueling
time compared to traditional cars. Let’s take a closer look into
the state of affairs in this area.

Development of charging infrastructure
The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that in
2019 the total number of charging stations for electric vehicles
in the world reached 8 million units. It is believed that there is
at least one private slow charger for every electric vehicle. I.e.
with a fleet of 7.2 million electric vehicles in 2019, there were at
least the same number of private chargers. There are also 598
thousand of slow public and 264 thousand (only 3.6% of the
total number of charges) of fast public charging stations respectively. About 80% of all fast chargers are located in China.
Another 3-5% of such chargers are located in Japan, Europe,
USA and others countries combined.
The number of electric vehicles exceeds the number of public
charging stations by more than seven times. Most drivers primarily rely on private charging stations. Publicly available charging
stations are unevenly distributed across markets. This is normal
in the early stages of the EV market and is most likely caused by
a shift in subsidies towards buying new electric vehicles rather
than building a charging infrastructure.
After reaching parity with cars with internal combustion engines, the attention of countries will shift towards charging infrastructure, if, of course, such a need will remain.
Note that reviews and reports on long-distance travel practices and daily use of electric vehicles do not point out the lack
of charging infrastructure.

Batteries for electric cars
Increased demand for electric vehicles has led to the need
to increase the capacity for the production of lithium-ion batteries. This means that consumers are becoming more and more
inclined to buy electric vehicles. Car companies are ordering more
and more batteries and their manufacturers are responding to
this. Rechargeable batteries are getting better and cheaper. Average energy density of batteries grows by 4-5% per year, and
more and more new types of batteries by chemical composition
and assembly are coming to the market. Maximum charging
speeds are also increasing.
The prices of the currently dominant lithium-ion batteries fell
89% from 2010 to 2020. In 2020 weighted average price was
$137 per kWh. By the mid-2020s, EVs will reach price parity with
combustion vehicles without subsidies in most segments, but
there are signiﬁcant differences by region [13].
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Investments of car companies in the development of electric vehicle technology, USD billion
Total investments
in the development
of electric vehicles,
billion USD

Of which in
the production
of batteries,
billion USD

Of which in
the Chinese
market,
billion USD

Partnerships

Volkswagen/ Audi/ Porsche

91

57

45,5

FAW, SAIC, JAC

Daimler

42

30

21,95

Geely, BYD, BAIC, Nissan

Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi

20

0

4,61

Dongfeng, Brilliance

Hyundai-Kia

20

0

0

BAIC, Dongfeng

Changan (China)

15

0

15

Ford, Suzuki, PSA, Mazda, Nio, Jiangling

13,5

13,5

0

FAW, GAC, Mazda, Subaru

Ford

22

0

0

Changan, Zotye, JAC, Jiangling, Mahindra

Fiat Chrysler

10

0

0

GAC, BMW

Tesla

10

5

5

GM

8

2,3

0

Honda, SAIC, Wuling, FAW

Great Wall (China)

8

0

8

BMW

BMW/Mini

6,5

4,5

0,385

Great Wall, Brilliance, Fiat Chrysler

GAC (China)

6,5

0

6,5

Toyota, Honda, Fiat Chrysler, BYD

6

0

6

Ford, Volkswagen, Nio

5,5

0

0

Ssangyong, Ford

Geely (China)

5

0

5

Daimler, Volvo, Kandi, Lotus, Proton

SAIC (China)

5

0

5

GM, Volkswagen, Wuling

Dongfeng (China)

4,5

0

4,5

PSA, Renault, Nissan, Honda, Kia

BYD (China)

3,86

3,8

3,86

Daimler, GAC

BAIC (China)

2,45

0

2,45

Daimler, Hyundai

Tata (India) – Jaguar Land Rover

3,24

0

0

Chery

PSA Peugeot Citroen

0,77

0

0,26

Dongfeng, Changan

Volvo

0,725

0

0,725

Geely

Honda

0,545

0,155

0,235

GM, GAC, Dongfeng

Chery (China)

0,435

0

0,435

Jaguar Land Rover

FAW (China)

0,25

0

0,25

Volkswagen/Audi, Toyota, Mazda, GM, Xiaopeng, Byton

Mazda

0,25

0

0

Changan, Toyota

Всего

311

116

136

Доля

100%

37%

44%

OEM

Toyota

Jianghuai Automobile (JAC) (China)
Mahindra & Mahindra (India)

Sources: [1-3], [5]
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Current state of electromobilization in rusSia
Formally, the state policy in the Russian Federation unambiguously states that the future belongs to electric vehicles. In
fact, it is not so simple. In 2014-2017, there were zero customs
duty for electric vehicles. After 2017, the duties were reintroduced, which made already expensive electric vehicles even more
expensive by 40-50%. But in March 2020, the duties were canceled again [14].
The government instructed to prepare a federal law [15],
which provides measures to stimulate the development of environmentally friendly transport. The following preferences may be
prescribed in the law:
• reduction of the cost of travel of electric vehicles on toll
roads;
• free use of the parking space;
• travel on dedicated lanes for the public transport;
• reduction of transport tax;
• updating the standards for the construction of parking lots,
they can be provided with slots for electric vehicles with the
ability to charge;
• ﬁnes for vehicles with internal combustion engines, parking
the car in places for electric transport.
In 2020, 687 new electric vehicles were sold in Russia, almost
double compared to 2019 [16]. This can be attributed, among
other things, to the abolition of import duties.
In total, about 11 thousand electric vehicles have been registered in Russia today [17], at the same time the entire country’s
vehicle fleet is almost 43 million units of light duty vehicles [18].
So, electric vehicles occupy a share of about 0.02% in the total
vehicle fleet. 83% of all electric vehicles in Russia are represented by one model – Nissan Leaf. Of these 11 thousand (approximately 60%) are located in the Far East and Siberia, where used
cars from Japan and China are mainly used. For every new electric vehicle sold in Russia there is 11 used ones [19].
In Russia at the moment there are about 250 fast charging
stations and more than 1,000 slow ones [20]. Fast chargers
are widely scattered across the country and do not have common standards for maximum coverage. Chargers are located
mainly in Moscow, Siberia (Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk and Irkutsk) and in the Far East. That means that charging infrastructure is located in same areas as electric vehicle fleet. The
situation with long-distance charging stations is quite deplorable. It is possible to drive along the main highways of the European part of Russia, but other parts of the country remain
mostly inaccessible.
Electric mobilization in Russia does not have a systemic development yet. Let’s note the most important trends in this ﬁeld:
• Reducing travel costs due to the use of used electric vehicles
by the population, especially in the Far East. This saves ongoing maintenance and refueling costs at a relatively low initial cost of purchasing an electric vehicle.
• The development of the charging infrastructure is still local
and does not allow normal use of electric vehicles in Russia.
The owner has to spend money on infrastructure, which
makes it less attractive to own an electric car.
• In Moscow car-sharing or taxis, electric cars have not yet become widespread.

Suggestions for electric
mobilization in Russia
Global electric mobilization will be of colossal proportions,
getting far beyond the automotive industry. We believe that for
Russia it is extremely important to take part in this technological
progress, pursuing a policy of active electric mobilization.
Taking into account the world practice of electric mobilization – from the «subsidized paradigm» to the «paradigm of competitive demand «- we also suggest highlighting three consecutive stages of stimulating this process in Russia, with measures of state support at each stage (see «Three-stage approach
to the policy of active electric mobilization in Russia»).

Stage 1
The ﬁrst important milestone in the development of electric
mobility will be reaching the level of about 30 thousand new electric vehicles per year by 2025 (approximately 1.5-2% from annual
new car sales). This «compact electric mobilization» will provide
relatively massive experience in the operation of electric vehicles
and, according to the theory of diffusion of innovations, will
create the preconditions for a further leap in the adoption of electric vehicle technology in the Russian market.
The main direction of state support at this stage is to provide
the country with the minimum necessary charging infrastructure,
as well as measures of direct incentive measures to stimulate
the sale and purchase of electric vehicles for businesses and
consumers respectively. Let’s analyze these three components.
Building a basic charging infrastructure. We propose the following plan for the development of charging infrastructure on
the territory of the Russian Federation [21]:
• meeting the needs of large cities where wealthier residents
live, and the effects of electric vehicles for society are the
highest (for example, Moscow);
• creation of a network of fast charges in the most concentrated, in terms of population and the intensity of travel,
part of the country – European part of Russia, including region of Ural. Connection with other countries – Finland, the
Baltic States, Poland and the Republic of Belarus. Most of
these countries already have a relatively wide network of
charging stations that will allow you to travel in those countries and further;
• Formation of a network of fast chargers along the Vladivostok – Khabarovsk – Blagoveshchensk line (these regions account for a third of all registered electric vehicles in Russia)
with a connection with China. Including from Heihe city
through a new road bridge across the river Amur and other
cities of the province Heilongjiang (see «Proposed Map of
the Number of Fast and Slow Public Charging Stations in
Russia by Cluster»).
Let’s make calculations of the costs of creating a charging
network in the mentioned clusters. Charging stations can be
divided into two main types – slow and fast. Installing a slow
charging station costs between 30 and 200 thousand rubles
depending on capacity. Fast charging stations in Western
countries cost from $30 to $140 thousand [22]. In Russia, Shell
has experience in construction such stations and evaluates
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the installation of one station in the range from 0.8 to 3 million
rubles [23].
Moscow. Currently in Moscow about 4 million vehicles are
registered. Of these, only a few hundred is electric vehicles. To
stimulate demand, it is proposed to install charging stations at
a subsidized basis to provide about 80 thousand electric vehicles
with infrastructure in the coming years (this is about 2% of all
cars in the city). Each electric vehicle needs one slow charge lo-

cated near the house. The cost of this will be from 2.4 to 4.0 billion rubles depending on the cost of one charger.
Despite the coronavirus and the fall of the automotive market
as a whole, 2020 turned out to be unexpectedly successful for
electric vehicles, showing sales growth of more than 40%
In addition, on the main highways (approximately 500 km inside the city) and the ring roads of Moscow (MKAD – 109 km,
TTK – 35 km, Garden Ring – 16 km) you need a sufficient number

A three-stage approach to an active electric mobilization policy in Russia
Subsidized paradigm

Mass electric mobilization paradigm
(10-15% of car sales)

Free market

Stage
description

The overwhelming majority of electric mobility is
concentrated in Moscow and other large cities, as well
as in some subsidized segments

Appearance of the middle price segment
electric vehicles, geographic expansion of
electric mobility to other regions

Use of an electric vehicle is no
more difficult than a car with an
internal combustion engine

Deadlines

2021-2025

2026-2030

After 2030

Electric
vehicle sales

Up to 30-50 thousand per year (1-2% of new car sales)

up to 150 thousand per year
(about 10% of new car sales)

Over 150 thousand per year

Development of charging infrastructure in
large and mid-sized cities

Regulatory solution, subsidies to
selected segments only

Lines of credit or subsidies for the
purchase of mass electric vehicles
(possibly produced in Russia)

Lines of credit or subsidies for the
purchase of only Russian or
localized electric vehicles

A set of measures aimed at supporting the
production of electric vehicles, their parts
or related equipment, software in Russia

Subsidies for local producers of
electric vehicles, charging stations
and batteries, export support

Charging
infrastructure
development

Providing slow charging for residents of apartment buildings
Creation of a network of fast chargers on key highways
(1.5-2 thousand stations)
1. Preferential or free instalation of slow charging
equipment when purchasing an electric vehicle;

Consumer
subsidies and
beneﬁts

2. Waiver of import duties on electric vehicles and
related equipment;
3. Zeroing of transport tax;
4. Free parking;
5. The right to drive on dedicated lines for public transport
1. Provision of privileges for connection to power grids
for charging stations;

Business
subsidies

2. Special lines of credit and interest rate incentives
for the arrangement of charging infrastructure
(shopping and business centers);
3. Development of a set of measures aimed at supporting
the production of electric vehicles in Russia (from 2023)
1. Government purchases for officials
(premium car = mid-range electric car)
2. Taxi companies, car sharing

Regulatory
and selective
measures

3. Special solutions for some cities (Sochi, Crimea,
Kaliningrad, Far East, economic zones)

The ban on the use of internal combustion
engines in some segments

4. Encouraging the purchase of mass-produced
electric vehicle brands
5. Subsidizing registration and licensing of new brands
of electric vehicles on the Russian market

Expenses
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10-20 billion rubles – charging infrastructure;

20 billion rubles – charging infrastructure;

10 billion rubles – propaganda and development
of the regulatory framework;

5 billion rubles- propaganda;

10-150 billion rubles- subsidizing purchases

30-50 billion rubles- subsidizing purchases
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30-100 billion rubles –
support for investments
in production or localization
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of fast charging stations. Also, it is required to install fast charging stations in 300 shopping centers. In total, it will turn out to
be about 1,000 fast chargers. The cost of this will be from 0.8 to
3.1 billion rubles depending on the cost of one charger.
The total cost of such coverage of Moscow with slow and
fast chargers will cost from 3.2 (2.4 + 0.8) to 7.1 (4.0 + 3.1) billion rubles.
European part of the Russian Federation. More than 80%
of the Russian population lives in the European part of the country. For a more active introduction of electric vehicles among
drivers it should be possible to get to the largest cities of the
country (Moscow, St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Nizhny Novgorod, Kazan, Samara, Rostov-on-Don, Ufa, Voronezh, Perm, Volgograd, Krasnodar and the resorts of the south Russia), as well as
to the borders with European countries (to Minsk and to the border of Belarus, as well as to the border with Finland in the northwest). The latter will help to integrate the charging infrastructure
of the Russian Federation with a similar infrastructure of the EU
and other European countries.
To calculate the required number of chargers in the European
part of Russia, we focus on the total length of federal highways.
At the beginning of 2018, according to Rosstat, the total length
of roads that meet the regulatory requirements for transport and
operational indicators, amounted at 39 thousand km. Of these,
in the European part of the Russian Federation was about 28
thousand km.
In order for drivers to have peace of mind during long-distance travel, the charging infrastructure must have sufficient den-

sity. The following solution is proposed for this problem. Every
50 km have at least one fast charging station and every 150 km
a station with three quick chargers. In total about 1.1 thousand
of fast charging stations will be installed. It will cost from 0.9 to
3.4 billion rubles.
Total investment for all three clusters will be from 4.6 to
11.5 billion rubles. Such a relatively small investment will signiﬁcantly contribute to more rapid introduction of electric vehicles
in Russia. In addition, it will form a new industry in the country,
which will include high-tech production of slow and fast charging
stations, as well as their installation and maintenance. In the future, this will create new cash flow for power grid companies and
gas stations.
The project implementation period should not exceed three
to ﬁve years, since by the end of the 2020s it is expected that
electric vehicles will achieve price parity with traditional cars with
internal combustion engines, which will inevitably lead to an increase in sales of electric vehicles.
Consumer incentives. Currently buying a new electric car in
Russia has a much greater image or emotional nature. That is
why the overwhelming majority of electric vehicles purchased in
Russia belong to the premium segment (Porsche, Audi, Tesla,
etc.). That means that buyers are less sensitive to the price of
an electric vehicle and most likely they have the ability to install
individual charging station (for example, in a country house or
business center). In addition, the range of electric vehicles in this
segment is also higher. At the same time, it is obvious that electric mobilization should develop towards a more massive seg-

Suggested map of quantity of fast and slow public charging stations in Russia by cluster, units

Moscow:
Fast - 1000+
Slow - 80K

European part
of the
Russian Federation:
Fast - 1100+

Far East:
Fast - 200+
Slow - 10K

Sources: authors' calculations
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ment, where minuses of an electric vehicle (price, lack of charging, low range) outweigh the pros.
In this regard, we propose the following support measures,
which will both positively affect the further expansion of demand in the premium segment and will lead to the formation
of mass demand:
• a comprehensive program to support electric mobilization in
Moscow (and its active promotion and advertising);
• nulliﬁcation of transport tax in all constituent entities of the
Federation;
• special lending rate and/or direct discount (then compensated by the state) for the purchase of electric vehicle.
Business incentives. The main barrier for businesses in promoting electric mobility is the need for certain volumes of sales
of electric vehicles (including for each individual model in the
foreseeable future). This applies to both automakers and other
commercial organizations involved in electric mobility. To remove
this barrier, we propose the following measures:
• zeroing of customs duties on import for the period up to 2025
inclusive;
• partial (or full) compensation of the costs of car manufacturers for the certiﬁcation of cars;
• provision of privileges for connection to power grids;
• special lines of credit and interest rates for the arrangement
of charging infrastructure (shopping and business centers,
residential complexes);
• provision of discounts on electricity or a special rate for fast
chargers;
• development of a set of measures aimed at supporting production of electric vehicles and their parts or related equipment in Russia since 2023.
The total amount of state support at the ﬁrst stage of the
development of electric mobility is estimated at 40-50 billion rubles for ﬁve years (10-20 billion rubles for a charging infrastructure; 10 billion – subsidies to businesses; 15-20 billion – consumer subsidies).
It is important to note here: state support measures must
necessarily have a predictable nature and be ﬁxed for the entire
time period of the stage 1 (2021-2025). It is also obvious that
with the transition for the next stage, some of these measures
should be canceled or adjusted.
Based on the results of Stage 1, electric vehicles in the medium-high and high price segments will continue to prevail in
sales of electric vehicles. In this case, stage 1 will give a huge
boost to electric mobilization and will help smoothly transition
to the mass segment of electric vehicles, which is the main characteristic and task proposed at second stage.

Stage 2
First of all, second stage is characterized by the orientation
of state support measures to speciﬁc market segments. Consumer incentive methods are proposed to a greater extent to
save by analogy with stage 1, but limit them to the mass segment (for example, only electric vehicles that cost less than 3
million rubles).
Share of electric vehicles in total car sales in the global market has increased from 2.5% in 2019 to 4.2% in 2020.
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Support of business also needs to be focused only in priority
areas:
• electric vehicles with long range (over 700 km) regardless of
the country of production;
• electric vehicles produced in Russia with range of at least
300 km;
• fast or ultra-fast charging of the latest generation;
• create areas of deep penetration of electric vehicles – for
example, complex development of a charging infrastructure,
based on a certain number of charges for each km2 of area
(districts in Moscow, Sochi, Crimean cities, Kaliningrad, cities
in the Far East, etc.).
It is also important to note that in stage 2 it is necessary to
pay great attention to the development of a regulatory framework
including standards on the number of charging stations at gas
stations on federal highways, as well as the number of charging
stations during the commissioning of new real estate (commercial and residential) and so on.
Electric cars are becoming mainstream for all major auto
concerns, essential policy element for emissions reducing, and
competitive product.
The total volume of government investments in the second
stage is comparable to stage 1 (50-70 billion rubles for ﬁve years),
while it will give a much greater effect from in terms of the
number of electric vehicles sold. According to the results of the
second stage, electric vehicles can occupy about 10-15% of new
car sales in Russia.

Stage 3
The third stage involves the abolition of the vast majority of
subsidies associated with the purchase of electric vehicles and
entry into the paradigm of free competitive market. The role of
the state at this stage is regulatory. The main priority of this stage
is to ensure the real functioning of the regulatory framework in
terms of electric mobilization.
The second area should be localization of added value in the
electric vehicle industry in Russia. It can be domestic electric vehicles assembly (in this market, the entrance is easier, than on
the market of traditional cars with internal combustion engines)
and production of their components or service equipment (charging stations, software, accompanying technologies). It’s important to note the good groundwork of Russian companies in the
ﬁeld of autonomous driving.

Conclusions
Last year, despite the economic crisis caused by the coronavirus pandemic, was successful for the industry of electric vehicles, with sales growth of about 40%. European market has
reached a new important level – the share of electric vehicles in
total new car sales exceeded 10%.
Electric vehicles are becoming the mainstream for all major
automakers, an essential element of their emission reduction policy,
and a competitive product for most consumers in many markets.
In Russia, this area is developing pointwise. Relatively signiﬁcant demand is only seen for the use of cheap used electric
vehicles in the eastern part of the country.
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The beneﬁts from the development of this industry for Russia
can be as follows:
• Russia can become one of the largest, and therefore interesting, markets for electric vehicle manufacturers. This, in
turn, reduces the risks of inadmissibility to this technology
and restrictions on the supply of electric vehicles produced
in other countries;
• Participation in technical progress in this area (including for
Russian IT companies, for example, Yandex). Otherwise, the
lag will be difficult to catch up;
• development of related industries. For example, production
and maintenance of charging infrastructure, software, production of electric vehicles for cold winter conditions;
• Improving urban ecology and reducing emissions CO2 (long
term goal).
• At the same time, estimates of the costs of creating a basic
charging infrastructure and supporting consumers and businesses do not look signiﬁcant compared to the possible advantages.
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ENERGY TRANSITION:
WILL TECHNOLOGY CATCH UP WITH IDEOLOGY?

DMITRY KOPTEV
Head of Media Center, Fuels and Energy Technology
Development Institute (IRTTEK)
“2021 should be a turning point for our planet as we commit to a green transition that cuts emissions, increases
adaptation action worldwide, halts and reverses biodiversity loss, and, through policy and technological transformation, creates new high quality jobs and increases prosperity and wellbeing”, the Carbis Bay G7 summit communique states.
Particularly, the countries that form this group commit to “increase energy efficiency, accelerate renewable and
other zero emissions energy deployment, reduce wasteful consumption, leverage innovation all whilst maintaining
energy security”. Domestically, the nations plan to “achieve an overwhelmingly decarbonised power system”; and
internationally, “to align official international ﬁnancing with the global achievement of net zero GHG emissions
no later than 2050 and for deep emissions reductions in the 2020s”.

An image of the future
The G7 communique makes it clear that technological questions are an important part of the decarbonisation agenda. Moreover, the G7 nations promise to “lead a technology-driven transition to Net Zero, noting the clear roadmap provided by the International Energy Agency and prioritising the most urgent and polluting sectors and activities”.
The mentioned roadmap is the famous IEA’s report “Net Zero
by 2050: a Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector”. “Global energy
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demand is around 8% smaller than today, but it serves an economy more than twice as big and a population with 2 billion more
people. Almost 90% of electricity generation comes from renewable sources, with wind and solar PV together accounting for almost 70%. Most of the remainder comes from nuclear power.
Solar is the world’s single largest source of total energy supply.
Fossil fuels fall from almost four-ﬁfths of total energy supply
today to slightly over one-ﬁfth. Fossil fuels that remain are used
in goods where the carbon is embodied in the product such as
plastics, in facilities ﬁtted with carbon capture, and in sectors
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where low-emissions technology options are scarce”: this is how
analysts at the IEA see the world by 2050.
Though the seem to have it all very clear, the experts highlight, in the report, that the existing technologies allow to achieve
only some preliminary objectives of the decarbonisation. “Most
of the global reductions in CO2 emissions between now and 2030
in the net zero pathway come from technologies readily available
today. But in 2050, almost half the reductions come from technologies that are currently only at the demonstration or prototype
phase”, the document states. The IRTTEK decided to see which
technologies that allow the energy transition have been already
invented and tested, which ones need perfection and which ones
are still waiting to be found – and if it is possible at all.
The sun, the wind, and the water
The IEA reports stipulates that decarbonised energy system
should be essentially based on renewable sources, with solar
and wind being the most important ones. These two types of
electricity generation seem to be the most proven ones.
Solar energy means transformating the energy of the radiation from the Sun into electricity. The two most essential technologies here are as follows:
• photovoltaics, or direct transformation, by photoelements, of
photons into electricity;
• solar thermal energy, or heating a surface that absorbs solar
beams to distribute and use the heat (focusing the solar
beams on a recipient ﬁlled with water or salt to use it for
heating, hot water supplies or steam drives in generators).
Concentrated solar power systems (CSP) are traditionally
listed as a special solar thermal dispositives. These use a
complex system of lenses and mirrors to focus the energy
of the solar beams into a concentrated beam of light. This
beam is the source of thermal energy that heats the working
fluid which generates electricity, as in common thermal
power stations, or is stored to preserve the energy.
There are also some less popular means of transforming energy from the Sun into electricity:
• thermal wind power stations (transformation of solar energy
into wind directed towards a generator);
• airborne solar power stations (water steam is generated inside
an aerostat with a selectively absorbing surface that is heated
by the solar beams). This technology allows to store such
amount of steam that would be sufficient to operate the power
station without regard to the weather and time of the day.
Photovoltaic transformators are the most popular type of
solar power plants. As for now, three generations of such dispositives can be pointed out:
• ﬁrst generation: crystal solar power plants made with silicon crystals;
• second generation: thin-ﬁlm solar power plants. Such dispositives can be made with crystal and amorphous silicon, cadmium
telluride (CdTe) and copper-indium(-gallium) selenide (CI(G)S).
• third generation: these dispositives are systems using organic polymers and non-organic materials.
Nowadays, the ﬁrst and the second generations dominate
the market.
As a result of technological innovation in 2010-2020, levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE) of solar panels fell by 85%. In Europe,
in the U.S. and in some parts of China, it is already cheaper to
build solar power stations than gas power plants. Even if they

are not able to compete with coal generation (which is quiet unlikely if the conditions stay more or less equal), but governments
tend to restrict the use of coal.
In 2019, global growth in capacities of photovoltaic solar
power stations was 2,5 times faster than in coal and gas power
stations together. According to SolarPower Europe, by the end
of 2019, global installed capacity of solar energy sector exceeded
630 GW; now, solar energy responds to about 2.6% of the global
electricity generation. Nevertheless, as REN21 group calculated,
renewable energy sources grew globally only by 2.5 percentage
points in 2009 through 2019 – from 8.7% to 11.2%, while fossil
fuel is strong at its place with 80.2%-80.3%.
It is the third-generation photovoltaic panels that bring the hope
of a breakthrough. These dispositives offer quiet a wider diversity
of technological solutions based on new materials, new equipment
and on the conception of converting light into energy. “Such diversity
of options implies a greater dynamics of technical changes in the
photovoltaic sector, which is its main competitional advantage.
Third-generation solar panels have many more chances to spread
breakthrough technology”, the South Ural State University (Russia)
states in its materials; the instituition researches new solar panels.
Another advantage of the third-generation photovoltaic panels
is the use of cheaper and recyclable polymers and electrolites instead of the more expensive and more toxic materials. (We will
make some notes about the recycling later). Nonetheless, the existing prototypes are the least efficient ones, which impedes their
wide usage. Until now, no one has been able to make third-generation transformators produce the same energy output as their predecessors maintaining their good price and technological level.
Wind power technologies are way more conservative and
tested. The ﬁrst known wind power station, the “Blythe windmill”,
was constructed in the U.K. in 1887. It didn’t last long though, and
the next wind power plant was built there only in 1951. The necessity of a wide territory was the main restraining factor. With the development of the technology, offshore wind farms helped to increase the wind generation part. So it shouldn’t be surprising that
researchers and producers view offshore wind farms as a priority.
In 2009 through 2019, the cost of building them diminished by 56%.
As for now, the recycling of rotor blades raises the greatest
concern. By 2023, there will be 14 thousand rotor blades in need
of recycling in Europe, as the Russian Association of Wind Power
Industry informs. Still, operators now see very little economic stimulus to develop the recycling part of the market. Commenting
this observation, WindEurope experts note that some practices are
used to recycle most of the components of a windmill (base, tower,
parts of the nacelle), which sum up to 85-90% of the total mass of
the structure. But as for recycling of the blades, the world still lacks
technologies that would be efficient on an industrial scale.
The researchers pay attention to the necessity of greater ﬁnancing of scientiﬁc research and innovation in this área: mechanical recycling, solvolylis (solution by ions of the solvent) and
pyrolisis (division of complexe molecules into simpler parts by
means of heat). “The main characteristics of these technologies
are, as by now, great exploration costs and other disadvantages.
For instance, mechanical atomization can apply only to a small
amount of residue, solvolylis is a process that requires a lot of
energy, and pyrolised ﬁber is less resistant to high temperatures”,
RAV experts observe.
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Global production of hydrogen by the fuel and hydrogen damand by sector in the NZE, m tons
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By 2050, hydrogen production will grow 6 times to cover the growing demand of the transportation sector and heavy industry.
Water electrolysis and CCUS gas conversion will be the main technologies
Note: hydrogen is a side product of catalytic reforming of petroleum
Source: IEA report «Net Zero by 2050: a Roadmap for the Global Enerdy Sector»

A side option
Instability is the main disadvantage of solar and wind energy.
When it is not sunny or if there is no wind, energy will not be produced. It makes it impossible to explore them without stabilizing
sources. Nowadays, such sources are represented by traditional
coal power stations.
This makes various paradoxes and oddities appear. For instance, Danemark, European country with the highest renewables
part in its energy system, buys stabilizing energy from German
coal plants. In an article for the Russian newspaper Vedomosti,
political scientist and energy expert Igor Alabuzhin writes: “The
increase of the ‘uncontrollable’ renewables part in energy systems leads to unjustiﬁed risks. Energy systems are forced to fully
conserve their traditional ‘controlled’ capacities in order not only
to generate electricity while the renewables stand by, but also to
manoeuver the capacities constantly”.
The experts brings the example of Germany, which had 100
GW of controlled energy sources in the beginning of the 21st cen-

tury. “Then, this country built more than 100 GW of wind and solar
generation, spending on it € 50 b, but now it cannot afford to reduce its ‘controlled’ capacities that suffers loss due to underloading”, Alabuzhin observes. Such losses forced France to close several coal plants in the last years, which reduced the “controlled”
capacities by 10 GW approximately. Two 900 MW nuclear plants
were also closed. And consequences didn’t wait too much: before
the last winter, French government informed the citizens that in
case of cold weather, problems could arise, including rolling blackouts. When the cold weather came, the rest of the coal plants
were launched.
Accumulator batteries can partly be considered stabilizing
sources. But they cannot be used en masse due to a series of
factors. Particularly, the construction of high-capacity accumulator batteries requires a big quantity of mineral ressources,
something electric car industry also need critically.
If we omit the exotic solutions, as flywheel energy storage
systems, hydrogen production should become the main technology used to store energy obtained from renewable sources

CO2 capture and storage process
1

Coal, natural gas, biomass, petroleum:
heat power stations with CO2 capture
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STEP 1: Capturing СО2. The first step of the CCS
process is the capturing or separation of СО2,
from the fuel source used at power generation
plants or industrial manufactoring facilities.
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STEP 2: Транспортировка СО2.
The second step is transporting captured СО2
to its storage – underground geologic formations
such as depleted oil or gas reservoirs.

STEP 3: Injection СО2.
The third and the final component of the CCS –
is injection СО2 into underground reservoirs for storage.
Source: ExxonMobil
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Other technology that has not been deﬁnitively developed,
but still is promising, is called carbon storage and storage (CCS).
It consists in separating CO2 from the residual gases, or, as the
recent trends have it, from the atmosphere. Then, it is compressed and transported to its ﬁnal storage facility by pipelines
or sea transport. Porous rock that is present all over the world
could be used as hydrocarbon reservoires (see table “CO2 capture
and storage process”).
After transportation to the ﬁnal storage reservoire, CO2 is
pumped into the earth. Naturally, the storage facilities are constantly
surveyed to prevent leakings and to take the necessary security
measures. Scientiﬁc research conﬁrm that more than 99% CO2 can
be securely stored under the earth for thounsands of years.
Naturally, what looks simple in description can be difficult to
achieve in practice. For example, the European plan of construction of 15 experimental power stations using CSS technologies,
launched in 2007, failed because such plants could not compete
with solar and wind power plants. To add to this, the equipment
necessary to capture and store CO2, differently from photovoltaic
transformators, cannot be made substantially cheaper, which
foreshadows a rather restricted use of this technology.

We have already mentioned the problem of recycling of wind
power stations rotor blades. But it seems the real difficulties still
await us.
In 2016, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
and IEA published a report titled “End-of-Life Management: Solar
Photovoltaic Panels”, which described in detail the technologies
and strategies of recycling photovoltaic modules.
According to its forecast, there will be 1.7-1.8 m tons of accumulated photovoltaic residue by 2030, dependent on the scenario (regular loss – modules used for 30 years, early loss –
early end of service time due to different causes, for example,
substitution of morally obsolete equipment). This amount of
“solar waste” corresponds to 3%-16% of actual year volume of
electronic waste. By 2050, accumulated solar panels waste will
grow substantially, to 60-78 m tons (see table “Forecast: Increase of PV residue growth and solar energy global installed
capacity growth”).
In theory, existent technologies allow to separate useful ressources from residual solar panels, but they have never been tested
on such volumes, so their economic efficiency rests unproved.
The growing number of electric cars will be accompanied by
the proportional growth of depleted accumulators that need recycling. Until recently, neither the society nor the regulatory entities paid attention to this problem. “Europe, for example, still
does not have a lot of electric cars, so there are not many depleted accumulators neither”, expert and senior partner of German consulting company Roland Berger, Wolfgang Bernhart, told
DW recently. He believes that this problem will not become acute
in Europe until by 2028-2030, when accumulators start to deplete
that are, by now, still waiting to enter the market en masse.
The situation with the recycling technologies is similar to the
situation in the photovoltaic sector: technologies exist, but it is
not sure if they will be economically justiﬁed when the recycling
scale growth grows as it is expected. Recently, the European
Commission allowed the governments of 12 EU countries to allocate € 2.9 b (jointly) as state support for 42 companies that
develop innovative technologies of production and recycling of
accumulators for electric cars. This support is expected to bring
more € 9 b of private investment. We will see if this measure is
efficient by the end of the decade.
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(see table “Volume and technologies of hydrogen production
forecast”).
According to the IEA’s roadmap, hydrogen production should
grow 6 times by 2050, jumping from the actual 90 m tons per
year to 530 m tons per year. This forecast suggests that in the
net 30 years we stop to obtain the “fuel of the future” from fossil
hydrocarbons without ﬁnal storage of the CO2, technology responsible for the biggest part of the energy we consume. 75%
of hydrogen will be produced from water electolysed with the
help of renewable energy sources, and 25%, from natural gas
with recovery and ﬁnal storage of CO2.
Still, storage and transportation of such amounts of hydrogen
are problems that require solution.
It is often proposed to use existent gas pipelines, but these
plans are dubious in practice. A molecule of hydrogen is much
smaller than a molecule of methane, which means it could pass
through all the inﬁltrations that prevent natural gas from doing
so. Not only does it imply a great loss ratio during transportation,
but also a threat of explosion of hydrogen-air mixture (ﬁre damp).
Also, we found no proposed solution of the so-called hydrogen embrittlement problem. Due to the small size of the molecule, hydrogen permeats actively steel’s crystal grating, making
it lose its resistance to mechanical action. It seems that strategic
planners decided to omit technological considerations, postponing troubleshooting for an unprecised amount of time.
In theory, the problem of storage and transportation of hydrogen could be solved by technologies that capture H2. Of these
technologies, production of ammonia and its use as a commodity
for hydrogen production in the point of consumption, or directly
as fuel. Ammonia production has been used for many decades
in the fertilizer industry, the technologies are well developed. Nonetheless, a drastic increase of such capacities will face the problem of energy output ratio of technological processes and of the
eventual lack of catalysts.
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0
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Source: IRENA and IEA «End-of-Life Management: Solar Photovoltaic Panels»
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A BIG PIE FOR DOMESTIC ENGINEERING
THE RUSSIAN EPC(M) MARKET FOR HI-TECH PROJECTS
IS NOT YET RIPE

DMITRIY AKISHIN
Director of Consulting Services
in the Gas & Chemicals Sector VYGON Consulting

ARTEM LEBEDSKOY-TAMBIEV
Consultant,
VYGON Consulting

World energy markets are undergoing a transformation. The Russian fuel and energy complex is responding to
this with new projects: simple processing and transportation of hydrocarbons are being replaced by hi-tech LNG
plants, deep conversion of raw materials, and production of chemical products. But will the Russian engineering
and construction industry be able to meet the demand of domestic companies to implement such projects?

New challenges for the Russian
oil and gas industry
Today, the Russian fuel and energy complex finds itself
amid global transformation, which has been underway for quite
a few years. The "pandemic" year of 2020 demonstrated this
once again. Demand, and hence prices for energy resources
such as oil, gas and various fuels, were the first to be affected.
Much of the world's investment in hydrocarbon production,
simple processing and transportation was postponed to future
years, or cancelled. As a result, the Russian oil and gas industry
stepped into a new decade facing significant internal and external challenges. At the same time, the trends that emerged
in the last decade to change the structure of the markets have
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only intensified. For example, despite the global gas demand
decline in 2020 LNG trade grew up as liquefied gas strengthened its position relative to pipeline gas and made another
step towards the globalization of gas markets.
An important role was also played by the low-carbon
agenda: many countries and major corporations declared that
they took on a carbon neutrality course, or at least would seek
a partial reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, expand their
use of renewable energy sources, introduce the technologies
to capture and utilize carbon dioxide, etc. These policies also
showed a positive trend in terms of investment in 2020, adding
at least 10% versus 2019.
The petrochemical industry also retained its strong position amid the pandemic. The global petrochemical industry
Based on VYGON Consulting’s study “Engineering and Construction
in the Russian Downstream: Do not Miss the Market”, March 2021

HI-T E CH

used to outpace the global GDP growth rate even in the normal
years (4% and 2.5% per year on average over the last 10 years,
respectively), while the year 2020 also demonstrated the industry's high resilience to external financial and economic
shocks. For example, the demand for olefins showed a positive
trend, growing by about 4%. Much of the demand was due to
the increase in the production of medical products (masks and
antiseptic containers as well as other packaging) and disposable packaging. The growth was also observed in the methanol
industry (+~3%).
As for the Russian chemical industry, its development was
mainly determined by its specific features. New projects received a good supporting tool in the form of a reverse excise
duty on liquefied petroleum gases and ethane, which was
another impetus to promote advanced gas processing. In addition, companies continued to diversify their gas business
through chemical and LNG projects in the face of a falling demand for hydrocarbons. The economy of chemical projects
was further strengthened by the weakening of the Ruble, which,
however, affected the plastic processors.
So, now we have this steady trend in Russia thanks to corporate plans to diversify company businesses and enter new
markets in terms of product range diversification and supply
geography, as well as thanks to the government's strategy to
increase non-resource exports such as high added value products. It should be noted, though, that these areas require
much more capital and are technologically more complex as
compared with traditional raw material processing, and so the
corporate decision makers take their best solution after working through dozens of possible options. In general, despite the
dramatic drop in hydrocarbon prices and vigorous global trend
for decarbonization, the Russian fuel and energy complex

showed its high competitiveness proving that it only needs
some transformation to remain a driver of the country's economic development.

Oil industry:
The base is set, we need to go deeper
The oil transportation industry was developing rapidly in
the 1970-80s with West Siberian oil production ramp-ups and
growth of oil exports as the backdrop. A bunch of large oil pipeline projects was constructed at that time such as Druzhba-2,
Ust-Balyk – Ufa – Kurgan – Almetyevsk, Surgut – Polotsk and
others. Over the 1990s, there were actually no investments in
this sector after the collapse of the Soviet Union, and that resulted in rapid degrading of the oil transportation system.
In the 2000s there was renewed interest in this segment.
The existing system was upgraded extensively. In addition, such
major pipeline projects as Baltic Pipeline System 1 and 2, ESPO-1
and 2, and Kuyumba-Tayshet were implemented as part of the
government policy of diversifying sales markets and minimizing
transit risks. Transneft investments in the next few years will
remain at the level of 230-240 billion RUB a year and will be
used almost entirely for the reconstruction and modernization
of the system. As for the future development of the Russian
pipeline system, it should be mentioned that Transneft's megaprojects have finished with the completion of the ESPO pipeline,
while there is no final decision on the new ones.
As for the oil refining segment, Russian refineries are currently lagging behind Western European refineries in terms of
light product yield (62% vs. 70-80% respectively), so the key
area to promote is achieving a deeper conversion rate at existing refineries. The government is encouraging more invest-

Opportunities and challenges for the Russian oil and gas industry
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Key facts about Russian oil reﬁning sector in 2010-2019
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ment to secure deeper oil conversion and enhanced refining
by massive subsidies in exchange for secondary process buildups. However, primary refining often appears uneconomic in
the absence of government support, so depriving commontype refineries (without secondary processes) of their subsidies will result in shutdowns and gradual withdrawal of excess capacity. Therefore, the current system of regulation is
a key driver of refining refurbishment projects. The growth of
light product output is expected to reach 65% by 2024 and 70%
by 2035 thanks to this system.
In addition to the capacities under refurbishment agreements, major vertically integrated oil companies are planning
to build additional secondary process units, which will account
for about 45% of all investments after 2020.
Construction of petrochemical plants is an important area
in refinery operation diversification. It seems that the peak consumption of automotive gasoline in the Russian Federation
was passed in 2019, and there would be year-to-year declines
in demand for these products after 2024. Therefore, it is strategically correct if the refineries would shift their focus towards
higher value-added chemical products that would diversify the
Russian processing.
Cat cracking units at refineries along with conventional
petrochemical operations are an important source of propylene. Putting new units in operation will only add up to its output. The potential of propylene production at refineries can be
significantly increased. Modern technologies enable the construction of chemical catalytic cracking units aimed at almost
doubling the propylene yield (at the expense of slightly reduced
yield of gasoline). A bunch of similar projects is already being
considered by Russian companies.
However, implementing such hi-tech solutions currently
appears inefficient. In particular, with comparable raw material
throughputs, the amount of investments and specific operating
costs in chemical catcracking is 20-30% higher versus fuel configurations. Because of this, profitability of such projects
usually tops at 8-10%. It is possible to increase their efficiency
by implementing support measures, which of course should
not offer an unjustified competitive advantage for their initiators as compared to conventional petrochemical operations.
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Gas industry:
LPG as a point of growth
The development of the Russian gas industry generally follows the path of the oil sector. The main driver of gas production growths is bringing in a new infrastructure to diversify
supplies and enter new markets. Note that the Asia-Pacific region looks as the most promising market for Russian gas, and
the consumption of gas in this region will grow by 4-6% per
year, while gas demand in Europe is expected to stagnate as
a result of a tougher environmental agenda and growth of renewable energy generation. The Power of Siberia project that
is currently being implemented has the export capacity of 38
bcm and is to partially solve the problem, but even its completion in 2025 will only cover a part of the potential take for Russian gas, and the share of Russia in China's gas demand will
not exceed 15%. That is why several routes and options to increase gas supplies to China are now being discussed.
By now most of the investments in Gazprom's key export
pipeline projects such as Power of Siberia, Nord Stream-2 and
Turkish Stream have already been incurred. The Power of Siberia-2 and expansion of the pipeline system for Yamal gas
are under consideration and study. These projects will determine the level of investments in the development of the gas
transmission system in the medium term.
LNG is another important area in the expansion of the gas
export infrastructure. If all the announced projects are implemented by 2030, Russia's LNG production capacity will quadruple from the current level to reach 112 mt and thus meet the
corresponding goal of the Energy Strategy. Total investments
in these projects will amount to at least $100 billion. About a
quarter of new capacity are still at risk due to regulatory restrictions on LNG exports, as well as uncertainties with the resource base. Also, the currently prevailing unfavorable market
conditions may hold back making the final investment decisions (FID) until later dates.
Bringing into development deep-lying gas deposits rich in
gas condensate, liquefied petroleum gases and ethane, is an
important characteristic of the gas production evolution in the
Russian Federation. Even though it appears more expensive to
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develop such fields, the value of condensate often ensures
their economic efficiency. In addition, products of condensate
processing are valuable petrochemical raw materials, so many
projects are implemented as integrated operations including
gas production, transportation and deep processing, as well
as the construction of chemical complexes.
Over an 8-year period the total capacity of wet gas treatment and processing facilities in Russia can almost double
due to the launch of new plants, to exceed 300 bcm. The
largest projects are the Amur gas processing plant and the Baltic Gas Chemical Complex in Ust Lugawith the total annual capacity of 87 bcm. But there is still a potential for further enhancement of gas processing: the amount of gas in the traditional producing regions of Western Siberia alone that is feasible for deep processing is estimated to be at least 50 bcm
up to 2025.

Petrochemical sector:
all conditions are in place
The Russian petrochemical industry has long been waiting
for growth. No new pyrolysis plants had appeared in our country for more than 20 years before SIBUR launched its Zapsibneftekhim project in 2019. Despite the fact that Russia is one
of the world's leading producers of hydrocarbons, high capital
intensity of petrochemical projects and complexity of chemical
markets curbed taking investment decisions. On top of that,
our companies lose their main competitive edge, access to
cheap raw materials, amid low oil and petroleum product
prices.
A number of system-wide constraints also hindered the
development of this industry:
• Lack of prepared and geographically consolidated petrochemical feedstock;
• No incentives for gas producers to carry out deep processing to produce ethane;

* for ethylene and propylene
** as of 2019
Source: corporate & media reports, VYGON Consulting

•

Lack of financial capability with petrochemical companies
to implement an integrated gas processing and chemical
project on their own;
• Prevailing system of regulation, due to which supplying the
same petrochemical products from different hydrocarbon
feedstocks assumed different economic efficiency.
All of these issues have been solved directly or indirectly
by introducing an instrument of reverse excise duty on liquefied
petroleum gases and ethane. In many respects it ensures the
investment efficiency of such huge projects as the Amur Gas
Chemical Complex, Baltic Gas Chemical Complex and Irkutsk
Polymer Plant. Their implementation will ensure that processing capacities for the key polymers – polyethylene and polypropylene will double. The total investments in the petrochemical industry for all the projects announced by now may exceed
2,000 billion RUB.
As for the methane chemical industry, a large number of
new projects have been announced in Russia by today, mostly
large-tonnage ones, each with a product capacity of more than
one million tons a year. Their distinctive feature is that they
are initiated by new players who do not have any required experience for this. Besides, methanol projects usually assume
constructing some transshipment infrastructure as there are
no terminals for transshipment of this product in our country
today. Speaking about the prospects of the Russian methanol
industry one should mention the ambitious plans to build up
methanol outputs as a dozen large-scale production projects
with capacity totaling 12 million tons are announced for construction. Thus the methanol production in Russia may grow
by more than 3 times if all these announced projects are im-
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plemented. The domestic market with its average annual
growth rate in the range of 1.5-2% cannot be considered a driver of the long-term development, that is why all the new facilities are oriented towards export. Note that the majority of new
capacities are to be commissioned in the western part of the
Russian Federation, while methanol demand growth in Europe
is limited. Even more skepticism is caused by the fact that no
FID has been made on most of the projects, and there is no
experience in the construction of plants with annual output of
more than 1 million tons in Russian Federation.
In the ammonia industry, however, there are no such ambitious targets as most of the announced ammonia and urea
projects are currently under construction. Completion of all
the projects will not lead to significant changes in the structure
of ammonia sales in Russia as both domestic consumption
(due to increased demand for fertilizers) and export of ammonia and its derivatives, mainly urea, will increase.
To summarize, Russian companies have good prospects
for the development of export-oriented methane chemical sector. The main competitive advantage is a regulated gas price
which is usually much lower than the world benchmark. In addition, the sector showed good resistance to external shocks
by demonstrating some excellent results even during that difficult 2020 and thus once again proving its prospects for gas
monetization and business diversification of oil and gas companies in general.

Who will build all that?
Implementing the above considered projects will require
huge investments. If their total volume in 2019-2020 amounted

to about 2,000 billion RUB per year, it may reach 3,000 to 4,000
billion RUB per year in 2-3 years. Moreover, these will be investments in complex and hi-tech projects of hydrocarbon processing and transportation. And in addition to searching for
funding sources, a question arises: who will build it all?
The key issue is management. The Russian market of
complex project implementation (EPC – engineering, procurement, construction) is still underdeveloped while domestic
companies are often tier-3+ contractors that perform some
minor individual work within large projects. That is why the
largest and technologically complex projects are mostly managed by international companies. If we look at the issue in
the context of first-tier contractors, i.e. those who manage
either entire projects or very large facilities, the share of imported engineering and construction services in deep conversion, LNG and petrochemical projects could be 75-80%. To be
fair, it should be noted that there is a positive trend in this
matter, too. Over the next few years our leading companies
will probably be able to take the lead on the EPC market,
reaching a 50% share.
But will Russian companies be strong enough to design
and build the required number of facilities? Today one third
of all investments in transportation and processing of hydrocarbons is earned by international engineering companies. But given the changes in the structure of projects
and overall growth of the market, our companies may not
keep up with such growth and may end up yielding about
500 billion rubles of revenue per year to external players.
Taking into account the existing foreign policy risks, it is a
strategic task to build up competences in managing and implementing major projects.

Investments in hydrocarbon feed transportation & processing and in petrochemical sector
in the Russian Federation by origin

2023 г.
2019 г.

67,5%

1,9

Зарубежные компании
Российские компании
32,5%

50,8%

трлн руб.

3,0

49,2%

трлн руб.

Потеря рынка
~0,5 трлн руб. в год

Доля российских EPC-контракторов в инвестициях

25%
в 2019 г.

50%
в 2023 г.

Source: VYGON Consulting
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